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ABSTRACT

The U.S. has experienced a dramatic proliferation of
corporate master-planned communities, along with a related
equally sharp increase in the numbers of people governed by
private residential community associations (RCAs).
Increasing by approximately 9,500 annually, RCA's are
expected to grow from 130,000 in 1990 to approximately
225,000 by the year 2000.

This trend is a manifestation of

both the historical commodification of urban and community
space and the gradual imposition of the corporate
bureaucratic structure into community maintenance and
governance.

Intended to stimulate commodity need

fulfillment and ensure the continued dominance of
patriarchal bourgeois ideology, this new community form has
come to dominate alternative community form.

This

examination places these trends in critical perspective,
specifically addressing agency,

conflict, resistance, and

the historical and current struggles to create cooperatively
self-determined alternative community space that
fundamentally challenges dominant ideology.

Ill
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
If there are two words that sum up this obsessively
planned city of 120,000 (Irvine) in the heart of
Orange County, they are symmetry and order.The eutopic (literally no-place) logic of their (Los
Angeles) subdivisions, in sterilized sites stripped
bare of nature and history, master-planned only for
privatized family consumption, evokes much of the
past evolution of tract-home Southern California.
But the developers are not just repackaging myth
(the good life in the suburbs) for the next
generation; they are also pandering to a new,
burgeoning fear of the city.^
Marketed as the solution to any number of urban ills from
crime,

pollution,

and

moral

decay

to

urban

sprawl

and

municipal fiscal crisis, the rapid proliferation of private
comprehensively planned-communities is emerging as one of the
most dramatic transformations of urban landscapes in the U.S.
since

the

initial

post-war

expansion

Enjoining

traditionally

separate

including

residential,

recreational,

industrial

into

a

single

of

suburbanization.

land-use

developments

commercial,

master-planned

community,

and
an

increasing number of real estate developers are packaging,
marketing, and selling what would historically constitute a
small city.

One of the most prevalent marketing

schemes
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emphasizes the purported security and isolation from declining
urban

centers

provided by

frequently

gated and privately

patrolled corporate master-planned communities.
Beginning

as

a

family

ranch

in

the

1860s,

Irvine,

California was comprehensively planned and developed just 50
miles south of sprawling Los Angeles.

Representing one of the

most expansive examples of haphazard urban sprawl in the U.S.,
Los Angeles has this century been characterized as the spatial
manifestation of a laissez-faire "free-market" approach to
urban development.

Irvine,

master-planned communities,

a veritable conglomeration of
is touted as an alternative to

this traditional suburban development, "expertly" designed to
foster quality communities.

One "town," Woodbridge Village,

with a population of approximately

30,000 packed

on 2000

acres, characterizes the "visionary" planning common to modern
master-planned communities where...
...there is a central corridor of churches,
shopping centers and low-rise office buildings
with nearly identical manmade lakes on either
side. Spreading out from their banks are similar
wood-framed houses, thickets of oleander and tract
housing. Businesses, and homeowners, are strictly
regulated so they do not upset the buff-hued color
scheme. And in a city dedicated to healthy
living, there is no cemetery.^
Like most master-planned communities, the development in
Woodbridge

Village

is

somewhat

denser

than

traditional

suburban developments, placing services, amenities, and most
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importantly, retailers, within a short drive of most homes.
Residents pay a "homeowners association" fee in lieu of a
county tax to finance and maintain these elements.
public

roads

community's

run

through

amenities

are

the

development,

restricted

to

And while

most

of

residents

the
with

identity tags, including parks and pools.
Today, the Irvine Company, owned by builder Donald L.
Bren,

is the largest designer and developer of master-planned

communities in the nation, typifying a new breed of developer
that

is

blurring

the

distinctions

between

historically

specialized branches of the U.S. real estate industry.

The

Irvine

the

Company

has

almost

single

handedly determined

spatial form of the urban landscape in Orange County.
company

currently

owns

60,000

acres

in

Orange

The

County

constituting about one-sixth of the county's entire land.

In

Irvine, a city of 120,000, the Irvine Company maintains 94
properties,

totalling

buildings,

hotels,

15

million

shopping

square

centers,

feet

of

office

and

industrial

facilities, in addition to being the state's biggest producer
of avocados."
If

controlling

such a significant

portion

of

county

property and business enterprises does not ensure that company
interests

predominate

Irvine

politics,

Bren's

past

and

continued involvement with the national Republican Party and
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California state politicians, including Governor Pete Wilson,
surely does.

Bren is in charge of all company operations and

is even involved in the actual design and planning of the
company's residential and commercial developments.^
The only characteristic that distinguishes Bren from a
number of other prominent developers in the U.S. today is his
relative low-profile.

Developers like Donald Trump and Gerald

and Jeffrey Hines are not only outspoken, but are also daily
involved in the control and exchange of capital and real
estate that routinely constitutes hundreds of millions

of

dollars and impacts the lives of thousands of urban residents.
Many of these developers watched their success dwindle in the
late

1980s

and

early

1990s,

when

Trump,

accumulated more than $3 billion in debt

for

instance,

following a real

estate "crash."

But most of the largest of these, including

Trump,

and

survived

continually
horizontally.

are

transforming

now
urban

more

successful

landscapes

than

ever;

vertically

and

Today the senior Hines is worth approximately

$150 million and, in addition to multi-million dollar projects
in the U.S.,

the Hineses are moving into the global real

estate market, currently attempting to raise $400 million for
overseas acquisitions in "emerging" markets.
Increasingly, large developers are focusing on masterplanned communities.

And not all of these have historically
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been involved in such development.

One of the most glaring

examples is the Walt Disney Co, which today is involved in
numerous master-planned community projects that carry-over
from

their

tradition

developments.

The

of
real

themed

and

theme-park

estate

division,

like

the

Disney

Development Company, is currently developing "Celebration," a
"mixed-use" planned development slated to house approximately
20,000 "higher income bracket" residents.

Commodifying, not

only an entire community, but also the theme of a historical
idyllic

small

town,

Disney

intentionally

placed

the

development site in a district in Osceoloa County that will
prevent residents from voting in municipal elections, allowing
the

company

to

maintain

control

over

political

and

developmental decisions.®
In the most comprehensive look at this phenomenon to
date,

political

scientist

Evan

McKenzie

documents

the

historical rise of homeowners associations tied to a form of
private housing known as common-interest developments (CIDs)."
CIDs include planned-unit developments of single-family houses
(PUDs),

condominiums,

and

cooperative

apartments,

housing

forms found predominantly in private-planned-communities.

In

1990 CID development

of

constituted more than

11 percent

American housing, encompassing approximately 12 percent of the
U.S

population.

Moreover,

the

number

of

homeowner
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associations is expected to grow from 150,000 in 1992 to an
estimated 225, 000 by the year 2000.^°
Critics
addition

suggest

to

that

trade-offs

master-planned

associated

with

communities,
the

in

restrictive

covenants, frequently fail to live up to the expectations of
community newcomers.

These communities are typically designed

for continued auto-dependency and have a number of features
that seem to prohibit communitarianism.
contribute

at

development

least

as

much

as the traditional

which they deviate.

to

They also appear to

expanding

uneven

urban

suburban developments

from

These remain communities of predominantly

white affluent residents,

contributing to increasing social

polarization by race, class, and in fundamental ways, gender.
Most corporate master-planned communities credit great
"visionaries"

in some capacity,

frequently as a marketing

tool, purported to possess benevolent idealism and commitment
to social responsibility and the elimination of urban ills.
This notion appears

inconsistent with numerous aspects

of

these developments (and would be considered problematic from
a democratic perspective, in any case) and will be explored in
this

thesis.

Regardless,

the

dramatic

proliferation

of

corporate master-planned communities represents one of the
most significant developments in the historical capitalistic
process of commodification of urban landscapes in the 20th
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century.

The linked historical development of the state,

providing legitimation and facilitation,
movement,

business

dominated

the privatization

municipal

governance,

commodification of urban space and housing and its conversion
from predominantly production to consumption space, and other
capital

accumulation

financiers,

and

exigencies

industrialists

have
to

led

plan

developers,
and

develop

increasingly spacious and comprehensive communities.
As a relatively new phenomenon, little literature is yet
available that comprehensively addresses the relationship of
master-planned communities to general urban development, most
making a passing note of such in mainstream discussions of
general

suburban

development.

Existing

literature

predominantly addresses one of two themes with occasional
overlaps.

The first type of analysis examines the impact of

privatization on democratic forms of governance as exemplified
by private homeowner's associations found predominantly in
master-planned
perspective,

communities."'

Using

a

political

these tend to emphasize liberal

science

solutions to

problems engendered by the development and proliferation of
this form of governance.

The second type emphasizes the

degree to which these succeed as "quality" communities with an
emphasis on physical design.'^

There has been ineffective

effort to analyze the specific social relations that have led
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to these and related urban forms.
The objective of this thesis is to locate the development
of master-planned communities in the political-economy of the
U.S. providing an analysis of their specific and cumulative
impact on modern urban space and residents.

In particular,

the chapters that follow will explore the relationship of
master-planned communities to predominant urban landscape and
housing forms, housing affordability, the decline of public
space,

uneven

development,

and

resegregation by race and class.

the

trend

of

urban

The role of the state and

the various agents involved in these urbanization processes
will be delineated and placed within the specific economic,
political,

and social context of the U.S.

Public policy

implications will be explored.
This study is intended to reveal why corporate masterplanned

communities

are

becoming

a dominant

urban

form,

replacing traditional urban and suburban development in many
regions of the country.

Intregal to this analysis

is an

exploration of social conflict that characterizes our urban
society, with a particular focus on actors resisting these
trends and searching for alternatives including "new urbanism"
planned communities

(not to be confused with the new urban

theoretical perspective), government planned communities, and
voluntarily

and

cooperatively

formed

comprehensive
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"intentional communities."

Using a sociological perspective,

the following material is generated from historical analysis,
content

and

interviews

media

and

key

analysis,
informant

and

in-depth

interviews.

To

qualitative
begin,

the

following will develop the theoretical framework necessary for
a macro and micro understanding of these processes.
Theoretical Perspectives
McKenzie
booming,

notes

that where

residential

development

is

CIDs are constituting an increasing proportion of

that development.

According to a 1989 national survey by the

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) 36
percent of CIDs were in Western states,
South,

21 percent in the Northeast,

Midwest.

33 percent in the

and ten percent in the

The heaviest concentration is in the rapid growth

sunbelt states of California, Florida, and Texas."
In the 1990s, the state of Nevada has also contributed
substantially to this trend,
southern Nevada.

particularly in fast growing

From 1990 to 1995 the population of Nevada,

driven particularly by phenomenal growth in the Las Vegas
region, increased by a nation leading 28 percent.-'

According

to the National Association of Home Builders, Las Vegas ranked
among the top five cities for new housing construction in
1995, and again, this was heavily concentrated in new masterplanned community development.--

One of these.

The Howard
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Hughes Corporation's Summerlin, is the subject of a case study
presented in chapter six.
Demographic studies indicate that most sunbelt population
growth is deriving from declining urban centers, particularly
in Northeastern states where cities like Detroit and Cleveland
have experienced a dramatic population exodus

(with growing

minority populations in real and relative terms) and central
city "decay" in the past several decades.

In both cases,

deindustrializsation and the expansion of a service economy
fueled the decline.

Since World War II, a shift of population

and development to the suburbs has been a second important
trend in cities throughout the nation.
have not occurred accidentally.

These developments

Some of the agents involved

in these processes have already been tacitly delineated in the
previous section.
form

or

location

They did not make decisions regarding the
of

development

arbitrarily

or

without

significant resistance from community members.
Human Ecology
The proliferation of master-planned communities is linked
to broader economic,

political,

and social processes

that

impact urbanization and the growth and decline of U.S. cities,
more

generally.

Two

theoretical

perspectives

in

urban

sociology attempt to provide an explanatory framework for the
historical process of urbanization and the specific urban
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spatial forms that predominate in U.S. cities today.

Until

very recently, one perspective, the human ecology or "Chicago"
school

of

urban

sociology,

was

essentially

without

competition.
Well

known

urbanists

like Robert

Park and Ernest W.

Burgess initiated a surge in urban research in the 1920s and
1930s at the University of Chicago.

Their perspective was

inspired by the nineteenth century social philosopher Herbert
Spencer who suggested that a "survival of the fittest" scheme
was the most appropriate manner in which to organize social
life because

it best meshed with biological

or

"natural"

imperatives.

This premise is extrapolated to a fundamental

view of cities as living organisms, not unlike a human body,
in which different cells perform specialized,
necessary functions.

but equally

In cities, these functions are said to

be guided by individuals or groups in a "natural" competitive
"free-market" economic system that, ultimately, is assumed to
be

equilibrium seeking resulting in benefit to all urban

interest groups.-®
Represented today by the work of such urbanists as Berry
and Kasarda, Micklin and Choldin,

and Frisbie and Kasarda,

this market-centered approach begins with the premise that
aggregate
decisions

pluralistic
or

the

activity,

demand-side

of

initiated
the

process

by
of

consumer
capital
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accumulation explains spatial manifestations in U.S. cities.'-'
Therefore,

the

development

and

growth

of

master-planned

communities, while not specifically addressed in human ecology
research today, would be evaluated as suppliers (in this case
developers) providing a spatial product demanded by consumers
in

efforts

to

environment.
the

result

capital

adapt

to

their

naturally

changing

urban

The proliferation of these in sunbelt states is
of

capitalists

investments

that

following
seeks

the profit

cities

with

the

logic

of

greatest

commitment to an unregulated "free-market" guided, instead, by
something akin to "divine providence."*®

This commitment is

manifest by "good business-climate" characteristics such as
low taxes, pro-business governments, and less explicitly, by
a predominantly docile and non-unionized workforce.-®
Since

it

is

assumed

that

these

processes

are

most

significantly driven by consumers or workers ("the real boss")
it is accepted uncritically as the most constructive way to
organize urban development.
the

growth

emphasized.

or

decline
Grounded

of
in

More direct responsibility for
cities
the

by

capitalists

neoclassical

is

de

paradigm

and

delineated by human capital theory, inequalities among urban
residents and workers are explained by the individuals ability
to adapt to urban and economic changes.
capital

encompasses

accumulated

skills,

For workers, human
experience,
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education demanded by employers, which, in turn, is the result
of

a

consumer

driven

market.

Those

with

the

greatest

accumulation of human capital will be most able to adapt."
The perspective is further characterized by an emphasis
on

technology

as

a primary determinant

of

spatial

form.

Clearly, the proliferation of the automobile or telephone, for
instance,

has dramatically

suggested
sprawled

that

these

development

expansion of suburbs.^

impacted spatial

technologies
more

made

feasible,

and

form.

It

is

low-density

and

thus

the

drove

Considered particularly significant,

the growth of auto use and infrastructure is considered to be
driven by consumer demand.
the

purchase

and

The role of intensive marketing;

conscious

dismantling

of

hundreds

of

successful mass-transit systems in cities across the nation by
U.S.

automobile

manufacturers;

and

federal

highway

construction policy after World War II is left essentially
unexplored.

The move to the suburbs is said to represent

consumer preference for low-density development, the result of
an association between high-density and quality of life issues
like crime,
communities

pollution,
tend

to

and traffic.
be

Since master-planned

substantially

higher

density

developments than traditional suburbia, it is suggested that
residents

simply

endure

this

characteristic

due

to

the

prominence of issues of security, the maintenance of property
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values, and the provision of sought after amenities.
Important omissions
include

the

role

in the human ecology perspective

of class

and class

conflict,

power and

resource inequality, capital investment decisions (influenced,
for instance, by cheap land and fewer zoning regulations on
urban fringes), and strategic negotiations with allied urban
politicians

(in which capitalists typically have the upper-

hand) often resulting in government subsidies.

Also omitted

is the role of capitalists seeking more homogenous and less
organized workforces.

This last prerogative leads capitalists

outside of central cities which historically contained higher
concentrations of minority workers and unions.

A new approach

does address these issues and it is to this that I now turn.
The Critical Urban Perspective
Began

in

the

1970s

as

a

perspective

critical

of

mainstream urban theory in the human ecology tradition, "new
urban

sociology"

omissions,

only

includes

the

aforementioned

but also challenges that paradigm's

assumptions
cities.

not

about

The

the organization

"new

urban

fundamental

and operation

sociology"

combines a number of critical approaches.

perspective

of U.S.
loosely

The perspective was

propelled by European researchers such as Henri Lefebvre, who
advocated an analysis of the urban complex that elaborates the
role

of

urban

settlement

space.

Rooted

in

dialectical
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principles, Lefebvre suggested that space is a human product
and as

such implies

certain social

relations

noting that

"...space is not a thing but rather a set of relations between
things (objects and products)."^
Other

European

researchers

contributed

significant

insights such as the collective consumption focus of Manuael
Castells and an analysis of the commodification process by
David Harvey.—

The influence of these researchers began to

impact urban studies in the U.S. by the late 1970s pursued by
Mark Gottdiener, John Mollenkopf, Norman and Susan Fainstein,
Ed

Soja,

and Harvey Molotch,

to name a very

critical urbanists in the United States.^

few

of the

These researchers

emphasize the intersections of economic, political, and social
factors in the creation of urban space.

In the U.S.

(and

other Western countries in which capitalism predominates),
these factors tend to engender antagonistic social relations,
organized along class, race, and gender lines, that directly
impact spatial manifestations.
Whether the concept of space is adapted as a central or
peripheral

theme

in

urban

analysis,

it

is

perceived

different critical urbanists in a dialectical manner.
space

embodies

the

potentially

antithetical

by

Urban

relationship

between the exchange-value meaning and use-value meaning of
cities.

Profit-oriented industrialists, developers, bankers.
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and

landowners

have

propelled

the

abstract

historical

development of urban space as a commodity to be purchased,
sold,

and

developed

commodities.

in

markets

like

other

for-profit

The use value of urban space encompasses the

multitude of diverse interests of people who live and work in
cities, including everyday life concerns such as low-crime,
pollution, and traffic, as well as, decent schools, affordable
housing,

and other features and amenities that impact the

quality or livability of urban space, whether or not these
developments are profitable.
Castells and others tie use value to social wage

(as

opposed to monetary wage) interests that are required for the
reproduction of labor.

Capitalist agents have historically

been reluctant to provide for this social wage because it
negatively effects capital accumulation, at least in the short
term.

Urban

social

movements

and

less

organized

urban

resistance are typically motivated by use value interests.
These take the form of either attempts to secure a sufficient
social wage for labor reproduction or to prevent the intrusion
of industrial, commercial, or other types of development that
threaten livability.-'
Significant social and environmental costs are associated
with the rapid growth or decline of cities.

Both structural

and agency dimensions of urban development are emphasized by
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this perspective.

Growth, decline, and spatial form in cities

is shaped predominantly by capital investment and political
decision-makers

operating within

inform and constrain

specific

the nature

structures

that

of this decision making.

Rapid inflow of capital investment engenders rapid growth and
capital disinvestment contributes significantly to decline.
The government
various

(state)

ways,

facilitates this decision making in

particularly

by

upholding

private

property

rights and by maintaining the ideology that suggests that
agents operating in a "free-market" will determine the most
constructive uses of this private property.

But government

officials

moderate

the

costs

decline

by

political

also

are

capitalist-generated

pressured
growth

to
or

of

constituents participating in class, race, gender, or general
community-based struggles.
Capital
circuits.

investment
The

industrial

"primary

capital

manufacturing

within

circuit"

investment

equipment,

transportation.

occurs

of

several
capital

into

labor

power

raw

identified
encompasses
materials,

(workers),

and

Investment and disinvestment in this circuit

of capital has led to dramatic changes in urban landscapes,
particular in the aforementioned Northeastern and Midwestern
cities

that

manufacturing

have
and

historically
industry.'®

had

economies

Historically

dominated
considered
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necessary

but

industrial

undesirable

reinvestment

in

drain
the

of

capital

"primary

needed

circuit",

for
the

"secondary circuit" encompasses capital circulated in realestate and the "built-environment."

This "second circuit" of

capital is crucial to an understanding of the development of
cities

and

master-planned

communities.

Increasingly,

capitalists have determined ways in which real estate can be
a profitable

investment

on

corporations

historically

its

own terms.

focused

only

Examples
on

of

industrial

investment moving large quantities of capital into real estate
to be used for non-industrial uses are growing.

The Summa

Corporation, originally the real estate division of The Howard
Hughes Corporation,

in Las Vegas and Los Angeles has used

enormous tracts of the former industrialist's land originally
intended for Boeing Aircraft for the development of suburban
and master-planned community developments.^®
Structural Context
Master-planned communities
housing or community form.

represent more

than

a new

They are a manifestation of a

major societal reconfiguration that allow capitalist producers
to resolve some inherent contradictions in an instable "freemarket"

system,

while creating new ones.

Aside

from the

ideology of private property other structural dimensions are
important for an understanding of the proliferation of master-
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planned

communities.

Sociologist

James

O'Conner,

among

others, has prepared an historical economic analysis of the
process of consumption in Western capitalist nations rooted in
philosophical individualism.
O'Conner

notes

that,

Discussing the theory of needs,

particularly

in the U.S.,

needs

increasingly met only in the form of commodities.

are

So, for

example, while the need for shelter is not created by capital
accumulation exigencies,

the tendency for this need to be

satisfied in the commodity form of individual housing units
is.'^

Expanded economic opportunities

for housing-related

industries have resulted from the construction and sale of
detached single family homes,

a primary ingredient

in the

"American Dream.
As commodities, particular spatial forms like suburbia
and

especially

master-planned

intensively marketed,
less profitable,

communities

have

been

while alternative housing forms were

thus,

less prevalent.

But O'conner also

begins to illuminate contradictions in commodity fetishism
that, not only undermine this system of need fulfillment, but
also undermine many of the actual fulfillment characteristics
supposedly

embodied

in

these

commodities.

services are commodified and privatized,
cushions"

embodied

in

traditional

First,

when

subverting "crisis

social

infrastructure,

society's capacity to absorb economic crisis (created in part
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by

this

process)

is

undermined.^’

Federal

and

state

politicians have increasingly lamented the declining role of
traditional community support infrastructure, but typically
fail

to accept or understand

its

link to the process

of

commodification.
O'Conner also notes
fulfillment

physically

that
and

separates

individuals

important

to a critique of

the commodity form of need
expressively

from others.
the

This

alienates

is particularly

commodification

spatial structures like communities.

and

of social

O'Conner suggests that:

The compulsive need for status striving and identity
through commodity ownership thus resulted in social
separation. The need for shelter construed as the
need for individually owned differentiated space
satisfied the individual need and simultaneously
frustrated the social need. The home buyer
individually established himself in society in the
terms of his relationships with things, and at the
same time socially isolated himself in terms of his
relationships with other people.^
So while master-planned communities advertise the enhancement
and

strengthening

commodification

of
of

family

and

communities

community
actually

ties,

the

stands

in

contradiction to these goals by converting use-values into
exchange-values.
determined,

is

Public

replaced

space,
with

where

private

uses
space,

are
for

publicly
which

a

corporate developer determines appropriate use.
Sprawled urban spatial patterns physically fragment the
working class, particularly professionals who are less likely
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to recognize their position in relation to the capitalist
class because of the predominance of class definitions in the
U.S.

rooted in income,

status,

and occupational

factors.

Labor market segmentation is a primary means of social control
that

could

be

undermined

by

higher

density

residential

development, which developers are, nevertheless, motivated to
develop because they can procure higher profits per acreage.''
In high-density master-planned

communities

the

problem of

social control becomes, in part, a matter of physical design.
These

communities

typically

segmentation into their plans.

include

distinct

market

While low and moderate-income

residents are prevented from entry due to the general lack of
affordable housing, other residents, like senior citizens and
renters are physically segmented by "village" divisions.
market

segmentation

commercial,

also

recreational,

provides
and

specific

industrial

This

space

for

development

that

allows developers to stimulate and, to some degree, control
the activity of residents.
into

specific behavior,

options

are

determined

While residents are not coerced

in master-planned communities
and

limited

effectively utilize

physical

consumption

activities.'^

related

design

by

developers

to steer
More

the
who

them

toward

generally,

urban

landscapes, master-planned communities, in particular, appear
increasingly

to

be

designed

to

discourage

spontaneous
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gatherings that could potentially take on a political nature
or threaten community security.
By commodifying and privatizing services and amenities
that have historically been publicly provided in cities like
parks, streets, and town squares, a significant proportion of
the pressure to provide
Increasingly,
politically

for the social wage

the most well organized,
active

constituents

are

is

relieved.

resource laden, and
rejecting

public

redistributive efforts, refusing to approve new tax funds for
public

schools,

parks,

or other neighborhood

improvements

outside of their suburban or master-planned communities.®*'

In

the meantime, state governments have facilitated public sector
fragmentation

by

reinforcing

privatization

efforts

and

advocating suburban "home rule."®"

These factors contribute

to

quality

dramatic

disparities

in

the

of

the

"built

environment" for urban residents.
Growth and Decline in Urban Space
...families in the top 20% of the income distribution
(who make more than the remaining four-fifths put
together) are seceding from the rest of the nation in
more ways than the schools to which they send their
children. Public parks deteriorate as the wealthy
join private health, tennis, skating, country, and
other clubs of all sorts. Many suburban developments
and even individual homeowners purchase their own
police protection as the number of private security
guards in the United States now exceeds the number of
public police officers. The spatial patterns of
cities clearly reflect the emerging socioeconomic
disparities.
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Uneven development

in cities configured along

class,

race, and gender lines impacts all aspects of urban life from
the distribution and quality of housing, access to good jobs,
and relative security, to access to all manner of services and
amenities.

The nations urban centers today are more difficult

places to live than ever, particularly for low and moderateincome

families

increasing.

in

cities

and

disparities

are

Homeownership has been on the decline since its

peak in 1980 at
approximately

central

65.5 percent.®®

65.1

percent

for

Today the percentage
all

Americans,

while

minorities it is substantially lower at 48.6 percent.

is
for

In the

past decade the lack of affordable housing, exacerbated by a
dramatic reduction in federal resources for the provision of
low-cost housing in the 1980s, has reached crisis proportions.
According to a Department of Housing and Urban Development
report,

between

1978

and

1993

the number

housing needs grew by 1.5 million cases.
million

families

are

indicated as being

of

"worst-case"

Approximately 5.3
in dire

need of

housing and 2 million of these have "...somebody working at
least part-time."4°

The report also indicated that 26 percent

of the neediest households are in the West,

predominantly

among the elderly and minorities, while only 17 percent of
eligible housing units are located there.
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Decades of commercial and industrial disinvestment bycorporations in central cities who relocate to more business
"friendly" sunbelt states and "developing" countries,
left

many

communities

infrastructures.

with

dramatically

declining

have
urban

This has been particularly devastating in

regions with historically high concentrations of good paying
manufacturing jobs where organized working-class residents,
including significant numbers of racial and ethnic minorities,
had made substantial economic gains.^
service sector industries,

Further,

booms

in

providing jobs that tend to be

lower paying and more menial, in any case, have occurred in
predominantly

white

suburban

communities.

In

Southern

California, for example, expansions in service employment have
been concentrated in regions with black populations of

one

percent or less.**^
While most Americans take the availability of food for
granted, one report documents difficulties a growing number of
central city residents face in acquiring adequate nutrition
that is not exclusively resource or education dependent.

In

contrast

to

to

retailers

in

the

availability

most

suburban

of

and

services
privatized

and

access

master-planned

communities, many of which provide some of the healthiest most
diverse

selections

of food available

in

their

respective

regions, residents in many declining communities find decent
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food

simply

unavailable.

Facing

long

treks

and

the

possibility of violence, North Philadelphia resident Ida Mills
is hesitant to travel ten blocks to the nearest convenience
store and three miles to a s u p e r m a r k e t . I n a vicious cycle
of mutually reinforcing social ills, this unequal access to
decent nutrition is exacerbated by increasing health-care
costs that place even the most routine medical care out of
reach for millions of Americans.
But
maintain

it
a

is

not

decent

only
life

"inner-city
in

poor"

America's

struggling

cities.

to

Suburban

residents also are experiencing alarming increases in child
abuse rates, high school drop-out rates, crime, pollution, and
dropping wage and salary rates.

At

least

one hazard

relatively unique to sprawled suburban regions.
study

entitled

The

Car

and

the

City.

is

In a recent

statistical

data

indicates that the automobile has led to more annual deaths
and injuries in suburbia than crime associated with drugs and
guns.’
’’
'

Even master-planned community residents are not

immune to these urban social problems.

Journalist

Guterson

robbery,

noted

increasing

incidences

of

David

violent

crimes, and drug use in the exclusive master-planned-community
of Green Valley in Las Vegas, NV.

And residents in these

communities still must avoid the dangers of automobiles.
Many residents in suburban and master-planned communities
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are facing greater difficulty to maintain the American Dream;
working additional hours and jobs, just to pay mortgages.

A

resident in the master-planned community of Antelope Valley in
California describes the increased household stress related to
families that are rarely together.

Parents are never home,

they are working harder to "keep things nice" and to make the
mortgage, and everyone is tired all the time.’' Architectural
critic Philip Langdon notes.
Many people will not have much time to spend on
neighborhood and public life as long as they remain
under intense pressure to generate income...The
more money they spend on the house, appliances,
electronics, automobiles, and other things, the
less time they have for being part of the community.®"
Public decisions by those residents affluent enough to
mediate the burden of this lifestyle have in recent decades
reinforced the concentration of private capital in specific
communities and, in some cases have actually undermined the
profit goals of the corporations that own these communities.
The Irvine Co. found itself in the midst of a crisis when the
Orange

County

threatening

to

Government
disrupt

went

bankrupt

community

in

services

companies ability to control its operation.

December
and

1995;

upset

the

Voters rejected

a tax increase designed to alleviate the financial crisis.
Many of these voters, particularly those in master-planned
communities,

pay private fees for services that the county

provides for non-privatized regions.

Increasingly, these are
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becoming "islands of privilege within a sea of exploitation."
Much of the county, historically considered the quality
alternative
Today,

to Los Angeles,

is showing signs of decline.

with a county population approaching three million,

residents in impoverished regions languish in the shadows of
the Irvine Company's fortress-like experiments.

Growing at

about twice the rate of the overall population, approximately
200,000 disproportionately minority residents are living below
the poverty line.
crime,

County residents also endure increasing

pollution,

and

traffic,

in

addition

to

declining

property values, experienced throughout Southern California.®"
A growing number of residents appear to be dissatisfied
with the organization and operation of the private homeowner's
associations

that

regulate

and

restrict

autonomous decision-making by residents.

a great

deal

of

Examples abound of

residents who take individual conflicts with their association
to the courts.
homeowner's

These more frequently than not favor the

association.

The Columbia Association

is the

private homeowner's group developer James Rouse formed to
maintain amenities and enforce strict property-use controls in
the master-planned community of Columbia,

Maryland

in the

1960s.

Like most private-homeowners associations in place

today,

members

of

the

citizen's

board

that

runs

the

association are elected by a system of one property-one vote
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that

excludes

the

community's

renters

and

neutralizes dissonant voices within households.

effectively
Many Columbia

residents believe a new system should be established that more
equitably distributes power to determine how the $32 million
in fees that

the association

Efforts

been

have

made

by

collects
some

Columbia, a move opposed by Rouse.

annually is

members

to

spent.

incorporate

To date these efforts have

been unsuccessful.®®
"Visionary" Community Builders
Today's

"visionary"

developers

owe

a

great

deal

to

William Levitt, the most prolific developer of modern suburban
development in the history of the U.S.

Capitalizing on a

dramatic housing shortage following World War II, Levitt and
Sons constructed more than seventeen thousand tract houses on
what

was

previously

equating his
consumers

success

wanted,

farm

land

on

Long

with a benevolent

included

such

Island.

Levitt,

knowledge

of what

community

amenities

as

shopping centers, playgrounds, swimming pools, bowling alleys,
village greens, and a town hall, while also donating sites for
churches and fire stations.®®
Levitt

and

Sons

used

For this and other Levittowns,

non-union

labor

and

controlled

all

aspects of the manufacturing and marketing process, including
amenities when they would enhance profit.

They continued to

maintain economic and political control after the housing was
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completed.
In the 1960s, real estate developer James Rouse and the
Rouse Co.

(renowned for shopping center development)

with

complete control of capital and planning began to develop a
single 12,000 acre plot of farmland between Baltimore and
Washington into what he hoped would be the idyllic for-profit
comprehensively

planned

community

of

Columbia,

Maryland.

According to Rouse, his plan was a reaction to predominantly
haphazard

suburban

sprawl

aesthetically unpleasing,

that,

in

he believed

addition
to be

to

being

fundamentally

antithetical to the creation and perpetuation of community.Rouse's master-planned community includes elements that
persist in corporately developed planned-communities today.
Among

these

are

the

creation

of

private

homeowners

associations that enforce "codes, covenants, and regulations"
(CC&R's)

designed

by

the

developer

to

maintain

property

values; increased housing density (using cluster formations)
and the development of open space as environmental preserves
and

for

recreational

purposes

(one-fourth

of

Columbia's

acreage is devoted to recreation) ; and an integrated mix of
apartments, condominiums, and houses of varied pricing.On the opposite coast, in 1961, another builder, Harry L.
Summers, master-planned the community of Rancho Bernardo on
more

than

6, 000

acres

in the

city

limits

of

San
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Currently housing nearly 40,000 residents. Rancho Bernardo is
a

relatively

self-sufficient

community

with

all

of

the

services and amenities associated with a small city including
light

industrial

development.

What

distinguished

Rouse,

Summers, and a growing number of developers in the 1960's was
the scope of the planning,

the size of the communities,

an

increasingly broad target market, and the degree of political
influence
completion.

maintained

by

the

developer

after

project

Until this time, most master-planned communities

were relatively small, typically did not include commercial or
industrial

development,

and

were

exclusive

and

openly

restrictive, particularly by race and class.®'
Three decades later, in an industry dominated by large
corporate developers, primary elements of these early planners
have

been

imitated

and

adapted

for

the

development

of

thousands of corporate master-planned communities in or near
urban regions throughout the U.S.

New urban theorists, unlike

mainstream urbanists, emphasize the inherent instability of a
competitive "free-market" capitalist system.®®

Large corporate

interests have recognized this instability at least since the
Progressive Era, at which point they began to advocate and
shape

specific

competition

in

industry
favor

of

regulations
dominance

corporations in varying industries.®®

that
by

a

would

curtail

relative

few

From 1910-1950 larger
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housing

developers,

represented

by

real

estate

lobbying

organizations like the City Planning Committee of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards

(NAREB) , used local and

federal

regulations

to

homebuilders

and

government

displacing

smaller

dominance

of

the

residential

enhance

stability,

gaining

building

corporate

industry.®®

While

corporations that develop master-planned communities continue
to work closely with local and federal governments, they gain
a greater degree of independent control over the building
industry by agglomerating its different branches.®'
Urban

and

federal

politicians

developments in crucial ways.

have

facilitated

these

One of the most obvious has

been the provision of publicly held land at extraordinarily
low cost
purposes.

that

large

developers

In this way,

stockpile

for

speculation

Howard Hughes accumulated a real-

estate empire of over 40,000 acres in and around Las Vegas,
NV.

Most

of this

he purchased

from the Bureau

Management for less than $2.50 per acre.®®
acre

plot

has

Summerlin,
Corporation.®®

become

developed

the
by

Land

One enormous 25,000

master-planned
Hughes'

of

legacy,

community
the

of

Summa

Slated to house approximately 180,000 residents

when completed,

Summerlin had the highest number of

U.S.

subdivision new home sales in 1995, constituting approximately
12 percent of all recorded new-home sales in Las Vegas.
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Developers also use their political and economic clout to
encourage

cities

to

compete

with

one

another

for

new

developments, particularly in regions where a great deal of
capital has been removed to elsewhere.
municipalities

grant

concessions

Financially desperate

of

tax

subsidies

or

abatements and the construction, at city cost, of services or
facilities required by the speculating corporation.

In the

case of suburban, and particularly, master-planned community
development, developers frequently will negotiate extensions
of

urban

infrastructure

and

services

to

connect

with

properties frequently on or beyond urban fringes where the
least

expensive

land

is

available.

This

is

typically

motivated by the perception that existing municipalities would
financially benefit from the developer's provision of numerous
amenities and services and by an ideology that assumes that
business success will trickle to everyone.®^
Alternative Community Space
A rapidly growing number of residents are moving into
planned communities seeking status, security, amenities, and
community

homogeneity.

proliferation

of

But

master-planned

as

McKenzie

notes,

communities

and

the
their

dominance over other housing forms restricts alternatives for
communities, problematizing the notion of "choice."

And as I
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have already begun to illustrate, these communities may not be
the idyllic creations that their developers market them to be.
They typically do not involve any input in the planning and
design

stages

by

prospective

residents

or

those

in

the

surrounding community and maintain operations with a less than
democratic

system

of

organization

as

determined

by

the

developer.

But developers do not always operate unimpeded.

Many of these communities have become the loci of struggles
over the privatization of urban space, democratization, and
issues of inequality.
While corporate master-planned communities have come to
dominate planned community types, they are but one form in a
broad

continuum.

While

the

focus

of this

study

is

on

comprehensively planned communities a number of alternative
housing

forms

that

centers

only will

are
be

designed

discussed.

to

serve

as

residential

Decommodified

forms

of

housing and community, like cohousing, central living plans,
"intentional communities," or publicly planned housing and
communities have been stigmatized in the U.S.

as "hippie-

communes," anti-American socialist experiments, or as housing
campuses for the "underprivileged."

These represent a broad

range of degrees of democratic or cooperative involvement in
planning and organization presenting differential challenges
to predominant community forms and economic, political, and
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social arrangements, more generally.
One

type

is

the

environmentalist

and

communitarian

influenced planned communities of "new-progressive-planners"
or "new-urbanists."

Influenced by a style of planning that,

according to Herbert Cans, assumes that rational manipulation
of physical landscapes can provide for adequate living and
working arrangements,
they

regard

these planners attempt to solve what

as merely design shortcomings

suburban and master-planned communities.®^

in traditional

Responding to what

they criticize as American individualism inspired and auto
dependent

community

designing

fosters environmental

that

degradation,

stifles

community

architect/planners

like

Peter Calthorpe are attempting to provide an alternative.
California,
community

Calthorpe
of

orientation,

Laguna

designed
West

the

that

$500

million

features

environmental sensitivity,

a

and

In

planned

pedestrian

and other elements

purported to foster a safe quality cooperative community.®®
Sometimes

these

planners

will

include

minimal

community

involvement in the planning and designing stage, but typically
they are geared toward higher-income residents, bound by their
corporate employer's desire for profit.

Because of their

focus on design strategies, these types of communities, while
clearly

providing

an

alternative,

present

the

significant challenge to predominant community forms.
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Another type involves public financing and planning via
the government.

Historically relying on expert planners and

designers, projects like the depression-era "Greenbelt towns"
were comprehensively rationally planned to provide work relief
and affordable housing for government workers and low-income
urban

families.

These

had

only

minor

success

in

the

atmosphere of U.S. capitalism, but have been much more wellreceived,

funded,

European

countries

today.®®

affordable

housing

provide

and,

consequently,

prevalent in western-

Despite
due

to

their

reluctance

insufficient

to

profits,

private real estate lobbyists complained that the development
of

"Greenbelt

towns"

placed

the

government

competition with private enterprise.

in

direct

Of nine planned, only

three were constructed and these were sold to private builders
in

the

1950s

who

quickly

transformed

the

"socialistic"

characteristics into individualized commodified forms.®®
In

the

U.S.

today

public

housing

approximately 3 percent of all housing,

constitutes

but is much more

widely accepted and developed in other advanced capitalist
countries.®®

In the past several decades, the public planning

profession has undergone a dramatic transformation that has
solidified

its

role

displacing planners
plans.®®

in
who

the

service

emphasized

of

private

rational

capital,

comprehensive

Again, this type of planned community takes a number
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of

forms

with varying

degrees

of public

involvement

and

democratization.
One final significant alternative form traces its legacy
in the U.S. to communitarian or communistic experiments pre
dating the country's independence.

Communities researcher

Rosabeth Moss Kanter documented three initial impetus for the
building of American communes including: shared religious or
spiritual values;

egalitarian or communistic goals; or the

creation of non-alienating psychosocial life-experience.®®

At

one point in the early 1800s, there were more than 100,000
such experiments in the U.S.®®

Today cooperatively developed

and organized "intentional communities" encompass all three of
these forms and many numerous combinations thereof.
"Communities

Directory,"

compiled

and

The 1995

published

by

the

"Federation for Intentional Communities" lists 540 communities
in North America and 70 on other continents, ranging in size
from three to several thousand residents.®®
community"

residents

"communities

feel

movement"

that

they

are

is

gaining

Many "intentional

participants
force

in

across

a
the

nation.
Founded in 1973, the East Wind Community in south central
Missouri adheres to a utopian vision noting "our aim is to
create a village of several hundred and eventually serve as a
model

of

a society

that

is

democratic,

cooperative,
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egalitarian;

free

of

violence

and

exploitation."®^

Participants in cooperative community plans encounter barriers
in the

form of

land-use

regulations,

credit

systems,

and

federal housing policies that have been designed to favor
private

developers.®^

These

represent

a

broad

range

of

communities from voluntary co-housing to more or less selfsufficient communities dedicated to "simple living" but share
a cooperative form of organizing and planning.

Efforts to

organize and develop cooperative and democratic communities in
the

U.S.

represent

significant

resistance

to

capitalist

dominated community form production.
Thesis Overview
The

chapters

that

follow

will

further

explore

the

interrelationship of the primary human agents involved in the
creation of urban community form and the structural dimensions
that inform and constrain this agency.

Chapter two will

document the origins and rise of master-planned communities
and its relation to the early development of suburia in the
context of race, class, and gender relations in the U.S.
Chapter

three

begins

with

a

discussion

of

George

Pullman's industrial community experiment, Pullman, Illinois.
Pullman emodied many recognizable features in its master-plan
and is also significant because of its "corporate-liberal"
approach to housing and controlling workers through rational
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social and physical planning.

This section is followed by a

more detailed discussion of the impact of the "corporateliberal" approach as it developed during the "Progressive Era"
with particular attention paid to the changing relationship
between corporate and political leaders and resulting policy
transformations on the municipal and national level.
corporate model

of

organization and rational

The

planning by

"experts" become legitimized and are applied to a wide-range
of social and physical problems in ways

that

subvert the

democratic process.
Chapter

four

development

in

intervention,

this

documents

the

century.

expansion

During

this

of

suburban

period,

state

the character of which had been established

during the "Progressive Era," becomes inextricably linked to
real estate markets and developers in ways that render owneroccupied housing and the suburban lifestyle legitimate and
financially possible for a broad segment of society.
Chapter five begins with a discussion of characteristic
features of the decline of suburbia beginning in the 1950s.
During

this

enormously,

same

period

the

planning

profession

grew

but also encountered a significant qualitative

transformation

that

altered

aspects

approach to planning communities.

of

the

traditional

This chapter also documents

the rise of "common-interest" developments in the wake of
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suburban decline

and the

introduction of large

interests into the real estate market.

corporate

The chapter ends with

a discussion of the privatization movement and its relation to
the current proliferation of master-planned communities.
Chapter

six

will

examine

the

social

and

physical

characteristics of modern master-planned communities, focusing
on

public

policy

implications

and

discussed in the theoretical analysis.

illustrating

elements

Included is a case-

study of the master-planned community of Summerlin in Las
Vegas, NV.

The case-study will rely in part on in-depth

interviews with community residents and real-estate industry
representatives and key informant interviews with officials
from the Howard Hughes Corporation (responsible for developing
Summerlin).
Chapter seven will discuss the efforts of individuals and
groups

that

have

struggled

commodified communities.

to

create

alternatives

to

The historical context for publicly-

planned communities in the U.S. will be examined, including a
cross-cultural

analysis

illustrating

the

very

different

history of these in other advanced capitalist countries.
This chapter includes an examination of the historical
development of utopian or "intentional communities" in the
U.S.

In particular, participants, capitalist producers, and

the state will be examined

in a context of struggle
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conflict.

Examples of modern intentional communities will be

examined in isolation and as part of the growing "communities
movement."
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CHAPTER 2
THE EXPANSION OF MODERN PLANNING
The

engagement

of

"conscious

foresight"

in

the

development of societies and cities has a history in Western
culture dating back, at least, to ancient Greece.

But modern

urban planning in Western culture, in both social and physical
manifestations,

has

more

direct

roots

to

the

city

and

community planning initiated in Europe in the 18th century.
Embodying

the

philosophical

tension

of

dialogue

the

Romantic

and

Enlightenment

(humanism/rationalism),

modern

planning was adopted as one strategy to arrest growing social
and environmental problems arising in burgeoning industrial
cities in Europe.
Europe
all

Cities had a well established history in

long before the Industrial Revolution.

classes of people,

regarding

the virtues

Inhabited by

there existed a greater consensus
of urban

life.

Consequently,

the

bourgeoisie was less inclined to choose flight as a solution
to urban problems.

Social reforms and planning were engaged

more generally in Europe to stave off the "contaminations of
industrialization.
During this period,

social and physical planning was

47
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initiated, as well, in the U.S., though, as did the Industrial
Revolution, it followed European precedent by some decades.
The nations capital in Washington, D.C. was among the first
large

scale

physically planned

cities

in the

U.S.,

with

streets and space for public and private use layed out in a
rationalized manner (the city has, of course, since become the
center of an enormous state social planning apparatus).

But

with the combination of explosive growth, increasing racial
and ethnic diversity,

and a less established attachment to

cities in the U.S., comprehensive planning was most frequently
engaged for the development of new class and race segregated
retreats for its own growing bourgeoisie.
Many of the same strategies were utilized during this
period as today, if less standardized and on a significantly
smaller scale.

Planning was engaged for the physical design

of streets and lots.

Segregation was engendered, in part, by

the establishment of minimum lot and house sizes.
effects,

this

restricted

habitation

to

Among other

those

with

the

necessary wealth or income to live in communities consumed,
not produced, by the majority of its residents.

These spaces

were often further characterized by explicitly restrictive
covenants that, not only, dictated individual behavior, but
also, prevented habitation by certain races,

regardless of

class status.
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While planning is addressed more generally, the focus of
this

thesis,

community

planning,

proliferation during this period.

began

its

Community planning in the

U.S. has overwhelmingly emphasized architectural
design,

but

its

central

modern

ideological

premise

involved some degree of social planning.

(physical)
has

always

As this thesis seeks

to demonstrate, planning in the U.S., whether physically or
socially manifest and despite variations and anomalies, has
maintained a central historical theme.

Despite the generally

obfuscating nature of planning rhetoric, in practice planning
in the U.S. reveals the prediction and control exigencies of
patriarchal and bourgeois

ideology linked foremost to the

logic of capital accumulation, American individualism,
concentrated

hierarchically

organized

decision-making

and
by

experts.
The following examination will briefly highlight the
historical roots of the use of planning for commodified spaces
by delineating
development.
U.S.

city

groups)

economic,

of

suburban

While urban reform planning has played a role in
development,

has

historical

its association with the rise

reflected
solution

political,

chronologically,

flight
and

to

suburbia

characterized

urban

and

to

problems.

social

context,

(for

the

predominant

Located
and

specific

in U.S.
organized

the chapter begins with an examination of
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characteristics of America's industrial cities in the 19th
century that prompted planning as a solution.
Rapid Growth and the Early Capitalist City
During the 19th century primary economic, political, and
social

activities

concentrate more
transformation

in

industrializing

heavily
to

into

large

capitalism

nations

began

urban centers.

entailed

the

to
The

gradual

subordination of non-capitalist organizations of production by
commodity

production,

advantages.of

wage

for

which

cities

held

crucial

While some were attracted by the touted benefits

labor

in

factories,

for

the

most

part,

rural

populations were essentially forced to flock to cities where
they would be more likely to find factory work.

In some cases

this transformation of work was literally forced by law, as
was the case in England where peasants were forcibly removed
from agricultural land and replaced by sheep.^
In the U.S., after the civil war, rapid industrialization
caused many American cities in the Northeast and Midwest to
double in population nearly every decade.^
period,

rapid

growth

had

quickly

Even before this
overwhelmed

the

underdeveloped city planning profession that had been sparked
by the design and construction of Washington, D.C.

In cities

like New York,

typically

limited

to

for example,

initial

street

early planning was
and

site

layouts

designed
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maximize the flow of people and goods, but it did little or
nothing to control or even accommodate extraordinary growth.^
Rapid

industrialization

further

led

to

a

dramatic

increase in ethnic and racial diversity in cities.

Large

populations of recently freed slaves and European immigrants
made up the bulk of immigrants in the Northeast and Midwest,
while Asian immigrants flocked to cities in the West.

By the

1890s, for example, bolstered by immigration and the flight of
the bourgeoisie to the newly developing suburbs, Chicago's
population was almost 41 percent foreign born.®
part,

For the most

new immigrants were relegated to the worst tenement

housing.

However, the most populace of these new immigrants

congregated to form spaces where they could maintain familiar
language and culture relatively free from racial and class
antagonism.’
Capitalist industrialization is linked to a competitive
free-market laissez-faire ideology that characterizes not only
economic activities, but has also heavily influenced political
and social policies in the U.S.

This "lack of planning" is

reflected in the historical growth and development of cities.
Cities were often vibrant spaces for the proliferation of
diverse

creative

and

productive

energies,

but

for

most

residents these features were regularly overwhelmed by the
negative

social

and

environmental

consequences
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extraordinary bursts of urban growth and characteristic uneven
development.

Population

uncoordinated economic,

growth

combined

political,

with

generally

and social policies

to

generate cities in the 19th century that were characterized by
dramatic inequality, class conflict,

racial tension,

severe

overcrowding, traffic congestion, poor housing accommodations
(for workers), disease,

rampant

crime,

and relatively few

services.®
The affluent had historically been more able to moderate
the

effect

of

the

worst

of

these

problems

and

create

individual and community spaces of relative comfort.
working-class,

however,

typically endured the worst

The
urban

conditions and had the least access to better services and
quality spaces.

Residential spaces for workers were routinely

shoddily built, severely overcrowded, and placed haphazardly
in the

same

vicinity as the dirty,

noisy,

and dangerous

factories in which they worked.®
The
owners,

bourgeoisie
but

also,

consisted

of,

growing numbers

not

only,

of public

capitalist
and

private

bureaucratic and service professionals and managers.

They

historically lived in or near their places of business of
economic
city's

necessity,
core,

segregation.^®

generally concentrating

contributing

to

early

in or

forms

near

of

a

class

Their spaces were characterized by large well-
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appointed dwellings,

which not generally,

embodied extravagance.

but occasionally

These were often clearly delineated

with fences or walls, but in direct contact with workers,
nevertheless.

Prior to the civil war, when they were more

likely to work in numerous small workshops, workers literally
resided in the blighted backyards of the wealthy.^

It was not

especially uncommon for merchants or master-craftsmen to house
workers

or

apprentices

and

their

families

within

their

houses.
Class power struggles, particularly in growing factories
where workers were concentrated, played out in close physical
proximity to these residential areas.

Civil and labor unrest

in the 19th century grew dramatically in scope, fervor, and
intensity.

The social and environmental problems generated by

rapid urban growth also led to various other conflicts over
the production, form, and use of urban space.
for

this

conflict

to

"spill

threatening to the bourgeoisie.^
intolerance

led

to

the

over"

The potential

proved

increasingly

Moreover, racism and ethnic

growing

suspicion

that

certain

immigrants possessed revolutionary tendencies or, at least,
were supposed to be more susceptible to such tendencies.
These factors made concentrated urban spaces increasingly
hostile places for all inhabitants and contributed to a crisis
of

legitimation

for

bourgeois

economic,

political,
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cultural

hegemony.

Pressure

for

social

change

and

more

livable cities came from nearly all social sectors.

The

working-class,

and

concentrated

ethnic

populations,

minorities, including women, were all gradually gaining power
through

the

spread of

organization,

individual

though they often

group

consciousness

and

suffered from intra-group

division.
There were, also, factions among capitalist owners.

But

toward the end of the 19th century enterprise began a new
transformation to the initial phase of Monopoly Capitalism,
resulting from the gradual concentration of capital and power.
It was during this period that mass production industry was
adopting

the

transformation

bureaucratic
coincided with

among a relatively small,

corporate
growing

system.
group

This

consciousness

but disproportionately powerful

elite that responded to and initiated pressure for social
change.

Particularly threatened by the growing legitimacy of

movements for a more democratic organization of production,
large

industrialists,

developers,

and

financiers

also

recognized the threat to profits posed by social conflict and
unfettered business competition.

In addition to supporting

solutions outside of their own factories,

many industries

began to provide higher wages and better work conditions to
appease increasingly hostile workers.^®
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Solutions

addressing

urban

social

and

environmental

problems increasingly involved physical and social planning by
"experts."

Most planning efforts were fundamentally based on

the premise of physical (environmental) determinism.

Perhaps

more popular than ever in the 1990s, the approach maintains
that changes in the physical environment will produce social,
political,

and economic responses that can be controlled.^®

The approach was further bolstered by the concept of what some
have dubbed

"associational functionalism," which maintains

that exposure to certain

(bourgeois)

ideas is all that is

necessary to alter behavior and resolve or diminish conflict.*'
Purported to benefit all urban residents equally, there
was

an attempt to spread and maintain bourgeois hegemony

within cities, in part, by making them physically more livable
and

by

enforcing

economic

and

racial

homogeneity.

"Livability" and "urban quality" were generally defined by
bourgeois

ideology which opposed

collective

approaches

to

determining social and economic benefit; favoring market-based
allocation decisions.
preventing
restrictions

or

regulating

targeting,

Asian immigrants.
originating

Efforts included the enactment of laws

with

noise

and

pollution

and

in particular during this period,

By the early twentieth-century,
these

racial

laws,

would

become

the

zoning,
primary

coordinating activity of urban planners.*®
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Other developments such as "natural" or "green" spaces,
increasingly

in

the

form

of

planned

parks,

were

made

accessible to a broader segment of urbanites; providing some
refuge from the hardships of urban life.

But even in these

spaces uncoordinated public activity was discouraged or even
forbidden for fear that congregations, particularly of working
people, might become political in character.

Generally, minor

improvements in urban services coincided with more extensive
and

less

functional

Particularly

in

the

improvements
19th

improvement projects were,

in

century,

urban

many

quite literally,

aesthetics.

of

the

urban

facades simply

hiding, not resolving, the blight of uneven development.*®
These efforts did lead to some improvement of living
conditions in major U.S. cities, where the problems were most
acute.

However, planning at this stage, at best, tended to be

"patchwork" in nature.
unevenly distributed;

The benefits and improvements were
primarily serving,

in practice,

the

growing bourgeoisie and more generally, bourgeois ideology and
the

ends

of

private

enterprise.

This

type

of

planning

expressly diffused more comprehensive democratic or "radical"
socio-spatial planning alternatives designed to distribute
benefit

more

equitably.

While

the

scope,

methods,

and

rhetoric of planning would dramatically change in the next
century, its essential aim would remain the same.-®
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The Rise of "Bourgeois Utopias"
Growing numbers of bourgeois urbanites were subscribing
to the evangelical concept that the city,

as a "man-made"

space, was inherently doomed to conflict and the creation of
flawed

moral

character;

supposedly

explaining

urban

degradation.21

Facilitated by industrial organization and

technology,

development

the

of

at least

a separation

residential

space,

among

legitimized,

in part, by this concept.

of work

the affluent,

and
was

For those who could

afford it, retreat to the supposed antithesis of the city, the
country, increasingly became the choice alternative.
Country estates were historically prohibitive, even for
most

among

the

transportation
costs.

bourgeoisie,

networks

Furthermore,

and

those

because

higher
with

of

land

the

underdeveloped

and

construction

financial

means

to

"escape" desired access to many of the cultural amenities and
services provided by cities and required accessibility to the
economic

activities

concentrated

there.

Urban

historian

Robert Fishman, considers:
What then, caused the suburban form to supplant
the townhouse among the American bourgeoisie after
the mid nine-teenth century?... No doubt the most
familiar reasons are still the most valid: mass
immigration, industrialization, and machine
politics. Underlying all of them is the great
impetus that operated at Manchester: the desire
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for class segregation. 22
In addition to the growing threat and reality of urban
conflict, social acceptance of physical class separation by
the bourgeoisie was further bolstered by elements of bourgeois
ideology.

These included protestant morality, which generally

served loosely as an ideological prop to industrial capitalist
means

and modes

of

production.

As

Weber

observed,

the

protestant work ethic particularly legitimized inequality and
afflu e n c e . 23

Still popular today, the ideology supported the

belief that

the

intelligence,

affluent

honesty,

acquired

their position

perseverance,

and

through

hard

work.

Obviously, those with means most readily accepted the practice
of fulfilling needs predominantly in the commodified form.
Therefore,
communities

it

was

with

maintained,
special

they

amenities

deserved

to

and planned

live

features,

designed to preserve an "elevated" quality of life.
ironically,

the

struggle

for

legitimacy

in

in

the

Though,
face

of

exceptional economic and social inequality was one factor in
directing them there.
The related reconfiguration of the family standard into
the

bourgeois

gender

nuclear

relations,

formation

particularly

was
for

gradually

redefining

bourgeois

contributing to greater social distance among classes.

women,
During

the first half of the 19th century, many young women were
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lured out of agricultural communities to urban factories by
the

promise

afforded.

of

greater

independence

that

work

for wages

At the time, women were considered particularly

desirable for factory work because they were assumed to be
more docile and easier to control.

It was, also, believed

that farm labor would be less disrupted by the loss of women
in rural areas.

Additionally, still organizing and evolving,

the factory system, in general, had yet to develop its most
hazardous and intolerable potential.
Indeed,

growing numbers of young unmarried women did

discover a degree of liberation in cities that provided access
to educational

and cultural opportunities

through contact with other women,
However,

and empowerment

at least until marriage.

by the second half of the century, working-class

women frequently found themselves, alongside racial and ethnic
minorities, in the most dangerous and lowest payed positions
in factories with little hope of improvement.

Some young

unmarried women were able to find refuge and comradery in
boarding

houses

and

apartments,

worsened at the workplace.
typically

meant

retreat

as

conditions

gradually

But for most others returning home
to

overcrowded

apartments

where

extended families likely lived and worked together; enduring
the hardships of raising children and maintaining livelihood
on meager wages.^
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Bourgeois
concentrate

on

spirituality,
direct

ideology
the

encouraged

maintenance

of

(mandated)
home,

women

family,

to
and

for which they were "better suited," without

assistance

from extended

family members.

It was

assumed that women, therefore, required spaces separated from
the negative influences and dangers of large industrial cities
in order to fulfill this role.
the

proliferation

of

blossomed in suburbia.

the

This, gradually, strengthened

"cult

of

domesticity, "

which

Many women who had realized greater

degrees of independence during early years of factory work and
living cooperatively with other women quickly discovered the
stifling effect of Victorian marriage and isolation in the
suburbs.2®
Meanwhile, boarding houses and apartments were demonized
as

spaces

that

Bolshevism.

encouraged

everything

from promiscuity

to

Well into the 20th century, many early feminists

advocated experiments in cooperative apartment living as a
liberating housing alternative.

Developers continued to build

apartments primarily because they were profitable, accessible
to more people, and urban land was becoming relatively scarce.
Additionally, suburban developments featuring detached housing
required substantial capital and were a riskier investment;
making

them

builders.

less

feasible

for

smaller

subdividers

and

But, as bourgeois ideology became more pervasive in
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voluntary

associations

apartment

developers

and

other

responded

realms
by

of

gradually

buildings with fewer communal characteristics
shared

kitchen

space,

bathrooms,

public

and

living

life,

designing

(for example,
and

reading

rooms) .2®

Commodification and Planning
As Fishman notes, suburbia, even more so than industrial
cities with public and private features, is "land organized
for consumption."23

Originally developed with little actual

site planning, early suburban development was loosely guided
by the conceptual design of country and urban residential
features interwoven to create a more acceptable and exclusive
bourgeois community outside of the city.

But early efforts

quickly manifest problems of growth and decay not unlike the
urban areas for which they were touted as an alternative;
threatening,

in particular, their investment value.

Early

critics of haphazard suburban development, such as, John Nash
in London and Frederick Law Olmsted in the U.S., determined to
adopt the use of planning and land use controls that they
modeled

from

successful

efforts

to

preserve

a number of

bourgeois housing districts in the heart of large industrial
cities.

Fishman observes:

Like Nash, Olmsted saw the solution in a
conscious process of planning and design that
would isolate a tract of undeveloped land from
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all "undesirable" uses and define that land as a
suburb suitable only for middle-class dwellings.
Suburban design must become a recognized commodity,
but it required a relatively wide under-standing of
the suburban ideal among developers, builders, and
Home buyers.2®
Olmsted

planned

Riverside,

businessman E. E. Childs.

Illinois

in

1868

for

Riverside was developed on 1,600

acres with more than 700 acres of this slated for common use
primarily in the form of recreational spaces.
became

detached

single-family

dwellings,

The remainder
with

property

distinctions constructed primarily of landscaping, and, only
occasionally, brick walls.

Land use controls were established

that protected the park-like theme maintained throughout the
entire plan.

Individual lots were sold at a substantial

profit because it could be demonstrated to potential buyers
that

community

features.

integrity

and

exclusivity

were

built-in

So while the contribution of these features to the

community's
attraction

quality
in

such

of

life

commodified

was

assumed,

space was

maintenance of property values.

the

the

primary

"permanent"

Riverside ultimately was

initiated without many of Olmsted's planned features because
the company went bankrupt in 1874.

It continued to develop,

nevertheless, over the next 30 years.2®
The

features

and

themes

in

Riverside

would

remain

pervasive, particularly in luxury suburban communities and, in
recent

decades,

master-planned

communities.

Subsequent
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suburban

developments,

at

least,

until

typically foregoing the common areas
favor

of

larger

individual

lots,

the

1960s,

while

(outside of parks)

adapted

these

in

planning

strategies; guided by the desire to create spaces with long
term

property

value

maintenance

and

physical

features

designed to minimize uncontrolled crowd gatherings and social
conflict.

Another

means

to bolster

both

goals

was

the

creation of restrictive covenants, which included Olmsted's
notion of land use controls.

Evan McKenzie presents a well-

documented history of the development of such covenants that
legally restrict and control behavior regarding the use of
property for future landowners.

These were used to ensure

exclusive use of land set aside as common areas by community
members only and to prevent members of certain races access to
the communities themselves.
Homeowners associations evolved - originally developed
voluntarily by property owners - to administer and enforce
these covenants.

But by the late 19th century, many large

developers

creating

began

more

physically

comprehensive

community plans, constructing and selling houses on land they
subdivided.

These developers created their own restrictive

covenants and enforcement associations that potential buyers
would have

to agree to prior to purchase.

According

McKenzie :
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Deed restrictions were the legal means by which
developers were able to conduct privatized land
planning and, in effect, lay out the suburbs of
most major American cities. They intentionally
created patterns of housing segregation by
race and class that persist to the present.
Over the next century restrictive covenants would become more
comprehensive and prevalent,

eventually allowing community

developers to control virtually every aspect of the future use
of private property in their developments.
Race

restrictive

covenants

that

led

to

municipal

residential segregation were outlawed by the Supreme Court in
1917.

However, race restrictive contracts with individuals

continued to have the same effect until they were outlawed in
1948.22

Large

builders

like

William

Levitt

maintained

unwritten covenants not to sell to minorities long after World
War II.
use"

Minimum lot sizes, house prices, and other "property-

oriented covenants have essentially the same effect;

perpetuating racial and economic segregation.
Municipal zoning restrictions, initiated in 1909 in Los
Angeles,

were

designed

to

rationalize

city

and community

development, in part, by strictly separating residential and
industrial spaces.

But from its earliest stages, zoning was

engaged to restrict use or occupancy from workers and racial
and ethnic groups.

For example,

California,

at the behest

residential

construction

in the

1920s,

Berkeley,

of local manufacturers,
in

industrial

areas,

banned
"thereby
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reducing the stock of convenient housing for workers. "2“’ It is
important to reiterate that this zoning came, not from the
workers to be impacted, but from manufacturers.

Though this

sort of zoning did not prevent workers from finding affordable
housing somewhere, it clearly increased the over all living
burden, if only by necessitating the additional time and money
required for transportation.
Zoning became popular in the suburbs as a method to
prevent all but residential uses for the space and to maintain
the hegemony of single-family "owner-occupied" housing.
prohibiting productive
buildings

By

and service industry and apartment

in the suburbs

viazoning,

workers

employed in such positions were also restricted.

(and races)
Moreover, in

this way, zoning served to further contribute to the isolation
and restriction of activity of women living in suburbia.®®
Conclusion
By the time suburbia was initiated as a viable mass
produced

alternative

to the

conflictridden urban centers

increasingly unlivable

and

in the U.S., it had been a

physical reality in larger European cities like Manchester,
London, and Paris for nearly a century.

Gradually, U.S. land

speculators, home builders, a new breed of large developers,
and the

growing mortgagelending

industry

recognized

the

potential for profitable real estate development less risky
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than

in established urban

spaces

and,

accordingly,

began

heavily marketing the new alternative.
Industrialists

sought

locations

for

factories

and

communities where workforces could be more easily controlled
than in large cities.

The availability of enormous tracts of

predominantly agricultural land at relatively low valuation on
the outskirts of many large cities enhanced the attractiveness
for industry.

At this stage,

the railroads profited from

speculation on enormous land-holdings, deciding the location
and even future prosperity of new towns and contributing to
the growth of suburbs across the country.^®
Building and loan associations broadened the availability
of homeownership in the 19th century by offering safe low
interest mortgages to working-class families.
dependent

upon

lot

and

associations

heavily

associations

expanded

house

approval,

prioritized

suburban

throughout

the

Mortgages were
for

which

sites.

country,

most
These

but

had

concentrated centers, like Philadelphia, in which over four
hundred existed by 1874.^’

However, mass homeownership would

not truly become feasible until the state became involved in
providing and insuring mortgages in the 1930s.
Most planned communities in the U.S. at this point tended
to be exclusive commodified bourgeois utopias and remained so
until

the

1960's

when

developers

such

as

Rouse
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developments that sought to expand accessibility.

For the

most part, the bulk of suburbia during the 19th century was,
and

indeed,

developed.

remains

to

It

been

has

this

day,

relatively

distinguished

haphazardly

primarily

by

the

development of planned neighborhoods that tend to spur the
uncoordinated development of other community services by a
multitude of different developers.
However,
growing

while

physically,

comprehensive

suburbia
other

was

early

commodified planned

gaining
efforts

legitimacy
to

communities

develop
were

and
more

geared

toward a more diverse population, including, in particular,
the working-class.

Work settlements or "company towns" were

developed in the late 19th century that pushed the limits of
social control via and commodification of settlement space;
establishing new potentialities for community planning for
future developers.

The following chapter begins with a brief

examination of one of the most prominent of these, Pullman,
Illinois,

which provides an excellent illustration of the

confluence of the elements discussed so far (with some notable
"non-bourgeois" features) while providing further insight into
an explanation of the proliferation of commodified planned
communities beyond exclusive settlements.
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CH APTER

3

THE INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION OF COMMUNITY SPACE
The Pullman Experiment
In Pullman, all needs were considered from the start.
The town was a physical reality before becoming a
community, and arriving residents found their wants
had been anticipated. A "plan" accommodated the
"desirable" and excluded the "baneful."...He
(Pullman) believed the community would develop a
superior type of American workingman.^
When the Pullman Palace Car Company
George

Pullman,

initiated

the

design

(PPCC) patriarch,

and

development

of

Pullman, Illinois in 1880 for a new factory and its workers he
was

responding

to

circumstances

directly

century class antagonism in the U.S.

related to

19th

Pullman had demonstrated

minimal, but, perhaps, atypical concern for workers some time
prior to the development of his planned community.

He paid

relatively high wages in his own factory, contributed time and
money to numerous Chicago civic causes, and was an influential
force

in

the

sponsorship

of

programs

beneficial

to

the

working-class such as the Chicago Manual Training School, a
school for the training of skilled mechanics with accessible
tuition.-

Pullman expressed particular concern regarding the

generally poor workplace and living conditions of industrial

71
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workers

across

the U.S.,

particularly

in

rapidly growing

industrial cities like Chicago.
However, Pullman's primary motive for the development of
his planned community was

somewhat less humanitarian.

As

historian Stanley Buder notes "he risked his company's money
only because he believed it was a safe investment and would
bring a profit, as well as less tangible gains.

Pullman was

an early pioneer of the "corporate liberalism" concept that
would come to profoundly influence social policy beginning
during the Progressive Era of the early 20th century.

Moved

by dramatic inequality and the plight of the expanding numbers
of

working

poor,

Pullman

joined

a

growing

number

of

academicians, politicians, and business leaders in seeking a
solution

to

the

negative

industrialization.

social

consequences

of

rapid

But most of those so inclined had the

additional motives of preventing mass radical movements and
social upheaval; among the "less tangible gains."
Pullman had become increasingly concerned, as were most
Americans,

with

the

state

of

civil

and

labor

concentrated in industrial cities across the nation.

unrest
Buder

notes that "During the decade from 1870 to 1880 Chicago did
not

experience

Industrialists

a

year

free

and politicians

of
were

labor

disturbances."'’

becoming particularly

concerned with the politicizing of labor struggles at the time
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and its potential for radical social, political, and economic
upheaval.
to

Among industrialists, there also existed the desire

enhance

profits

by

increasing

the

productivity

and

efficiency of workforces.®
For some decades, industrial experts had advocated "'The
Moral

Influence

of

Manufacturing

Establishments'

decent housing and industrious habits..."®

through

Pullman's solution

to problems with labor, profit, and social conflict took this
concept to a more comprehensive level, propelled by the belief
that social and cultural attributes could be imbibed via a
carefully designed physical environment.

Consequently, when

he began to search for a site for a new factory, he quickly
abandoned consideration of any sites within a large industrial
city,

where

he

would

be

unable

to

control

"baneful

influences," particularly drinking, prostitution,

and labor

agitation.
Also seeking "...cheap land,

low taxes, and excellent

transportation," Pullman purchased approximately 4000 acres of
land several miles southeast of Chicago, but adjacent to the
Illinois

Central

tracks.^

The

site

had

the

additional

advantage of being in close proximity to mills useful to
railroad car manufacturing.

Most of the land was turned over

to the Pullman Land Association (PLM).

The PLM was developed

specifically so that Pullman could use the land and capital
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for the development of a planned community, as the company
charter prevented the use of company holdings for anything
other than those related directly to the successful operation
of the business.®
While company-towns or "utopian industrial developments"
were not a new phenomenon in the U.S., Pullman's "vision" and
method deviated in crucial ways and included elements that
were unique.

Historically, a "company town" was constructed

haphazardly, with many crucial features, like housing, left
either to the devices of workers themselves or constructed
with

exceedingly

little

capital

and

of

shoddy

quality.

Compared to Pullman and subsequent industrial towns in the
U.S.,

previous

examples

that

were

constructed

with

more

forethought tended to be relatively smaller in scale and the
most

comprehensive

Europe.

Others,

of

these

were

found predominantly

in

such as the numerous Lowell towns in the

U.S., were constructed with large amounts of investment, but
failed to accommodate growth, provided fewer amenities, and
often tended to accommodate housing for only about 1/3 of a
given

company's

workforce;

generating

sizable

unplanned

shantytowns for the remainder.®
Pullman's

conception

during

its

initial

development

appeared remarkably similar to modern corporate master-planned
communities.

He

employed

a

professional

architect
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landscape designer to develop a rationalized community plan.
Included in the design philosophy would be attention to the
control of the lifestyle of his workers, including management,
the provision of a controlled and ordered landscape with
particular

attention paid to aesthetics

(especially

regarding

capital

and functionality

circulation),

and

the

development of essentially every aspect of the community as a
space for the production of monetary returns.

Buder notes

that..."The physical planning of the town was for social ends.
Not only were the needs of the inhabitants to be anticipated
and met, but they were to be directed and shaped."^®
"Corporate Democracy"
Pullman

was

significantly

influenced

by

the

model

tenement movement that prescribed better housing for workers.
According
White,

to the movement's

leading

spokesman,

Alfred

T.

better housing for working people was possible that

still provided adequate profit return for the owner.

Buder

notes that...
Every effort was to be made to protect the landlord's
investment. Rents were to be paid promptly and in
advance, while an elaborate rule book restricted a
tenant's activity so as to safeguard property and
avoid inconvenience to others. In return the
landlord would show self-restraint and charge only
enough to show a proper profit.“
Pullman instituted just such restrictions, the enforcement of
which was made legally acceptable in a system predicated on
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private

property

rights

because

he,

at

least

refused to sell any housing, even to managers.
covenants,

initially,

These "codes,

and restrictions" proscribed behavior in minute

d e t a i l . D e v e l o p e d quite transparently as a means of social
control

and

the

maintenance

of

property

value,

the

restrictions became one of many sources of friction between
the town's owner and its inhabitants.

Pullman extended his

principle of business rationalism by managing the town, with
the exception of the school board, without any elective posts.
He even attempted to influence and control the inhabitant's
voting habits on issues outside of the town.
effect,

run

like

a

business

by

The town was, in

department

heads

with

commissions appointed by a Pullman approved town agent;
businessman, not a politician.

a

And when Pullman's influence

and power failed to prevent the town's annexation by Chicago
in

1889,

he

accomplishments.

insisted

it

would

spell

doom

for

Summarizing Pullman's perspective,

his
Buder

writes, "It would mean that ignorant and corrupt politicians,
rather than competent businessmen, would administer the model
town,

and the plan for built-in order and moral upgrading

would disintegrate."“
The agent was responsible for typical community services
and maintenance operations which Pullman developed.

Among

these were crucial structures such as a market house, livery
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stable,

a multi-purpose arcade,

school,

library,

theater,

hotel, and church, all designed for order and beauty.’"' But
as historian James Gilbert notes, "...there was a noteworthy
absence of certain sorts of familiar institutions:

saloons,

gambling or prostitution houses, police stations or courts,
orphanages, or governmental institutions (aside from a postoffice).

The absence of such institutions was noteworthy

because it was by design,

as part of Pullman's efforts to

control this community space for the production of "better"
workers.

The town agent was additionally responsible

for

company owned and operated business enterprises (which were
notably devoid of a "truck system"

requiring

"chits"

for

payment). And though Pullman apparently made every effort to
attract

outside

businesses

Pullman

Company's

to

success,

diffuse

these

dependency

efforts

were

on

the

largely

unsuccessful.
The town plan did include a number of rather novel and
beneficial features.

Factory workshops and residences were

clearly separated and both areas were adorned with lavish
landscaping that extended to all areas of the town.

Pullman

did not rely solely on the suburban developers penchant for
detached single-family dwellings, opting, generally, for more
concentrated
buildings.

residential

dwellings,

The residences,

such

nevertheless,

as

apartment

for workers
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managers

alike,

expansive.

were well appointed,

Not unlike modern

developments,

the

more

safe,

and relatively

corporate planned-community

expensive

residences

for

company

officers and others able to afford high rents were the first
built.

And, notably, Pullman initiated the use of assembly

line techniques in the development and construction of the
community for the purpose of cutting costs nearly 70 years
prior to William Levitt.
The town was also distinguished by the lack of a standard
business

street.

Pullman

concentrated most

professional

services, shopping, and meeting rooms in an enormous arcade
building that he hoped would become the center of community
activity.
the

While the arcade building type would barely survive

century,

shopping

the

concept

of

concentrating

services

and

in a privately controlled enclosed structure was

clearly revived by the 1960's in the form of the suburban
mall.
Conflict and Demise
Perhaps conceived ahead of its time, Pullman, ultimately,
lacked economic,

political,

and social legitimacy for his

manifestation of a private planned-community.

By the summer

of 1893, Pullman had a population of nearly 13,000.

But with

an average length of residence of four and a quarter years,
the town was burdened with extreme instability.

Not uncommon
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by today's

community standards,

master-planned

communities,

particularly in corporate

neighbors

were

typically

unfamiliar with one another and rarely regarded Pullman as
"home."1®
The lack of the possibility of homeownership is the most
commonly regarded explanation for the community's instability,
but this is an over-simplification.
conflict

are

symptomatic

of

Turnover, transiency, and

numerous

deficiencies

and

contradictions that led to the eventual failure of Pullman.
In addition to Pullman's dictatorial proscription of private
ownership

of

property,

the

concept

and

manifestation

of

Pullman's business oriented authoritarian control, the town's
decided dependency upon the Pullman Co.

and related labor

agitation,

living

and,

ironically,

prohibitive

costs

all

served as fundamental sources of friction that led to the
failure of Pullman, Illinois as a "company town."
Despite the effort to develop a space that would be free
of "discontent and disturbances," the town was marred by labor
dissatisfaction and strikes even before it was completed.
Construction workers stopped labor while the town was still
being developed in 1882.

And the town, itself, engendered an

atypical relationship between workers and management.

Pullman

received

certain

pressure

for

his

company

to

maintain

responsibilities to the residents/employees that he had not
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anticipated.

This

undermined

the

company's

efforts

to

maintain a more traditional relationship to its employees, not
to mention,

company profits.

Pullman had hoped that his

planning and business organization was the ultimate solution.-®
In the town itself a multitude of atypical amenities were
included, in part, as a result of Pullman's egoistic interest
in

producing a "showcase" community and enhancing profit.

But, while the town was widely praised, primarily in its early
stages, for the degree of forethought, beauty, and comforts,
in order to

realize

a satisfactory profit

average working residents were made exorbitant.

the

costs

for

According to

Buder,
Rents in Pullman, with their surcharge for beauty,
were an economic constant... its costs were borne by
the inhabitants. The company did not intend to
subsidize the town beyond an initial investment
which would be repaid with interest.
Fundamentally, wages and lifestyle were in contradiction.

And

many of the adaptations that households have since engaged,
such as dual wage earners and extensive credit, were simply
not available options.
Protesting wage rates and work conditions and,

also,

responding to violence between police and protesting workers
that took place at Haymarket Square two days earlier, Pullman
workers went on strike on May 5, 188 6.

By 18 94,

Pullman

workers had formed a union despite severe pressure against it
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from the company.

Following dramatic wage reductions a year

earlier, workers went on strike again in 18 94.^^

Later that

year, the American Railway Union, organized by Eugene V. Debs,
attracted

national

attention

by

initiating

boycott of Pullman in sympathy with its workers.

a

wide-spread
In the short

run the boycott failed, when federal intervention forced its
end without significant concessions.

But the strengthening

conflict did lead to an Illinois Supreme Court decision in
1898

ordering

the

PPCC

to

sell

all

land

not

used

for

industrial purposes.^
The community experienced periodic prosperity, partially
due to pressure from inhabitants.
linked to the company's success.
accompanied

the

Pullman

But, ultimately, this was
Unfortunately, the town also

Company's

decline

and

failure.

Pullman remained the town's primary employer for nearly half
a century.

Never developing significant alternative capital,

the town was
Pullman,

unable to economically survive

regardless

social will.

of physical

planning or

the

loss

of

political

or

Though 50 percent of all buildings in the town

were owned by residents by 1930, Pullman consisted primarily
of low and moderate income households.
for

services,

maintenance,

or

With little capital

improvements,

Pullman

was

characterized by typical uneven development including wide
spread blight.24 The expansion of homeownership did not solve
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the problems and contradictions in Pullman, but did contribute
to

the

social

legitimation

of

the

commodification

and

packaging of communities in a form not directly tied to the
primary circuit.
The Progressive Era
A

number of other

factors

emerged

in the

late 19th

century that would simultaneously reinforce the prohibition of
more democratic planning alternatives with redistributive and
broad-based
capital

for

goals,

while

building

stimulating

and

the

community

use

of

private

development

in

a

commodified and more individualistic and partriarchal form; in
significant
experiments.

ways
The

extending

and

expanding

Pullman's

state became more heavily and directly

involved in legitimizing the status-quo and suppressing social
and class conflicts,
Its

role

in

particularly,

regulating

and

during economic crisis.

subsidizing

private

capital

investment for the development of public infrastructure and
the stabilization of markets grew enormously.

Increasingly,

these efforts were manifest in urban space, where both capital
and population were concentrating.
The resulting growth of bureaucratic organization and
operation, exemplified in Pullman, spread to all spheres of
life.

This contributed to the legitimation of the "expert"

approach to decision-making and increased the use of rational
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planning for efficiency,
corporate

inspired

order,

and control.

bureaucratic

Utilizing a

framework,

social

and

political decision-making became increasingly concentrated in
the hands of
politicians,
leaders.

rationalist
social

and

experts,

including academicians,

physical

planners,

and

business

This included efforts to depoliticize municipal

governments by business leaders who advocated operating city
governments more like businesses; setting the stage for the
privatization movement of the 1980's and 1990's.
Capital

became

increasingly

concentrated

relatively few large corporations.
gradually
productive
profit.
and

agglomerating
efficiency,

among

a

These corporations were

various

industries

reduce

competition,

to
and

increase
enhance

This development led to the growth of mass production

consumption

commodification.

and

the

rapid

And finally,

expansion

of

spatial

technological developments,

particularly with regard to the automobile, began to serve a
significant facilitory role.
During

the

first

two

decades

of

the

20th

century,

referred to as the Progressive Era, these factors gained wide
spread support
label

is

and,

typically

gradually,

institutionalization.

attributed

to

transformations

The
in

traditional political and economic power arrangements that
were propelled during this period.

In particular, the period
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is characterized by the growth and development of an enormous
state planning apparatus.

The traditional interpretation of

the Progressive Era suggests that it was a time when groups,
including organized workers and small businesses,

used the

democratic process and various pressure tactics to win social
welfare concessions and increased control and regulation of
the growing power of trusts from the state.
Bruder

and

other

historians

have

been

inclined

to

attribute the decline and failure of the Pullman Company (and
others like it) to its inability or unwillingness to adapt to
these changes.

Bruder writes:

The Progressive Era marked the beginning of the
modern ascendancy of community over private
enterprise. Corporations were expected to obey
restrictions and refrain from throwing their power
about, while legislators, not the businessmen, were
held responsible for solving social problems.
This is not an altogether inaccurate picture of the historical
circumstances that engendered the Progressive Era.

However,

it is one that incompletely accounts for the role played by
large corporations in the developments of the period.

This

analysis, also, largely misinterprets the resulting shift in
power

arrangements,

particularly

regarding

the

touted

ascendancy of "community over private enterprise."
Promoting Corporate Bureaucratic Hegemeny
By

1900,

the

corporate

way of

life was

becoming
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increasingly predominant feature of American capitalism.
Corporate organization featured significant deviations from
traditional industrial arrangements, including, fundamentally,
the

separation

of

ownership

and management.

Harnessing

science, technology, and rational planning, the corporate form
allowed

for capital

centralization and the

advantages

economies of scale and increased market p o w e r . A

of

growing

number of political officials supported the notion that large
scale

bureaucracies

represented

the

most

efficient

and

rational means to organize and operate industry, communities,
and the nation itself.
The continuation of corporate hegemony was not, however,
a foregone conclusion.

This was due in large part to the

difficulties

corporations were

that

large

experiencing

in

actually developing and maintaining dominant market power and
influence in the face of even small-time competitors.

A

growing consensus among business and political leaders and
various

guises

of

"collectivist"

unregulated competitive

organizations

capitalism the source

crisis and capital-labor conflicts.

considered
of

economic

Their struggles focused,

particularly, on the rise of trusts and large corporations.
An increasing number of corporation leaders considered
industrial

cooperation

and

concentration

necessary

for

efficiency and progress, but also hoped to eliminate what was
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considered to be "ruinous competition."
great consolidation activity.

This was a period of

"As much as a third of all

manufacturing stock underwent consolidation within this time,
and fully 236 of 318 important trusts active in 1904 were
incorporated after January 1, 1898."2®

However, these mergers

had been largely unsuccessful in insulating corporations from
competition.
directly

from

And

though many

mergers,

companies actually
result.

in

individuals

many

cases

reaped profits

the

consolidated

experienced a decline in profits

as a

In fact, with the exception of the iron and steel

industry, competition in the economy actually increased during
this period.2®
Corporate leaders interested in pursuing consolidations
encountered two other significant problematics.
the

existence

of

a

growing

anti-trust

The first was

sentiment

among

a

variety of reform groups from the political mainstream and the
growing

strength

and

popularity

of more

radical

groups.

Socialists, in particular, that attempted to politicize class
struggle in ways that seriously threatened the status-quo.
Small businesses had bewailed the growth of trusts as a sign
of the eminent decline

in competitive

capitalism and the

"American way of life," historically dominated by a multitude
of small, often family operated, businesses and farms in the
19th century.
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Socialists

concurred,

suggesting

that

America

was

experiencing the culmination of some of Marx's most important
analytic predictions regarding evolutions in capitalism.
unlike

most

small

business

propositions,

the

But

Socialists

advocated more dramatic changes in property relations and
power arrangements with workers leading the transition to a
more democratic and non-alienated existence.

The community of

corporate and political officials became especially alarmed by
the growth in the popularity of socialism and the Socialist
Party when presidential candidate Eugene V. Debs garnished
four times as many votes in 1904 as the previous election,
with nearly half a million.
James Weinstein,

"In

As noted by political sociologist

1911 Socialistselected mayors

in 73

municipalities throughout the United States, along with some
1,200 lesser officials in 340 cities and towns."®®
The

second

problematic

was

dissatisfaction by reform groups.

characterized

Socialists,

leaders, small and large, with the Sherman
1890.

The

threateningly

act

was

vague

criticized
and

and business

Antitrust Act of

by all groups

subject

to

by

as being

"common

law"

interpretations that made corporations uncertain as to what
constituted a trust and to what degree consolidations were
permissible.

In some cases, corporate leaders attempted to

use the vagueness of the act to argue that organized labor
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constituted

an unfair competitive

advantage and,

thus,

trust, which alarmed workers attempting to organize.
the

most

part,

large

corporations

with

an

a

But for

interest

in

consolidation were among the most vocal advocates of trust
reform.
As social historian Gabriel Kolko,

among others,

has

observed the act was never intended to prevent mergers or
consolidations.
suggested

Despite

legal

penalties

the

language

for

every

of

the

contract,

act
trust

that
and

conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce, it was clear to
most political officials, including its author and sponsors,
that the real intent of the act was to regulate a few "bad"
trusts.

This

sentiment

was

typical

officials during the Progressive Era,
Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson.

of

many

political

including Presidents

All three had been inconsistent

"trustbusters," despite their historical reputations.
Roosevelt particularly trusted corporation leaders to be
men of intelligence, creativity, and stamina, more often than
not giving them the benefit of the doubt in controversial
trust issues.

He established a special detente system that

worked favorably and out of the public eye, with scrutinized,
but,

according to Roosevelt,

"good"

corporations,

without

l e g i s l a t i o n . D r a w i n g from Marx's analysis, members of the
Socialist

and

Communist

Party

believed

the

"good/bad"
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distinction

inappropriately moralized an inherency in the

capitalist system.

According to Marx,

Only as personified capital is the capitalist
respectable. As such, he shares with the miser
the passion for wealth as wealth. But that which
in the miser is a mere idiosyncrasy, is, in the
capitalist, the effect of a social mechanism, of
which he is but one of the wheels.®®
While

a

degree

of

economic

and

political

stability

was

possible under the conservative guidance of Roosevelt,

the

inconsistency of these leaders, particularly Taft, combined
with

the

structural

unreliability

of

a

system

based

on

subjective definitions of "good" and "bad" corporations and
trusts, caused corporations to clamor for new legislation that
would eliminate the uncertainty.
Corporate Liberalism
During this period, the possibilities of liberal reform
via federal regulations appeared increasingly desirable to
large corporate and business leaders.

Kolko and Weinstein

note the perception by large corporate leaders that federal
regulation

could,

among

other

functions,

eliminate

the

problematic that corporations currently encountered with the
existence of frequently inconsistent state regulation.
inconsistency made

standardization

and economic

This

stability

nearly impossible.
Corporate officials concerned about growing civil and
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labor discontent

wanted to

prevent

the

issue

from being

further politicized by class or becoming more volatile than it
was already.

They were also concerned about discovering new

ways to increase worker productivity.

Pullman's experiment

was already failed by the turn of the century; considered by
most reformers and industrialists as feudalistic extremism.
However, many corporations recognized the potential benefits
of

independently

workplaces

to

discontented

instituting

improve
workers

liberal

conditions
and

to

programs

in an effort

prevent

labor

in

their

to appease

organization.

Programs included child care, reduction to an eight hour work
day, sports and recreation programs and facilities for these,
the provision of housing, and various other services valuable
to workers.

Some did develop less comprehensive industrial

towns featuring many of these types of programs.

However,

most businesses at the time were either unwilling or unable to
provide

such services and,

consequently,

a growing number

advocated social welfare programs at the federal level.®®
The most
period

was

important

the

degree

feature of the regulation of the
to

corporations were ensured.

which

the

interests

of

large

The corporate community was able

to exercise a great deal of power over the legislative process
via

allied

regulation

politicians.
was

sponsored

Corporate
by

liberalism

businesses

through

through
various
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organizations that were developing during this period.

Among

the

Civic

two

dominant

Federation

was

the

National

(NCF), touted as a cooperative agent for labor,

public officials,
leaders

organizations

had

and business leaders.

any

organization.

authority

or

But only business

real

influence

in

the

Their primary directive was to design business

regulation for the federal government and to advocate for
businesses,

particularly,

large corporations.

The NCF was

sometimes opposed by the National Association of Manufacturers
(NAM).

Composed

primarily

of

small

manufacturers who split from the NCF,

businesses

the NAM was

and

formed

following an ideological clash with the predominantly large
corporate interests that dominated the original organization.
In 1904, the NCF established a welfare department that,
among

other

sometimes

activities,

called

recruited

"social

"welfare

secretaries."

secretaries,"
These

pseudo

sociologists researched and implemented plans to further shape
and mold a workforce better adapted to the needs of industry.
They

were

particularly

useful

in

industrial

towns

where

"...they functioned as moral police, statisticians, teachers,
recreational planners, and counselors."^
The

real

estate

industry had

its

own representative

organization, the National Association of Real Estate Boards
(NAREB).

Large

agglomerated commercial,

residential,
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industrial property developers,

who,

similar to industrial

corporations, faced hostility from small subdividers, led the
NAREB from 1908 on.

This power elite had grown to 22 percent

of all NAREB members by 1933.
historian Marc Weiss,
Builders"

According to real estate

these developers

by McKenzie)

(called "Community

"played a direct role in actively

supporting and shaping the emerging system of public land
planning and land-use regulation."^
were

used

as

the

foundation

Private deed restrictions
for

this

system

which

predominantly relied on the activity of municipal zoning.
Zoning became an intregal tool in the efforts of private
enterprise to dominate urban planning and development.
Restructuring Power in Urban Space
In

cities

across

the

country,

developers

and

small

businessmen replicated the efforts of corporate leaders for
reform and regulation;
issues.

gradually dominating urban land-use

Stifled by corruption and fiscal crisis in the wake

of increasing demand for services,
search

for

alternative

municipal

during the Progressive Era.

cities began a frantic
government

organization

"Commission and manager" plans

gained the widest acceptance primarily because:
They offered stability; they were less expensive;
they were devoid of commitment to radical social
theories; and they assured businessmen of more of
a direct and central role in municipal affairs.
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Adapted from the bureaucratic organization of a business
corporation, commission style plans typically collapsed all
executive

and

commissioners.

legislative
By

1913,

duties
over

300

among

each

cities

had

of

five

adopted

a

Commission government that was intended to "...make government
more businesslike and to attract businessmen to government."^®
However,

concentrating

all

power

in

the

hands

of

the

commission proved to be a structure just as susceptible to
corruption and incompetence.
An

alternative

"commission-manager"

developed that gave the commissioners
manager executive power.

style

plan

was

legislative and the

Effectively ensuring the needs of

local businesses and improving the efficiency of municipal
operations,

a wave

of

new

commission-manager

governments

followed, particularly after 1917, that did improve budgets
and lead to increased and better services in many cities.

As

had begun in the federal government, municipal governments of
this style

often directly

subsidized local entrepreneurs.

These plans also encouraged the participation of businessmen,
typically

not

previously

politicians,

who

were

generally

required to ensure efficient operation.^®
Socialists and trade unionists opposed commission-manager
municipal organization because they foresaw the elimination of
"...workers or their representatives from active participation
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in

the

process

concentration

of

of

government.

power

and

They

the

opposed

obvious

favor

the
these

organizational styles created for business groups over the
interests of labor and political allies.

The elimination of

wards and other community representation schemes which had
been politically,

if not

financially,

successful

and the

advent of city-wide commission elections essentially ensured
that strong local businessmen who already had name recognition
and wealth would occupy commission seats.
Organizational

reconfigurations

Ultimately, these
accelerated

the

commodification of urban space; decidedly shifting political
power in favor of seeking exchange-value solutions to urban
problems

and,

further,

setting

the

stage

for

future

privatization efforts in the U.S.
Conclusion
During
officials

the

Progressive

alike believed

Era,

society

corporate

and

political

could be rationally

and

scientifically stabilized and guided by a growing class of
professionals and scientific experts.

Kolko summizes:

Roosevelt was consciously using government
regulation to save the capitalist system, perhaps
even from itself, for the greatest friend of
socialism was the unscrupulous businessman who
did not recognize that moderate regulation could
save him from a more drastic fate in the hands of
the masses.
Large real estate developers opposed the speculation and fraud
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that they perceived among small subdividers, believing the
entire

industry

would

be

discredited

and

housing

prices

depressed.42 But, they and other corporations, more generally,
were

interested

increasingly

in:

hostile

developing

a

bourgeoisie

buffer
and

against

working

an

class;

stabilizing and controlling economic affairs (which included
market rationalization, but, perhaps more important to profits
during

this

"corporate"

period,
model); to

administrative
end cutthroat

prevent the "evils" of socialism.

coordination

-

competition;

and

the
to

And while many business

leaders of the period were decidedly anti-labor, most large
corporation leaders saw the benefit of supporting conservative
trade unions to prevent labor organization from becoming class
politicized in a radical manner.
brought

the

corporate

world

and

The advent of World War I
the

state

into

closer

association than ever.
The adoption of the cult of expertise, characterized by
patriarchal principals of rationality, spread to all parts of
the political realm in the U.S. during the Progressive Era;
seemingly manifesting Weber's prediction of the "dictatorship
of the official," which, though he suggested alternatives, he
considered to be a "necessary evil" in a large nation-state.^
For the most part,

intellectuals of the period,

those firmly rooted in progressivism,

were,

including

also,

decided
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proponents.
Thorstein

Kolko
Veblen,

suggests
the

that,

large

with

the

majority

of

exception

of

contemporary

intellectuals during the Progressive Era were fundamentally
conservative.

This was reflected by predominant American

social theory at the time.

Quoted at length, Kolko propounds:

At the end of the nineteenth century the primary
influence in American academic social and economic
theory was exerted by the German universities.
The
Bismarckian idealization of the state, with its
centralized welfare functions designed to preserve
capitalism and the status quo in its more
fundamental aspects, was suitably revised by
thousands of key academics who studied in German
universities in the 1880's and 1890's. A middleclass twist to the concept of state welfare made it
quite acceptable to many essentially conservative
professors by the beginning of this century. The
menace of socialism could be met...by recognizing
and encouraging conservative u n i o n i s m . 4*
For the most part,
understood
capitalism.

very

academicians who advocated reforms

little

They

about

were,

the

process

nevertheless,

of

political

"...dedicated

to

preserving the essential legal and economic prerogatives of
the dominant economic classes."4^ These reforms would set the
tone for state involvement in economic,

political, and social

affairs in the U.S. to the present.
The period would, also, dramatically impact the form of
city and community planning.

It was during this period that

zoning became the predominant form of urban planning, directed
by

the

political

and

economic

exigencies

of

capital

accumulation that came to dominate urban decision-making.
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in the following decades, the primary focus of planning and
development
suburbia.

would

be

concentrated

outside

of

cities

in

The following chapter documents the rise of "owner-

occupied" housing and its dominance in suburban development.
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CHAPTER 4
SÜBÜRBANIZING A NATION
19th century British planner Ebenezer Howard, responding
to the urban ills resulting from British industrialization,
took

comprehensive

planning

in

the

physical

tradition a dramatic step beyond suburbia.

determinist

Howard envisioned

planned urban communities outside of central cities that, not
unlike many existing suburban plans, melded a rural atmosphere
within an urban environment that included gardens, parks, and
green belts of forest land separating various land-uses.

But,

Howard's "garden cities" also featured industrial bases for
relative self-sufficiency and a wide range of housing for a
diverse population, including in particular, workers.

Howard

additionally proposed a population limit of 30,000 and, most
importantly, revised social relations that prescribed shared
community ownership of profits from future growth.^

Also,

notably, for administrative organization Howard advocated a
"democratically controlled corporate technocracy," in which
case "rational management of practical matters by experts..."
would

replace

politics

and

ideology;

a

concept

clearly

101
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resonating among private enterprise and many politicians and
reformers in the U.S. during the Progressive Era.'
In 1902 the city of Letchworth in Britain was constructed
manifesting Howard's plans with the
Garden City Association.
Welwyn

Garden

successful.

City,
Over

financial aid of the

Letchworth and a second community,

begun
thirty

in

1920,

others

were

were

only marginally

built,

though

with

notable deviations from Howard's original plan, after WWII
when

the

New

Towns

Act

of

1946

provided

government

sponsorship.®
In the U.S., Howard's influence was first manifest in the
1920s when the City Housing Corporation,

a limited-profit

group in New York, began development of Radburn, New Jersey
conceived

by

Henry

Wright

and

Clarence

Stein.

An

architectural success, and initially an economic success, the
community was ultimately unable to survive the Depression.^
Other less significant new towns were built during the period
with federal assistance in an effort to bailout the housing
industry that suffered a collapse in 1919 and 1920.
These efforts were initiated by reformers who began to
develop legislation primarily designed to help the housing
industry, specifically, by opening the suburbs to the masses.
A subsequent boom in the building and automotive industry led
to a temporary abandonment of the legislation until the Model
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Cities

and

ultimately,

New

Town

programs

in

the

1930s,

which

were,

converted to commodified foirms themselves.®

At

this point, private developers and planners maintained and
adapted some of the physical elements and rational planning
tactics

utilized

by

Howard

(still

primarily

in

luxury

developments), but quickly abandoned his more radical ideas,
particularly his conceptualization of shared ownership and
profits.®
The boom was

short-lived.

The nation's most

severe

economic crisis, the Great Depression, threatened, not only,
the

housing

industry,

but,

indeed,

political, and social structure."
unprecedented

scale

stabilizing markets
masses

of

and providing
The

very

economic,

The state was engaged on an

in the enormous

unemployed.

the

task of reviving

relief

1928

for the

presidential

and

growing
election

effectively set the direction for state intervention in the
real

estate

industry

and its

subsidiaries.

Real

estate

development, particularly, suburban housing, became a central
target for reformers.
support

of

a

large

Hoover won the presidency with the
constituency

middle-class suburbanites.

of

private builders

and

His position on building and real

estate development proved more palatable to businesses and
reformers than that of his opponent. New York Governor Alfred
E. Smith, who had advocated and developed coops and low-cost
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housing.®
The Federal Housing Administration was created under the
National

Housing

Act

of

1934.

Intended

to

relieve

unemployment in the construction industry, the FHA's design
ensured the promotion of private

real estate and banking

interests, while self-consciously fostering the growth of big
builders.

These were, in particular, builders "who combined

the roles of subdivider, house builder, and real estate agent,
constructing and selling entire subdivisions."®

Dramatically

escalating after World War II, agglomeration in the industry
enabled

builders

to reduce

costs

and

enhance

profits

by

creating "industrial style economies of scale" with enormous
low-interest loans; promoting the development of mass produced
tract housing.
The FHA and related state agencies stabilized the real
estate market, partially, through direct subsidies, both to
builders and home-buyers.

Private financial lenders quickly

matched the agency's creation of low-interest 30 year selfamortizing mortgages.

Fishman indicates that,

The federal government also ensured that housing
would not have to compete with industry for the
investor's savings. A federally insured "loop"
directed savings of small investors into savings
and loan institutions, where they were channeled
directly into short term loans for builders or
mortgages for buyers.
Loans for new single-family housing in suburban regions were
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openly favored as a more "sound" investment.iInitiated

in

Los

Angeles

in

the

1930's,

builders

gradually improved mass production methods and site planning,
eventually adopted industry-wide; helping to accommodate the
post-war

housing

boom.

"Planner-builder-developers,"

as

Fishman refers to them, benefitted directly from FHA subsidies
during and following WWII.^

Winning a contract to build

military housing quickly and efficiently launched the Levitt
Company to its eventual dominance of the building industry.
After the war,

Levitt and other builders across the U.S.

profited from the American Service Man's Readjustment Act of
1944,

or the

"GI bill," which subsidized housing for the

approximately eleven million returning military veterans.

The

bill

for

provided

low-interest

no

money

down

mortgages

veterans.^4 While the benefit to military veterans and their
families (primarily white) cannot be overstated, housing and
community

choices

developments.
allowed

were

generally

Moreover,

builders

to

restricted

to

suburban

subsidies of this nature clearly

undertake

enormous

projects

with

dramatically reduced risk.
The Housing Act of 1949 was purported to provide housing
assistance

for everyone.

Notably,

the act did include a

multi-family section that led to nearly one million living
units in apartment buildings by the late 1950s.

Underwritten
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by the FHA, these units were crucial to living improvements
for many low and moderate-income urban residents.

But, again,

the provision was explicitly designed primarily to encourage
builders who took advantage of weak regulation to inflate cost
estimates; reaping enormous profits at tax payer expense.

The

units that were built were generally of poor construction and
often designed too small for average families in an effort to
maximize density.
The government delayed response to the multi-family
section's loose regulation until 1956.

Becoming politically

impossible to ignore, an official investigation was initiated
focusing primarily on the profit scandals,
ignoring

the

deficiencies

of

the

underplaying or

housing

produced.^®

Meanwhile, the greatest share of assistance from the act went
disproportionately
detached housing.

to

suburban middle-income

families

for

The FHA had financed 4.5 million suburban

houses and covered $29.5 billion of insurance by 1957.^
Suburban Conduit
Suburban expansion received another government boost in
the form of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956.

The act

provided over forty-one thousand miles of highway in the name
of increasing military maneuverability.

Directly linked to

the expansion of auto production - stimulated, in large part,
by

intensive marketing

and the deliberate

dismantling
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networks of trolleys by General Motors and co-conspirators
during WWII - the Interstate Highway System facilitated the
trend toward auto-dependency.^®
The system was originally designed to link cities with
other cities.

Yet by the 1960s extensive highway systems

within metropolitan areas were vigorously promoted and funded.
Prominent public official Robert Moses almost single-handedly
coordinated the construction of 700 miles of expressway ($2
billion worth)

in New York City.

Responsible for numerous

large development projects in New York, Moses operated with a
coalition of political and business leaders (particularly real
estate

developers).

Highway

paths

were

determined

and

approved with little democratic input from residents, despite
the necessity for massive land clearance in developed areas.
Neighborhood groups in a community to be impacted in the
Bronx organized aggressive resistance.

They were advised by

engineers who suggested a lower impacting and more efficient
route.

In the long run, they succeeded only in slowing the

political process.

Combined, Moses' highway projects prompted

the displacement of 250,000 people,
neighborhoods, schools, and parks.^

in many cases,

entire

Not surprisingly, those

who could afford to do so, relocated to the suburbs.
These highway systems were designed explicitly to provide
fast direct routes to the city for workers

living in the
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suburbs.

Extensive

highway

systems

virtually

eliminated

developmental dependency on railway locations; dramatically
increasing the feasibility of locating massive residential
developments and factory sites at the periphery of cities.
Developers and industrialists preferred sites on the outskirts
of municipalities where land was cheaper.

They further sought

labor that was more likely to be white and less likely to be
unionized and weaker or non-existent zoning.

Meanwhile, inner

city plants in increasingly non-white communities were allowed
to run d o w n . 20 Public and private capital for maintenance and
improvements was gradually shifted away from cities to the
suburbs.
Approximately 21 million units of predominantly suburban
single

family

housing

was

built

between

1950

and

1970,

increasing the nation's housing stock by over 50 percent.
Another
leaders,

20 million were
developers,

added in the

1970

s.Political

and industrialists operating upon and

within a bureaucratic structural context and facilitated by
technology, contributed, not only to suburban expansion, but
to a significant transformation of the character of suburbs.
Rapidly shedding its status as exclusively residential space,
suburbs

were

collection of,

transformed
residential,

into

a

largely

uncoordinated

production industry

(primarily

technology oriented), service, and retail spaces dominated by
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automotive concerns . 22

Siibuzban Access and Race
Until
prevented

the
open

Federal

Fair

Housing Act

discrimination,

unequal

of

1968

legally

to

housing

access

prevented many racial minorities from participating in the
suburban
estate

boom.
agents,

Developers,
and

the

financiers,

FHA

exploited

appraisers,
racial

fears

real
and

stereotypes by actively promoting the notion that property
values

would

minorities,
about

inevitably decline

most particularly,

growing

racial

conflict

with

the

blacks.
and

intrusion

of

Further concerned

violence,

the

agency

promoted the development of homogenous n e i g h b o r h o o d s .22
The agency institutionalized segregation in the 1938 FHA
"Underwriting

Manual,"

advocating

restrictive

covenants

designed to "strengthen and supplement zoning ordinances" and
restrict occupancy to a specified group.2<

A form of social

planning, these covenants would be implemented by developers
or homeowner associations.22

Despite organized resistance from

groups such as the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), the FHA and private financiers engaged
in the practice of "red-lining;" refusing to underwrite houses
in urban and suburban areas that were predominantly non-white
or

becoming

invasion."2®

non-white

due

to

"white

flight"

or

"Negro

William Levitt refused to sell to blacks in the
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Long Island Levittown where they existed only as farm workers
until the 1960s.

Of 82,000 residents in 1960, not one was

black.Urbanologist Gregory D. Squires indicates that of the
millions of federally insured mortgages issued between the mid
1930s and early 1960s, less than two percent went to blacks.^
The FHA continued to provide loans to race restricted
neighborhoods two years after the 1948 supreme court decision
legally banned such restrictions.2®
technical
advised

bulletin

on

developers

"Planning

to

design

In the 1950s,

Profitable
and

real

estate

industry

organizations,"

relied

Neighborhoods"

build

segregated by race, class, and even age.®°

an FHA

neighborhoods

The FHA and the

increasingly

on

like homeowners associations,

"voluntary

as effective

"alternative" restriction enforcement bodies.
Meanwhile,
restrictions

on

in

a

move

"account

of

geared
race,

toward
creed,

disguising
and

color,"

"occupancy standards" became prevalent in cities across the
nation.

Disproportionately impacting low and moderate-income

families, the standards made it, legally, nearly impossible to
establish

housing

cooperatives

or

other

communal

living

arrangements by "...binding property owners not to sell or
lease except to single families, barring excessive roomers,
and otherwise dealing with the type of o c c u p a n c y . To the
present

day,

low

and

moderate-income

families

have
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further impacted by the refusal of many mortgage lenders to
make loans on low-valued properties.
Some blacks and other minority families did find the
opportunity to live the suburban life in a few notable antidiscriminatory communities.

They moved to new communities in

the

Ronek

1940s

and

1950s

like

Park

in

New

York

which

responded to the market created by openly restrictive suburban
developments openly pronouncing "no unAmerican undemocratic
restrictions as to race, color, or creed."®®

The overwhelming

majority of blacks and most other minority groups were forced
by economic factors and open racial restrictions to remain in
declining inner-city regions.
By the 1970s, the building industry had widely accepted
the

concept

of

"market

segmentation."

In

addition

to

segmentation for exclusivity and as a means of decreasing the
likelihood of collective action and conflict,

the industry

began to formulate physical plans that used race, class, and
age

segments

groups.

for the

Services

located with

creation of distinctive

and

respect

retailers

could be

to these consumption

stratified
groups

purpose of product targeting and stimulation.®^
an

important

planning

control

in

the

consumption
and

for the

Illustrating

context

of

modern

commodified communities, market segmentation is explored in
more detail in chapter six.
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Conclusion
The

expansion

of

owner-occupied

housing

in

suburban

settings accomplished more than the generation of
increases for individual builders or developers.

profit

It clearly

served, arguably with greater or lesser degrees of success, to
draw large segments of society,
class,

within the

confines

particularly the working-

of bourgeois

ideology.

Henri

Lefebvre submits:
They were not proposing to demoralize the
working classes, but on the contrary, to moralize
it. They considered it beneficial to involve the
workers (individuals and families) into a hierarchy
clearly distinct from that which rules in the firm,
that of property and landlords, houses and
neighborhoods. They wanted to give them another
function, another status, other roles than those
attached to the condition of the salaried producers.
They meant in this way to give them a better everyday
life than that of work. In this way they conceived
the role of owner-occupied housing.®®
Undoubtedly,
was

conceived

the provision of a "better everyday life"

with

dual

intent.

As

sociologist

Manuel

Castells has observed, the 1929 economic crisis was the result
of the contradiction of increased
on the availability

of

production abilities (based

immigrant

labor

and

technological

innovations which were applied to production machines and the
labor process via Taylor's "scientific management"), while the
largest market for the resulting products, the working class,
was

unable

to

participate

in

the

necessary

process
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consumption (a "crisis of realization").
"pattern

of

World War

accumulation"

II,

recovered

in part through

This threatening

primarily because

the

expansion of the

of
war

industries and the outlets for capital investment created by
the destruction

of Europe.

According

to Castells,

these

factors received further reinforcement during this period:
...through the combined efforts of capital and
state, policies were developed to unblock the
bottlenecks existing in solvent demand. The
mainstream of the working class was transformed
into a profitable market by increasing its
standard of living. This was made possible
through the development of collective
bargaining with monopoly capital and the
socialization of the cost of reproduction of labor
power by means of state intervention in the
organization and financing of a new urban
infrastructure and a system of social services.®®
This

process

is

clearly

represented

in

the

historical

development of owner-occupied housing and typical community
form.

In as much as housing has historically been the most

substantial and significant family investment (monetarily and
ideologically), particularly for the working class, its place
in

the

process

of

commodification

is

also

of particular

significance.
Involving mass
dream"

in suburban

numbers

of

citizens

neighborhoods

has

in the

"American

clearly shifted

the

dominant ideological focus from that of production activities,
to predominantly consumption activities.

Ray Forrest, among

others, has observed the importance of "...the function of the
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owned dwelling as an asset base for further involvement in
privatized alternatives in say, education or health care.
This aspect of owner-occupied housing has served, not only as
a motivating factor in its promotion by private enterprise,
but,

further,

to

legitimize

and

stimulate

commodity need

fulfillment.
Of further significance, owner/renter divisions among the
working class, by shifting attention from hierarchies that
rule "in the firm," are among the historical factors that have
made working class consciousness difficult to ferment.

This

process has also been hampered by intentionally constructed
physical and ideological race, class, and gender segregation
(manifest clearly in predominant
development)

and the

spatial

community form;

suburban

separation of work and home

initiated by the factory system and later reinforced by zoning
efforts.

And it warrants reiteration that this predominant

community form was developed with essentially no input from
most of those who ultimately occupied the space.
However, as the following chapter explores, by the

late

1950s essentially mainstream literature began to emerge that
brought

predominant

community

form

to

the

forefront

of

political, economic, and social agendas in a critical light.
This prompted a renewed,

if adapted

(highly privatized),

interest in Howard's garden cities and the development of new
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more significantly planned community forms that better served
previously established ideological and economic exigencies.
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CHAPTER 5
SUBURBAN DECLINE AND PLANNING REVISITED
The physical and social infrastructure that resulted from
the social and economic policies described in the previous
chapters reproduced social fragmentation that, according to
O'Conner,

has

"dysfunctions"

contributed
while

political rule.

tothe

concealing

development
"...the

of

social

class basis

of

By the 1960s, growing evidence was, indeed,

attributing serious "dysfunctions" to the privatized existence
reproduced in suburbia.

The much cited works,

William H.

Whyte's The Organization Man and David Riesman's The Lonely
Crowd, both written in the 1950s, documented increasing social
distance within and among suburban families to which they
linked a myriad of social problems.’
and community life in typical

They described family

suburbs as characterized by

isolation, alienation, and wrought with pressure to conform to
a standardized bourgeois ideal.
Refusing to outright condemn the suburban ideal, Herbert
Gans in The Levittowners. which documented life in one of
Levitt's communities in New Jersey in the late 1950s, focused
on

more

positive

attributes

associated with "pride

119
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homeownership.But
life

are

also

well

significant difficulties of suburban
detailed.

Life

for

housewives

adolescents appeared particularly dissatisfying.

and

Mothers and

children alike lamented the loss of once vibrant urban street
life that had allowed greater social interaction, as well as,
easier supervision of children and residences.
Designed exclusively for automotive traffic,

suburban

streets became wider and were less likely to be part of a
connected network that facilitated, if not encouraged, diverse
community

interaction.

Distances

between

the

house

and

street, between the houses themselves, and between houses and
community

services

grew

until

inaccessible by foot or bicycle.

they

were

essentially

Boredom and loneliness,

sometimes manifest in psychologically identified depression,
became

common complaints.

observed

that

many

of

A number

the

periods

of commentators have
most

visible

social

struggles gained greater viability when relatively affluent
white

college

students

from

the

suburbs

became

heavily

involved, at least, partially, in response to their criticism
and dissatisfaction with suburban life.
In the context of intensifying struggles to illuminate
and eliminate social problems, particularly in urban centers
ripe with dramatic resource and service inequality,

other

researchers began to more closely examine the relationship
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between the urban and suburban.

Charles Abrams celebrated

book, The City Is The Frontier, was critical of the transfer
of

capital

problems

to

to

the

the

suburbs

physical

and

and

linked many

social

urban

separation

social

of

these

spaces.4 Abrams heartily defended the necessity for greater
attention,

resources,

and planning to be focused on urban

centers where most of the U.S. population still resided.
Meanwhile, the building industry, increasingly dominated
by

large

corporations,

actively

sought

alternatives

to

"single-family detached traditional suburbia" for more selfserving reasons.

Speculation and increasing land scarcity led

to rising land prices and threatened suburban real estate
profits, particularly following World War II.

Builders had

been responding to this trend by increasing density; gradually
reducing average house and lot sizes substantially from the
1920s to the 1970s.^
But increasing density was only a partial response to the
problem
Moreover,

of
as

maintaining
the

suburban

previous

pages

real
have

estate
already

profits.
begun

to

illuminate, maintaining profits was only one directive of the
building industry, which, in any case, represented one group
of many with

an

interest

in improving

or rethinking

the

uncoordinated arrangement of traditional suburban development.
Their predominant solutions brought the planning profession
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and the experiments of Pullman and Howard to the forefront of
suburban development, ushering in modern formulations of the
commodified master-planned community.
The Rise of Planners
By the 1950s, both public and private enterprise turned
more extensively to planning, in large part to combat urban
and suburban decline;

dramatically expanding the use and

influence of planners in arranging and organizing urban space.
Until the 1960s, the profession had been relatively small and
non-influential;
politics.
maintained

To

typically
this

point,

ideological

century progressivism.

operating
public

commitments

marginal

planning
rooted

to

in
in

the

urban
U.S.

nineteenth

Inspired in part by Howard, planners

focused on long term gains, comprehensiveness, protection of
the environment, and equalizing impact and benefits of urban
development

to

citizens.

Urban

historian

and

planning

professor Pierre Clavel notes:
In the 1950s, planning had been mainly "masterplanning"-designs for the future layout of cities.
In its most comprehensive form, this purpose implied
foresight about the social and economic
ramifications of alternative physical designs, and
some planning professionals were quite programmatic,
coming out of a tradition that emphasized the public
provision of housing and even jobs and extensive
regulation of the private economy.®
However,

In the U.S., the historical activity of these

planners - with the notable exception of the Howard inspired
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New

Deal-era Greenbelt

developed

with

more

Town program,
socially

which was

initially

comprehensive

planning

aspirations - was clearly constrained by dominant urban growth
ideology.

While progressives at the turn of the century

sought "...housing improvements, aesthetic construction, and
rational patterns

of growth,"

and generally maintained

a

broader social-planning agenda, planners working within this
tradition were relegated to the activity of physical planning
and

stipulating

public

sector

activity

in

infrastructure

provisions.’
Prior to 1960,

planners primarily engaged in the

coordination of zoning activity; designating physical areas as
residential, commercial, or industrial.
demonstrated

that

protection

of

And while it may be

the

environment

and

preservation of public interest were among zoning directives,
these

goals

unevenly.
Era

were

achieved,

at

best,

inconsistently

and

Zoning represented a compromise in the Progressive-

"corporate-liberalist"

tradition

that was

consciously

directed to improve the economic function of urban space;
primarily benefiting business

interests and simultaneously

reinforcing class and racial segregation and bourgeois gender
roles.®

Moreover, limiting planning to land-use issues was

more acceptable to political and business leaders than a more
comprehensive form of public planning that may impede the
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functioning of a "free-market."®
Urbanologist Susan S. Fainstein notes, "Planners shaped
the environment by prescription rather than entrepreneurial
activity;
private

the motive force for urban change emanated from
investors.The

essence

continues to define urban development,

of

this

arrangement

despite qualitative

transformations in public planning and the profession itself.
Symptomatic is the experience of former Hartford, Connecticut
planning department head, Jonathan Coleman, who testified that
during his tenure in the early 1970s "...the city planners
would learn of development schemes through the newspapers, and
then they would be given the job of putting together data to
support the projects.
Enter the State
Significant changes in the profession and the structure
of public planning were initiated after World War II when
urban renewal projects dominated U.S.

urban policy.

The

Housing Act of 1949 was revised in 1950 and overhauled in
1954,

at

which

point

"...comprehensive

planning

and

rehabilitation were emphasized and other programs brought in
to supplement it."’-’ But, despite this emphasis, the scope of
planning remained relatively narrow.

Adopting the traditional

physical determinist approach which suggests that physical
changes produce an economic (or social) response, increasing
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numbers of planners were engaged to coordinate enormous land
clearance projects,

and,

to a lesser degree,

rehabilitation projects.

neighborhood

According to Abrams writing during

the period, the act dealt...
...primarily with only one aspect of the city's
predicament, i.e., housing and slums, while it
ignores its others - poverty, social unrest, school
problems, racial frictions, physical obsolescence,
spatial restrictions, decline of its economic base,
and the lack of financial resources to cope with
its major difficulties."^"
It

should

be

noted

that

these

projects

ultimately

displaced large numbers of primarily low and moderate-income
residents

(in

regions

designated

"blighted");

typically

generating projects like office and commercial revitalizations
that

concentrated

public benefit.
did

not

engage

urban profits,

but

had limited

general

Moreover, urban renewal policies typically
planners

to

establish

developers prior to land clearance,

developments

consequently,

or

spaces

frequently lay empty for long periods.^
By the 1960s, reform-minded politicians with new federal
revenues for physical development projects found the skills of
planners useful, not only for physical site design, but also
for

monitoring

and

accounting

functions.

Ideological

commitments became more explicitly subordinated to rationalist
methodological and tactical skills, primarily because these
skills were facultative of the needs of private capital.
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Planners using the rationalist approach engaged in analyzing
the

"medium-term

contemplated

by

consequences
political

of

specific

leaders;"

actions

popularizing

being

dubious

"cost/benefit" analysis that dominates social and economic
policies today.

These changes did garnish slightly greater

influence for professional planners,

but typically at the

expense

that

of

the

relative

autonomy

their

previous

variations had enjoyed.
A significant minority of planners organized in many
cities

as

"advocacy planners"

concerned with prioritizing

social programs and benefit to community groups; in other
words, more stubborn commitment to the comprehensive ideology.
These

"progressive"

particularly
devoted

members

concerned

much

of

their

abounded in the 1960s.

with

of

the

profession

marginalized

energy

to

were

populations

idealistic

causes

and
that

Planners working in this tradition

were intregal to the development of progressive urban agendas
in

cities

like

Cleveland,

Berkeley,

Santa

Monica,

and

Burlington, Vermont that presented serious challenges to the
typical dominance of exchange-value interests.

While they

did not represent the dominant planning profession agenda,
"advocacy

planners"

significantly

expanded

the

scope

dialogue within the profession, if for a short period.
The Privately-Planned Common Interest Development
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Meanwhile,
suburbia,

in

private

professional

their

search

investors,

opportunities

for

an

also,

alternative

began

for planners.

to

to

expand

Having utilized

planner/architects to some degree for decades, builders in the
1950s adapted the more comprehensive master-planning tactics
of traditional public planners, albeit with "vastly narrowed
objectives;"

rationalized

to

meet

the

needs

of

capital

accumulation (without disrupting existing social relations).
Builders turned to extensively planned "cluster" designs and
condominium ownership or

"common interest housing"

which,

among other advantages, allowed greater density in residential
developments.

With reduced individual lot sizes, sometimes

reconfigured as townhouses, these developments featured common
areas designed for recreation and other activities.
Popular

in

early

luxury

subdivisions

like

Olmsted's

Riverside, ownership and maintenance of these common areas was
administered using the concept of Common Interest Developments
(CIDs),

which

managerial
covenants.^

maintained

governments
Builders

for

homeowner
the

associations

provision

actively promoted

of

large

with

restrictive
scale CIDs

during the 1950s, at least partially, due to the rising land
costs resulting from scarcity and speculation.

The American

Society

builders

of

Planning

Officials

(ASPO)

joined

in

advocating CIDs in the 1960 report "Cluster Subdivisions" as
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a

solution to

"...the monotony of

traditional

'gridiron'

subdivisions.. .
The federal government soon followed with support of its
own.

Significantly influenced by urban planner

Byron R.

Hanke,

the FHA actively promoted the development of CIDs;

establishing guidelines for insuring and developing these in
its

1963

manual

Association."!*

"Planned-Unit
Meanwhile,

Development

with

a

Homes

the Urban Land Institute

(ULI)

proposed and promoted "flexible zoning controls" that would
allow all land in a development

(not

just

lot sizes and

housing density) to determine a projects overall density to
ensure zoning compliance.

More generally, zoning began to

deviate from the "separation of uses" principle, though not
completely abandoned, to "mixed-use zoning, urban villages,
and clustered housing.
Following decades
promotional

of

suburban

promotion,

"counter-campaigns" were

residents to seek housing in CIDs.

large-scale

initiated to convince

McKenzie recounts:

Industry and government publications told the
public that it was participating in exciting new
variations on the time-tested legacy of Ebenezer
Howard and that they would enjoy better living
through planning. Moreover, CID residents were
said to be at the cutting edge of a return to
traditional American "town meeting" democracy
based on ownership of their own community."
These dubious marketing efforts led to the dramatic expansion
of CIDs from five hundred in 1962 to twenty thousand by 1975.!®
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But the federal government withdrew its support in the early
1970s when problems ranging from lawsuits against developers
due to shoddy construction to fraud and mismanagement
developers

and

homeowner

consumer demand.
was

associations

arose;

by

threatening

The Community Association Institute (CAI)

created by the National Association

of Home

Builders

(NAHB) and the ULI in 1973 to promote and develop CIDs and
counter its tarnished image.
Following the "economies of scale" tactics developed in
suburbia,

CIDs

increasingly took on

enormous proportions,

requiring more ambitious physical planning.

Between 1950 and

the early 1970s, approximately one hundred thirty "new towns"
of over one thousand acres,

housing tens of thousands

to

hundreds of thousands of residents, were built or proposed.
These planned communities featured wide-ranging amenities and
spatial

provisions

for

residential,

recreational,

and

commercial development.®®
Packing
developers

planned

communities

with

amenities

allowed

to attract buyers as a marketing device.

also contributed to

the artificial

This

inflation of property

values; allowing houses to command higher profits than they
otherwise

would.

Developers

and

lending

institutions

perpetuated the recurrent attitudes regarding the negative
impact

of

lower-priced

housing

on

a

community's

average
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property values

and marketed its absence

as a

symbol

of

exclusivity and status.®®
The projects began to attract major corporations with the
required advantages of abundant investment capital and access
to stock market financing schemes.
Oil,

Humble Oil,

General

Goodyear

Electric,

Prudential

U.S.

Insurance,

Corporations like Gulf

Tire and Rubber,

Steel,

Ford

Motor

to name just a few,

Westinghouse,
Company,

and

recognized the

profit potential and engaged in real estate development not
directly related to
time.®!

their

industrial needs

for the

first

Nevertheless, the risks involved in such large scale

developments would probably still have been a deterrent to
investors were it not for faith in rational planning, which
provided the means to coordinate the projects and the promise
of

property

Moreover,

value

considering

preservation
the

growing

(maintained

profits).

sophistication

of

and

confidence in the physical determinist approach to planning
during this period, corporations were undoubtedly interested
in the potential for degrees of social control and workforce
management.

While they had generally abandoned the more

responsibility laden company town experiments, corporations
determined that they could reap long term tangible benefits,
in addition to profit, from investment and boosterism in the
planned communities movement.
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In 1968, a number of large corporate investors created
the

Council

of

organization.

Housing
By

either

Producers

as

a

representative

acquisitions

of

existing

home

builders or the creation of building sub-units, the building
subsidiaries of these large industrial corporations produced
over

40,000

community

housing

projects

units
remained

in

1969.®®

risky

But

ventures

interests lobbied for federal assistance.

large-scale
and

business

By the late 1960s

the federal government began to assume much of the risk of
some large commodified planned community projects following
the suburban precedent; insuring loans and acting as guarantor
for private builders.

With or without federal assistance, by

the 1970s CIDs of this scale had generally proven less than
profitable.

The large scale new town movement was temporarily

abandoned but CIDs maintained their attraction; becoming the
building industry norm in the 1980s.
their

projects

until

economic,

Developers scaled down
political,

and

social

conditions were generated that once again made large scale
commodified planned communities feasible in the
1990s.®*
The Planning Profession Transformed
Fueled by these massive and widespread public and private
projects,

the planning profession,

which had no more than

2, 500 members in the 1950s, grew to 10,000 by 1974.®°
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this time, federal assistance for CIDs was cut and support for
urban renewal projects was substantially reduced under the
conservative Nixon-Ford administration.

Their conservative

agenda, further propelled during Reagan's administration in
the

1980s,

stressed market-based

solutions

Simultaneously,

urban

allocation.

the

to

issues

economy

of

began

restructuring via deindustrialization and the expansion of the
service

sector.

These

factors

triggered

a

general

privatization movement that prompted a significant qualitative
transformation of the profession's dominant rhetoric and modus
operandi;

though

the

underlying

aim

remained

the

same.

Fainstein observes:
Planners are less inclined to mystify their
activities by pretending to be doing one thing
(comprehensive decision-making in the public interest)
while performing another (fostering capital
accumulation and mediating tensions between capital
and community). The connection between the economic
structure and planning legitimation is now straight
forwardly claimed, and the tactics developed to
stimulate economic growth are frankly enumerated.
Ideology thus no longer obscures the planner's role;
mystification instead resides at the level where
private advantage is equated with public benefit.®®
The demise of the urban renewal program,

instead of

signaling a diminished role for planners, prompted many to
seek positions with private enterprise and others to redefine
their

current

role.

Both

alternatives

engagement in economic development.

involved

active

The commodification of

urban space figured prominently in provoking and structuring
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this transformation, as planners became charged with achieving
spatial marketability.

Planning became less focused on sound

environmental uses of land and more explicitly on strategies
designed to promote private investment (land price reduction).
One strategic change of particular importance to planners
involved their role in reaching an agreement with a developer
prior to public action.

While generally uncommon, the method

had characterized Moses's development planning in New York
City under

the

urban

renewal

program.

While

apparently

fiscally sound, in practice Moses's efforts typically involved
substantial public incentives to private developers.
practice

of

attracting

developers

with

The

"site-specific

benefits" became commonplace in the late 1970s in the absence
of federal support for undirected land clearance.®®
Privatization
The privatization movement that gained momentum as the
1980s progressed would provide the final crucial element in
the historical development and proliferation of commodified
planned communities
"socialized"

in the U.S.

provision,

Prompted by a crisis of

services

and

infrastructure

development were privatized or coordinated with variations of
public-private

partnerships

in

half

governments by the turn of the decade.

of

the

country's

In the 1990s,

it

increasingly became common practice for government agencies
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and private service providers and developers to compete for
contracts and projects.®®

This trend not only facilitated the

continuing commodification of space,

but the

rhetoric and

practice of privatizing services and urban development also
enhanced

the

communities.

legitimation
While

not

of

devoid

corporate

master-planned

of resistance

(mostly in

response to Homeowner Association rules), these efforts have
increased mass appeal and acceptance of such developments.
The specific nature of the public provision of services
and infrastructure as illuminated in the previous pages, led
to a particular pattern of privatization in the U.S.

The

government,

service

and

infrastructure needs by facilitating private enterprise.

In

in general,

has

historically met

1980, when privatization pressure began to manifest, only two
percent of all housing in the U.S. was publicly provided.
contrast,

In

when privatization was pushed in Britain during

roughly the same period under Margaret Thatcher, nearly onethird of all housing was publicly provided.

Moreover, while

in the U.S. public housing provision was via supplementing
private

enterprise,

in

Britain

the

housing

was

provided

directly; typically with no connection to private enterprise.®^
Additionally, public housing in the U.S. has historically
targeted only the poorest, disabled, and seniors.

In Britain

and other European nations, public provision of housing and
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services

focused on the broader

segment of working class

clientele and generally reflected

higher quality.®®

This has

included

and/or

of

the

public

provision

support

non

commodified planned communities, co-housing arrangements, and
other cooperative community alternatives.®®
Consequently, privatization in Britain was characterized
by "load shedding," as publicly provided rentals were offered
for

sale.

Urbanologist

Ray

Forrest

notes

surveys

that

indicate that residents of public housing in Britain were
general more satisfied with the quality and condition of the
housing (if they believed the system of provision should be
improved).

Nevertheless,

many

were

unable

purchase their homes until, in the midst of
efforts,

they were

value.

Others

offered at

who

could

to

afford to

privatization

substantially below market

afford

to

purchase

privately

developed housing chose not too due to "...the desire to live
in

a

particular

locality,

issues

of

kinship

and

social

networks, and the superior use-value that public housing can
offer

compared to what can be purchased elsewhere

private sector."®®

in the

This is in stark contrast to the widespread

stigma regarding public housing in the U.S.
In the U.S.,

privatization advocates critical of the

problems of collective provision, posed as the "...power of
professional

interests,

waste,

inefficiency,

and

lack of
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responsiveness and accountability...,"

offer privatization

and commodification as a new progressive alternative.®®

But

Forrest is quick to reiterate that in...
...western capitalist societies market reversion
was often built into social housing forms and this
cautions against seeing the current phase of
privatization as a sharp rupture rather than the
intensification of underlying trends.®*
Efforts in the eighties included slashing the Housing and
Urban

Development

budget

and

providing

incentives

(tax

subsidies, cheap land, etc.) to builders to provide low cost
housing.

For

concentrated

on

the
more

most

part,

expensive

commands higher profits.

private
housing

builders
which

have

typically

Subsidies for low cost housing,

riddled with problems related to construction quality and
function, have generally been quickly converted to profits at
the direct expense of future tenants.

The result has been the

dramatic intensification of a general housing crisis in the
U.S.,

leading to,

among

other social

problems,

increased

levels of homelessness and sub-par housing.

Ironically, most

marketing

and commodified

schemes

for upscale communities

planned communities, in particular, focus on increased social
and economic inequality, racial division, and crime, which has
arisen, at least, in part, because of the failures of these
privatization efforts.
Privatization is not without its detractors among those
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not so directly impacted.

One report by

journalist Mark

Fitzgerald documents decreasing access to information from
"...private businesses doing public b u s i n e s s W h i l e very
few states actually have Freedom of Information

(FOI) laws

that apply specifically to private business, in many states
FOI law actually makes accessing information from privatized
operations

more

criticisms,

difficult.

increasing

But

numbers

despite
of

these

urban

and other

communities

are

adopting the method, in one form or another, as the solution
to providing

infrastructure and services

in the midst

of

fiscal crisis and growing need.
Conclusion
The

nature

of

planning

in

the

U.S.

has

served

to

reinforce a specific socio-spatial organization conducive to
non-democratic control.

Whether in its more comprehensive

formulation or otherwise, planning in the U.S., linked to the
dominance

of

patriarchal

organization

and

scientific

conception, has generally been "expert" driven; a method that,
arguably, compromises and subverts democratic processes that
would ensure more equitable distribution of benefit from the
start.

This was true even of Ebenezer Howard's garden cities.

Moreover,

social

determinist approach

control

evident

in

the

physical

(particularly in response to working-

class struggles) has clearly been a predominant ideological
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feature of planning in the U.S. from its inception.

This is

demonstrated, not only in social and architectural features
that are prescribed (visible, for example, in the process of
the subordination of public space by private space), but also,
in physical forms that have been historically proscribed, like
more explicitly communally arranged housing, apartments, and
community forms.

While these and other planning currents that

challenge existing social relations have played a role in the
history of planning development in the U.S.

(primarily to

engender debate and discourse) these currents have typically
been

subordinated

in

practice

to planning

tactics

that,

ultimately, serve the maintenance of the process of capital
accumulation and existing social relations, more generally.
The trend toward privatization

has

served

to

legitimize,

stimulate, and reinforce this phenomenon.
This

has

certainly

been

the

case

regarding

planned

community development in the U.S.; rationalized to serve the
needs of private enterprise.
the

dominance

of

Many researchers have noted that

master-planned

community

or

new

town

development by private enterprise in the U.S is a relatively
unique social phenomenon, "almost without precedent anywhere
else

in

the

world."

Urbanist

Larry

Lyon

notes

that

"Capitalism is more developed in the United States than in
other nations, and in the United States, more than in other
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nations, new towns were built to produce a profit.'"*®

Lyon

goes on to posit that this is among the reasons that planned
communities often manifest features that render them difficult
to qualitatively distinguish from un-planned communities; as
features that enhance the public good are not necessarilly
profitable.

Now I turn to a brief examination of specific

social and physical features of modern commodified planned
communities

that

illuminate

the

ideological

undercurrents

described above.
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6

MASTER-PLANNING, SOCIAL ENGINEERING, AND COMMODIFICATION:
THE FUTURE OF COMMUNITY?
Like similar megalomaniac complexes, tethered to
fragmented and desolated Downtowns (for instance,
the Renaissance Center in Detroit, the Peachtree
and Omni Centers in Atlanta, and so on) , Bunker
Hill and the Figueroa corridor have provoked a
storm of liberal objections against their abuse
of scale and composition, their denigration of
street landscape, and their confiscation of so
much of the vital life activity of the center,
now sequestered within subterranean concourses
or privatized malls. Sam Hall Kaplan, the
crusty urban critic of the 'Times,' has been
indefatigable in denouncing the anti-pedestrian
bias of the new corporate citadel, with its
fascist obliteration of street frontage.’
For

decades

Los

Angeles

has

provided

planning

and

architectural critics the nation's best case study for the
most obvious deficiencies of modern urban planning.

While

auto-dependent design is typically at the forefront of most of
this criticism, others have begun to refer to the deliberate
"fortress effect" highlighted in such developments as Bunker
Hill and the Figueroa corridor in "Los Angeles's new 'post
modern' Downtown."

Social and architectural critic Mike Davis

follows the previous illustration with a detailed look at the
many repressive physical features manifest, not only in the
corporate and commercial sectors of Los Angeles's downtown.
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but throughout urban space in Southern California.
Among these features, for example, architects have long
referred to the importance of scale in design and planning.
Public officials and military leaders (Hitler being among the
most obvious historical examples) clearly have understood the
potentialities of using imposing architectural scale in public
buildings

for

repressive

purposes.

While

the

planners

responsible for the new design of Bunker Hill would be loathe
to make this particular connection,

it is clear that their

tactics were motivated by the prescription of extreme security
measures designed, not only to intimidate potential criminals,
but also, according to Davis, explicitly "...to eliminate that
democratic admixture on the pavements and in the parks that
Olmsted believed was America's antidote to European class
polarization."-

Physical

barriers

and

"totalitarian

semiotics" are erected specifically to prevent intrusion by
nearby "non-Anglo" working-class communities whose variations
of

street

life

potentially

threaten

the

"hyperstructure...programmed to ensure a seamless continuum of
middle-class work, consumption and recreation..."^
As Davis and other urban critics have noted, the effect
of these physical features emerges "not as inadvertent failure
of design, but as deliberate socio-spatial strategy.""
and private planners throughout the U.S.

Public

are increasingly
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utilizing

these

and

other

repressive

explicitly for social control purposes.

physical

features

While clearly not all

planning features that manifest repressive consequences have
emerged from an insidious coordinated strategy, the evidence
that follows suggests that, generally, the planning strategies
for most new suburban and master-planned communities in the
U.S.

today do

programmed,

include

like

specific manipulative undercurrents

Downtown

Los

Angeles,

for

a

particular

continuum of activity that represent dominant values.
strategies,

additionally,

These

mandate features designed to cut

construction costs and to enhance profit,

even when these

appear to contradict community enhancement.

The following

examination will also highlight typical sales and advertising
strategies,

selected characteristics of private governance,

and other important physical and social features of modern
master-planned communities.
Physical Features
The most prominent feature in most suburban and planned
community developments today is the road system that heavily
influences their shape and,

to some degree,

which they function as community space.
particularly in suburban developments,

the manner in

Modern road systems,
are most generally

arranged in what traffic engineers term a street hierarchy.
Specific streets are designed to carry traffic at particular
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volumes, speeds, and distances, purportedly rationalized for
the most efficient flow.

At the top of the hierarchy are

limited-access highways designed to carry traffic throughout
metropolitan areas at high speed.
feature

walls

as

noise

Increasingly, these roads

barriers

for

either

existing

neighborhoods dissected by the highway construction itself or
by newer developments directly adjacent to the highway.'
The next rung of the hierarchy are arterial roads (major
"surface" streets). Also designed for high volume traffic at
relatively

high

metropolitan

speed,

areas

these

traffic

commercial

typically

with traffic moderated by

signals at intersections.
and

roads

signals

make

developments,

criss-cross
synchronized

The slightly reduced traffic speed
these

roads

frequently

conducive
featuring

to major
less

than

aesthetically pleasing cluttered "strip" architecture designed
to catch the attention of drivers averaging 20-50 miles per
hour.

Not

surprisingly,

these

developments

prominently

feature enormous parking lots; the actual buildings being set
behind these at substantial distance from the road.
Following these in the street hierarchy are collector
roads located at intervals along arterial roads that carry
traffic into residential subdivisions.

Typically there are

only one or two collector roads providing the sole access into
and out of residential neighborhoods.

These historically
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would have some houses located on them, but, heavy traffic
making them less desirable locations, collector roads built in
recent decades, particularly in the west and southwest, are
frequently

lined with

brick

or block walls;

featuring landscaped sidewalks.

Finally,

occasionally

minor

streets

within neighborhoods are where most of the housing is located.
In recent decades,

the primary rationale for the design of

minor streets has been to reduce or eliminate through traffic.
Among the most common solutions has been the creation of culde-sacs .
One of the primary criticisms for this type of street
system is that it does not operate nearly as efficiently as
engineers

assume or would prefer.

The street hierarchy is

first and foremost designed to carry extremely high volume
traffic.

But

numerous

studies

have

indicated

that,

particularly in major metropolitan areas, streets routinely
carry at or above their designated capacity.

Furthermore, the

endless construction of new highways and surface streets does
little to solve the problem, as drivers tend to fill these to
capacity almost immediately following construction.
The Traditional Grid
Critics charge that in the past street systems tended to
follow a grid network that consisted of more smaller roads,
providing

alternative

routes

for

drivers.

According
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Langdon:
The (current) system...gives people few choices of
how to go from one point to another. The street lay
out stretches out nearly every trip a person takes particularly local trips, which have to find their
way through a collector-arterial maze instead of
using direct routes like those in older grid-planned
communities. As the modern street hierarchy has
spread, distances traveled have grown. The average
licensed driver in the United States now drives
thirty-two miles a day.®
In addition to being more burdensome and less appealing
for drivers, systems with fewer and larger capacity roads tend
to all but eliminate traditional street pedestrian activity.
Modern roads clearly are designed exclusively for automotive
traffic.

Regarding walled collector roads, Langdon observes:

Even with a perimeter of neatly trimmed grass, a
road like this is not enticing to travel. Walls
between road and subdivision make the transportation
corridor a land of nowhere.
Pedestrians,
recognizing dullness when they see it, leave the
sidewalks uninhabited.^
The phenomenon is further exacerbated by the common practice
by developers of placing community facilities where they will
be visible

to the

largest

number

of visitors

driving by

instead of where they would be most accessible to resident
pedestrians.’
Even cul-de-sacs, specifically designed to prevent cross
town traffic and potentially provide space for children to
play and foster neighbor relations tend not to function in
precisely

this

manner.

One

consideration

is

that
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elements in most new subdivisions and planned communities tend
to undermine the design purpose.

For example, most new houses

are built without a front porch and sometimes without a front
door

(traditionally welcoming features).

instead,

Frontal facades,

are dominated by enormous garages which tend to

discourage

or

restrict

family

activities

to

elsewhere,

providing fewer opportunities for community interaction.
Driver

can

automatically

open

a

garage

door,

A

enter,

automatically close the door, and never step foot in the front
of

their

house.

Furthermore,

this

sort

of

physical

determinist approach to fostering community interaction does
nothing

to

address

fragmentation.
pedestrians,
systems

broader

causes

of

social

Despite apparent advantages for drivers and

extra cross streets found in traditional grid

take

up

valuable

individual subdivided lots.
create

systemic

blocks

as

long

as

space

that

could

be

used

for

Most developers today tend to
they

practically

can

for

this

reason.^
"Village" Clustering
In their move away from grid plans, planners in recent
decades have increasingly turned to the "village" concept, in
which segmented developments of varying sizes are promoted
with a particular 'unique' identity, shopping area, school,
and any other

common

areas

like parks.

Manifesting
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'fortress effect' discussed by Davis, segmented developments
often feature physical walls (in many cities, particularly in
the Western U.S., block walls surround individual properties,
as well) and gated entrances that provide exclusive access to
residents.
are

The street system of curved and straight roads

used

to

further

reinforce

the

promotion

of

village

identity; physically defining the village's boundaries.
Today,
lifestyle

village

identities

characteristics

explicitly,

like

are

rooted,

status,

racial homogeneity.

foremost,

income,

and,

in
less

The idea of this sort of

"market segmentation" has been prevalent in various industries
for some time.

Early this century corporations determined

that it is possible to expand and attain greater control of
markets

by

targeting

specific

products

at

homogenized

consumption groups instead of attempting to target a single
product to a broader more heterogeneous group.
illustrated by
labels

and

identical

large

slight

vehicles;

consumption groups.

automakers

aesthetic

who

will

variations

marketing these

One example is
place

on

different

fundamentally

to different

specific

This concept has been a boon for the

building and development industry.

Langdon recounts:

The trend over the past twenty years has been to
supply each segment of the paying public with an
enclave segregated from the rest of the community.
In small, slowly growing metropolitan areas the
enclave strategy has yet to be fully embraced, but
in parts of America that are quickly expanding it
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has become the accepted way of doing business.
Nowhere is it more conspicuous than in suburban
Sunbelt areas that have been swelling with affluent
new arrivals.
This segregation is manifest in numerous ways, some already
noted.

Many developers utilize a "pod" planning strategy that

features a single main road off of which branch a series of
development pods resembling, for example, a pea plant.

Each

pod is designated for specific consumption groups including
age restricted communities for retirees.

The single main road

effectively channels drivers to intersections with arterial
roads,

at

which

point,

developers

tend

to

locate

large

concentrated commercial centers.
In Irvine,

California,

one

of

the most

dramatically

segmented planned communities in the nation, traffic problems
generated by the continued use of hierarchal street lay-outs
in its villages have been further exacerbated by the mismatch
of jobs and housing for workers; a common contradiction in
planned communities that tend to forego affordable housing,
despite

occasional

lip-service.

Langdon

describes

phenomenon in the following passage:
Part of the problem is that the Irvine Company
developed business and industrial areas with tens
of thousands of jobs but developed far too little
housing that moderate-income workers could afford thus causing workers to find homes in distant
communities and make long commutes to their jobs in
Irvine. As if to exacerbate the mismatch of jobs
and housing, the Irvine Company paid little heed to
county planning officials, who years ago foresaw
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traffic congestion and urged the company to
consider building mass transit facilities in the
villages.“
Clearly the arrangement generates more pressing problems for
workers

than

traffic

congestion.

In

general,

low

and

moderate-income workers suffer the most from an auto-dependent
society.

The cost of purchasing, insuring, and maintaining a

vehicle is already burdensome or even prohibitive for many
Americans, but maintenance costs are further increased with
the additional wear from long average commutes made necessary
by the physical organization of roads and communities.
The Burdening of the Suburban Lifestyle
In many ways mirroring the observations of social critics
in the 1950s,

numerous researchers have identified serious

social problems related,

at least in part,

organization of life in modern suburbs.

to the typical

In most important

respects, life in master-planned communities is not decidedly
different.

People

in

these

communities

are

subject

to

political, economic, and social pressures not disimilar from
those manifest in Pullman, emanating from "white supremacist
capitalist patriarchy."

However, today many of the elements

that Pullman utilized for control and
possible because

profit maximization

of his ownership of all

features in the

community and direct power in the lives of the workers housed
in Pullman,

have been adapted and institutionalized by the
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dominant cultural values.
Harvard
identified

University
several

Economist

changes

in

Juliet

the

B.

nature

of

Shor

has

suburban

lifestyles and modern work that have made life for the average
worker increasingly unbearable, despite a perceived
"standard of living."

increased

Americans of nearly all income levels

have approximately twice as much income and material goods as
was

typical

in

1950.^

Moreover,

service

expenditures,

including those directly attached to homeownership, have risen
2.6 times since 1950.^
driven
society,

by

the

While

affluence

commodity

most of modern consumerism is

of the top 20

expenditures,

or

40 percent of

particularly

for

suburbanites, have expanded enormously.
As

discussed

previously,

packing

products

with

"amenities" has become an important marketing tool that allows
products to be sold for a higher profit.
important examples is manifest in housing.

One of the most
Despite a dramatic

decline in the average family size from four to 2.6, the size
of a typical house has increased from 750 to 2000 square feet
in the past 40 years.
running

Now considered an absolute necessity,

water and flush toilets are found in nearly 100

percent of housing in the U.S. today.
typically features a full range of "labor
and

technological

devices

like

Modern housing also
saving" appliances

dishwashers,

security
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monitor electronics, and air conditioning.

While certainly

many consumers today would choose such items

regardless,

these sort of "amenities" are increasingly becoming
in modern housing,

standard

reducing consumer options of choice and

rigging higher house prices.
The physical arrangement of modern suburbia which

is

generally not conducive to walking or riding bikes suburban
dwellers necessitate that families bear the additional costs
of

automotive

transportation,

including

the

purchase

and

maintenance of the vehicle itself (which also relies heavily
on

the

marketing

of

prestige,

status,

and

"luxury"

continued interest and turnover of new cars).

for

Few suburban

regions have mass transit beyond automotive buses which,

if

less expensive for individuals to utilize, maintain many of
the

burdensome

features

of

cars

like

pollution

and

predilection to traffic problems and additionally carry a
negative stigma (the generation for which car companies bear
more than a little responsibility) . And as Langdon notes, the
cost

of

land

for

a

two

car

garage

and

the

street

infrastructure required for automobile traffic additionally
increases the burden of income generation.’® Furthermore, this
increases the time parents are required to spend transporting
children

to and from activities,

reducing

opportunities

the

while

children

also dramatically

themselves

have
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independently experiencing and participating in the life of
the

community.'®
Embodying the two elements of money and time, the burden

of a

typical suburban dweller is amplified by a process that

Shor

identifies as the "work and spend" cycle.

the

centrality

of

consumption

and

Shor refers to

consumption

related

activities in the lives of both modern urban and suburban
dwellers.

She notes, for instance (foregoing a lengthy neo-

fordist discussion alluded to in previous chapters),
shopping

has

"transcended"

its

historically

that

utilitarian

function in the U.S. to "become a leisure activity in its own
right.This

has,

of

course,

followed the

accelerated

commodification of all products, services, and space itself.
With the burden of need fulfillment being placed on individual
families

the

strain

can

gradually

become

too

much,

particularly for parents.

One result is reflected in rising

rates

home

of

child

abuse

at

and

at

care

facilities;

a

phenomenon once believed essentially non-existent in suburban
communities.

One observer has proposed that this abuse is in

part transplanted domestic violence that historically would
have targeted women, a large proportion of whom

now spend

much of their time away from home at work.'-" Unfortunately,
rising rates of domestic violence toward women seem to counter
this 'transplacement' theory, suggesting instead that abuse
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and violence are simply increasing in general.
As traditional community and extended family networks of
support have dissolved, in part by intense promotion of the
nuclear

family,

they

are

more

frequently

forced

to

seek

privatized commodified services like child care; converting
the

historically

communities,

primary

child

productive

rearing,

controlled by strangers.

to

activity

a

in

consumption

suburban
activity

De-commodifled options for child

care and children's activities is particularly lacking in
master-planned communities where developers often maintain a
great deal of control over the space.

Zoning is one tool that

has been utilized in ways that reinforce the promotion of
commodified
child-care

services,

particularly,

facilities.

of

In Las Vegas,

corporate

operated

for example,

where

master-planned communities are expanding at the fastest rate
in the country, there exist restrictions against home based
businesses like in home child-care providers.*'
It is not surprising that the wide-scale promotion to
"get

kids

off

legitimation

the
and

streets"

has

expansion

of

structured "play" activity,
case

allowable

activity

corporate decision-makers.
numbers of parents

been

accompanied

commodified

by

spaces

the
for

like "Discovery Zone," in which
and

behavior

is

determined

In another example,

by

increasing

(likely in part due to prohibitions of
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time)

are

holding

birthday parties

or

other

celebratory

activities in structured play space or fast-food restaurants
like MacDonalds.

Ultimately, this means that such activities

are less frequently being organized by members of a particular
community or being

held

in community

space;

in this

way

undermining the community bonds engendered by such active
control and production.
Efforts to support this lifestyle, further exacerbated by
declining

spending

power

related

to

downward

"real

wage"

adjustments over the past several decades, have forced average
workers to work longer and harder; occasionally even taking
additional
pressure

part-time

to work

jobs.-®

harder

Moreover,

workers

and produce more

are under

while

at work;

draining energy for leisure activities once home.

This has

also led to the increasing necessity of dual wage earners;
placing women on what Langdon refers to as a sort of "double
treadmill."

Add to this mix increasing average commute times

and suburbanites are now faced with an unprecedented "decline
of leisure."^ Bourgeois ideology promotes the perception that
these commodities - the house, electronics, service amenities,
cars - and, generally, the suburban lifestyle are the payoff
for the hard work that their maintenance necessitates, whether
or not people have the time to enjoy them.
Reconstituting Community in the Corporate Image
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A

wide

determinist

range

of

planners

critics

from

conservative

to Post-modernists

physical

have observed

the

dramatic fragmentation and disconnection characteristic of
most modern communities in the U.S., particularly outside of
central city regions.

Noting one aspect of this phenomenon,

Langdon observes that "the realms of work and home have failed
to reinforce each other," due, in part,
spatial arrangements.^tend

not

to

undermining

to existing socio-

In other words, people when at home

associate

with

traditional

co-workers

community

and

links

opportunities for worker organization).

vice-versa;

(and

reducing

This trend has been

further reinforced by the corporate promotion of in home-based
work

made

feasible

computers.

Most

by

living

technological
in

suburban

developments
or

like

master-planned

communities seem to consider their house a place to hibernate
until work.
When families do leave their homes it is most frequently
for shopping.
commercial

In corporate controlled malls and concentrated
centers

manipulative

physical

design

and

restrictions on activity by property owners help ensure that
while

in

that

space

people

consumption related activities.
of community participation.

will

concentrate

solely

on

The result is a false sense

Sociologist Dr. Judith Coady is

quoted saying "'There is a feeling that you have participated
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in

the

community,

presence

of

when

other

you have

merely

wandered

wanderersMeanwhile,

in

the

traditional

gathering places like taverns, coffee shops, and neighborhood
stores

in

which

other

forms

of

social

interaction

have

historically been permitted have been zoned out of residential
areas

in most

suburban

tightly controlled

communities

commercial

and placed instead

centers.The

effect

further reinforces class and racial segregation.

in

also

Journalist

Jerry Adler observes, "Homeowners are isolated by design from
apartments, shops, public squares or anything else that might
attract people with less money or of a different race."^"
In planned communities, in particular, opportunities and
space for recreation often provides the only other primary
reason families leave their homes.
this phenomenon are important.

Two observations regarding

First, it should be noted that

the space set aside for recreation activities,

for example,

parks and community centers, are generally tightly controlled
by the master-planning developer.
which

activities

will

be

Spontaneous activities are
activities

like

The developer determines

allowed

and

which

will

not.

discouraged while certain types of

political

rallies

are

often

expressly

forbidden.
Many developers are actively involved in the coordination
of recreation activities, often via a community center.
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tends to accomplish several objectives including fostering
good will toward the developer and creating the illusion of
community
community

participation
members

activity.

in

a

while,

simultaneously,

relatively

engaging

non-threatening

social

Michael Corbett, a member of the more communally

arranged planned-community Village Homes in Davis, California,
posits the following critique quoted in Richard Louv's book
America II:
There's got to be a reason to get together, a real
reason, otherwise it's too embarrassing for people
to go down to the community center and announce,
'Hey, I'm here; let's get together.' So many of
the other planned communities assume that
recreation brings people together. That may be
true, but somehow there's a lack of substance in
that kind of interaction. At least half of our
community activities revolve around survival around food and income.^®
In most planned communities activities are designed to be
consumption oriented.

The emphasis in Village Homes is on

productive activities which, according to Corbett and others,
engenders more substantive community interaction.
There are indications that developers of master-planned
communities are seeking ways to dramatically broaden the scope
of coordinating and managing the social activity of residents
beyond recreation.

A ULI professional development conference

held in January, 1997, featured a session entitled "Is This My
Responsibility?
Conference

The

Developers

speaker Wayne

S.

Role

Hyatt

as

Social

discussed

Engineer."

the

need
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address the transformation of community governance resulting
from privatization.
transformation,
community

Posed as the predominant agent in this

he

proposes

association

to

expanding
more

the

role

comprehensively

of

the

address

community needs by, for example, making them "less restrictive
and more user friendly."

According to Hyatt:

The shift in focus reflects both technological advances
and changes in consumer tastes and needs. It also
results from a movement among management professionals
away from "property" management and towards "people"
and "service" management.
Another conference speaker, Judith H. Reagan, emphasized
the

need

for developers

of master-planned communities

become involved in more extensive "social programming."

to

Among

Reagans suggested activities is a volunteer corps for which
participants "...receive and exchange "credits" for assisting
Neighbors and people in the greater community in a multitude
of

life enrichment

activities..."

social interaction?).^

(the commodification

of

Other examples include area business

sponsored guides, educational programs, clubs, and sports and
training competitions.

These programs are designed to be

operated with resident volunteers.
exception
suggested

of

the

that

administration."®®

area
a

business

However, with the single
sponsored

"...Coordinator

must

guides,
continue

Regarding one final note,

it

is
for

Reagan also

suggests that developers make greater efforts to incorporate
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activities that will attract minority groups in an effort to
appeal to a broader market.®®
Selling a City
While growing numbers of consumers are "choosing" to live
in

planned

significant

communities
promption

they

are

generated

not
by

doing

intensive

so

without

marketing.

Developers rely heavily on extensive demographic and marketing
studies, particularly local focus groups, to determine how to
sell the community itself, but also how to most effectively
segment and sell particular villages and houses.

Supposedly

"tapping" the needs and desires of those looking for a new
community and home,

in actuality developers tend to seek

characteristics

attitudes

and

that

exploited for promotional purposes.

can

most

easily

be

Those most often seized

upon include fear of crime or the desire for security, racial
fears and tension, family cohesion, maintenance of property
values, and the desire for prestige and status.

As I have

begun to demonstrate the solution is promoted as a masterplanned community with security features like walls, gates,
and private guards, racial and class exclusivity reinforced by
clustering housing in single price ranges, plenty of access to
recreational space, community or housing associations, and a
wide range of amenities.
Villages

often

feature

names

that

conjure

images
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small-town America,

nature or natural spaces, or prestige;

intentionally blurring the delineation between reality and
myth.

Marketing strategies are frequently designed to appeal

to nostalgic images of idyllic small-town or rural settings
(in some cases, images simplified or distorted dramatically
beyond historic fact), supposedly more suitable for families
and

children.

prominent

These

manner.

typically
Journalist

incorporate
Jerry

nature

Adler

quips

in

a

"The

environment, which to developers used to just be the stuff
they knocked down to make room for houses, is now a cherished
selling p o i n t . O t h e r

examples include the engagement of

specific

particularly

user

themes,

regarding

recreation

activities like golf or boating, but also including fantasy
theme

communities like those being developed by Disney.
Potential

experience

a master-

planned community through an information center.

Here the

themes

residents

generated

reinforced.

often first

in media

advertising

are

reiterated

and

While buyers will receive the typical information

regarding housing and community features, they also often are
introduced to a "visionary" developer who is promoted as
having forged a new and unique approach to community design
and development to be shared with a "chosen" few.

This scheme

has the effect of turning the experience on end so that it
seems

in some instances

to be subtly suggesting that the
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community is choosing the buyer,

instead of the other way

around.
The process of showing an actual house has also become
intensely manipulative.

In many instances buyers step into a

veritable media event featuring promotional videos and music
played throughout the house.
community

of

Antelope

One resident in the planned

Valley,

California,

described

experiencing a feeling of euphoria that prompted the notion
that "you can have this so easy!"®®

She noted that all the

houses were the same; each portraying the "perfect" family
house complete with fully decorated boy's room and girl's
room.

Philip Langdon describes the "'twenty-minute house,' by

which the builders mean a house designed to be so striking
that it will be remembered by people who spend twenty minutes
in it during a harried house-hunting expedition."""
Recent efforts to maintain community loyalty and retain
customers once they have moved in have become increasingly
sophisticated.

Modeling

common

corporate

structure,

developers have begun to focus more intensely on the role of
company

representatives,

including

growing

numbers

of

bureaucratic personnel involved in the community association,
services,

or

programming,

in

selling

"within."

Judith Reagan suggests:

the

community

from

Borrowing from hundreds of articles and books on total
quality management, it is clear that the pride in, and
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passion for, the Community (as a product), is the most
powerful workplace enhancer in existence. The smart
est companies from high-tech to manufacturing to
services, have adopted strategies for rewarding their
employees for satisfied customers. Moving the
strategies to a real-estate development company has
been proven and the rewards are satisfied Residents,
in particular Residents who are satisfied that the
development company has gone out of its way to provide
opportunities for social interaction.®®
The

social

interaction

referred

to

is

that

described above as social programming.

which

Reagan

So in addition to

reducing the likelihood of conflict (as everyone is actively
engaged),

these

programs

marketing function.

are

designed

with

an

explicit

Employees are encouraged to interact with

residents as much as possible and when possible to record
these interactions for marketing uses.
"...contests,

sponsored

events,

Reagan suggests using

frequent-buyer

programs,

simple survey cards. Community Web Page, quick phone polls,
pre

move-in

orientation,

post

move-in

visit,

a

quick

questionnaire to fill out when a resident calls, etc.""'’ She
even suggests an incentive program for employees based on the
level of resident satisfaction.
All

of

these

marketing

techniques

underscore

commodified nature of master-planned communities.

the

They are

packaged as a product, marketed, sold, and then maintained to
retain product loyalty.
now

turn

to

Corporation's

a

brief

For a more detailed illustration, I
examination

master-planned

of

community,

The

Howard

Summerlin,
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Vegas.

In addition to illustrating the features described

thus far, the following examination will
the

nature

governments,

of

corporate

particularly

infrastructure,

the

highlight aspects of

developer
for

the

organization

of

links

provision

with
of

Summerlin's

local

physical
community

association, and local examples of resistance to encroaching
development all set within the context of the rapidly growing
Las Vegas Valley.
"Wasteland" Metropolis
Developers will transform the desert into centers of
activity for the many thousands who will come in hopes
of joining us in living the Nevada dream. Even though
this growth may seem alarming, it is natural and should
be expected. As residents, we have helped foster this
growth by boasting of our affections for this wonderful
community. Master-planning is warranted during this
development stage, but once occupancy is in place, we,
as residents, must plan for our own future.'
Acquired from a 1993 "get-out-the-vote" style brochure
targeting
Valley

residents of the master-planned community Green

located

in

the

Las

Vegas

Valley,

this

passage

illuminates important elements in the typical perception of
the phenomenal growth taking place in southern Nevada, most
notably that it is "natural."

In the past decade the growth

in the state of Nevada and in southern Nevada where Las Vegas
is located, in particular, has indeed been alarming.

During

the period from July 1, 1995 through June 30, 1996 the state
led the nation with a population increase of about 70,000
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people, a rate of 4.5 percent.

The largest gains in the state

were in southern Nevada where Clark County had a growth rate
of about 7.7 percent, most of this concentrated in the Las
Vegas metropolitan area,

which now boasts a population of

nearly 1.2 million.^
Based

on

regional

environmental

elements

like

the

relative historical lack of water, intense summer heat, and
the fragility and sparse productivity of the local desert. Las
Vegas would actually appear a highly unlikely spot for a
community of over one million people.
Las Vegas

has

In fact, the growth in

been anything but natural.

Of particular

importance has been federally funded projects such as the
construction of Hoover Dam in the early 1930s, Nellis Airforce
Base during and following World War II, the development of the
Basic Magnesium plant during the same period,

and numerous

other infrastructure projects that transformed Las Vegas into
a growing metropolis.-This

state

intervention,

creating

jobs

and

crucial

infrastructure, and the dramatically increased water supply
provided by Hoover Dam made the region more attractive to new
development and further growth.
and numerous

Federal projects like these

other development projects were secured only

after intense lobbying and boosterism, particularly by local
politicians, business leaders, local newspapers, and national
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media.

Today the city still benefits from "free publicity" on

television, newspapers, and magazines.
One manner

in which

local

newspapers

continue

their

heritage as major boosters has been by the promotion of an
image of local developers as the agents who will transform the
valley;

remedying

the social

and

environmental

problems

generated by growth through inventive private planning.
has

the

effect

of

obfuscating

the

developer's

This

role

in

generating the growth in the first place, though it does seem
to accurately attribute the power of creating urban form in
this region with developers

(among other agents in the local

growth coalition).

The Las Vegas Review Journal and the Las

Vegas

run a

Sun,

which

combined

edition

on

weekends,

essentially provide local real estate interests free reign
(not unlike many other major metropolitan area newspapers) in
a "Real Estate" section specifically labeled a promotional
feature.

In

the

Review-Journal

the

section

features

an

average of six sections generally with some entirely devoted
to specific master-planned communities like Summerlin."'
The dramatic growth in the past decade has been fueled
primarily by job growth in the private sector for which Las
Vegas and Nevada also led the nation over the past 12 months,
ranking number one among 289 U.S. urban areas with a gain of
8.5 percent.

Growth

in the Las

Vegas

service

industry.
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dominated by gambling and tourism, accounted for most of the
growth that added 46,200 new jobs to the area.

Recent "mega

resort" projects contributed to a 21.3 percent increase over
the past year in construction related jobs.**The "Good Business Climate"
Developers are attracted to Las Vegas for an array of
reasons most generally related in one way or another to the
highly advertised local "good business climate."
to a mix of local political,
that

are

particularly

attractive,

economic, and social elements

advantageous,

to businesses

This refers

and

and developers

regions to expand or relocate.

consequently,

looking

for new

For example, according to a

recent Forbes magazine survey. Las Vegas was ranked

among 18

cities with the lowest average business costs at roughly ten
percent less than the national index.”
local business journal,

An add featured in the

the "Las Vegas Business Press," is

representative of the boosterism of some of these elements:
Eye-opening tax advantages. A talented and inspired
work force. Lower operating expenses.
Prompt access
to western U.S. and the entire Pacific Rim. A
government that gets down to business on behalf of
business. And above all, a refreshing, affordable
way of life.”
The notion of a "talented and inspired work force"
particular importance.
climate"

this,

in

is of

In the context of a "good business

reality,

refers

to a local

work
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lacking

significant

supports;
management.

making

traditional

it

more

political

susceptible

or

to

structural

manipulation

by

In 1989 the state of Nevada had among the lowest

percentages of unionized workers in the nation, with only 6.8
percent of its workers active members.
draw of Las Vegas'

Companies cited the

"...slow-growing - and relatively low -

wages, and a small union presence," as of primary importance
to their location decision.”
successful

union

organizing

While

there

activity

in

unionization in this "right-to-work" state
mandatory union membership

has been
recent

some

years,

(which prohibits

in a work-place where a union

exists) still remains among the lowest of all states.
Social and Environmental Consequences
There are indications that the region is beginning to
lose some of its recent appeal, even if the effects will not
be experienced in a slow down of growth for some time to come.
"Money Magazine" produces an annual "Money Extra" publication
entitled "America's Top Places to Live Today."
edition rated Las Vegas

114th

out of 300

U.S.

The

1996

cities,

a

dramatic drop from its number nine position the previous year.
Despite still garnering a number nine ranking for recent job
growth and number 12 for future job growth,
included a 230th

ranking for cost

major detractions

of living and a 183rd

ranking for doctors per 100,000 people.”
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Local residents endure enormous social and environmental
problems generated by the rapid growth that local officials
are only beginning to seriously address.
suffers

from

increased

severe

crime

and

affordability crisis.

pollution
cost

of

traffic

living,

and

congestion,
a

housing

Las Vegas also has the 11th highest

insurance rates in the nation,
1990.”

and

The region now

increasing 23 percent since

Some estimates for this desert valley indicate that

the regions water supply could run dry shortly after the turn
of the century.”

Some growth advocates have noted that the

potential exists for the city to simply increase its
River water allotment.

Colorado

But even this suggestion is made

problematic due to increasing pollution in the river itself.
The

lower Colorado (from Hoover Dam to Mexico) recently made

American Rivers Inc.'s list of the 20 most
in the nation.”

threatened rivers

Other environmental problems are related to

the ways in which new residents over the past several decades
have

altered

local

plant

and

animal

populations.

Once

considered a haven for allergy sufferers, the valley now faces
severe annual pollen problems from trees and plants that are
not indigenous to the valley.
Significant social problems are related, in part, to the
city and the county's inability to maintain or keep up with
needed infrastructure projects.

Local schools and prisons are
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severely overcrowded and the region has among the lowest per
capita number of parks or public recreation facilities of any
metropolitan

area

of similar

size

in

the

nation.

Other

problems include increasing domestic violence rates, rates of
alcoholism

and

drug

use,

and

even

gambling

addiction.

Problems of this nature are exacerbated by the lack of a state
income tax.

Much of the revenue for infrastructure projects

comes from a tax on the gambling industry, property taxes, and
bond

issues.

Needless

disproportionately

borne

to
by

say,
low-

these
and

costs

are

moderate-income

residents.
Resistance
The Las Vegas metropolitan area does contain a community
that

has

since

development.

1979

taken

at

least

some

control

over

Boulder City residents at the time voted in a

growth management

plan

residents and businesses.

that

restricts

the

number

of

new

Residents pressed the issue again

in 1996 and will vote in June of 1997 to increase control over
development to include final approval of land parcels to be
sold by the city to developers.
However, for the most part, residents have responded with
sporadic,
Protests

mostly
have

non-organized,

typically

been

"issue"
in

oriented

response

to

protest.

encroaching

development like casinos, shopping centers, and particularly.
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roads and freeways.

The location of roads and freeways has

generated a great deal of conflict, primarily as a condition
of the lack of long term planning and the enormous amounts of
land that they require.
Historical local political reaction to such resistance or
potential resistance is illustrated by the route proposal for
Interstate

15

(to

Los

Angeles)

initiated

in

the

1950s.

Financed with 90 percent federal funding from the Interstate
Highway

Act of 1956, 42 acres were cleared for the

path in

1959 in the predominantly black West Las Vegas area.”

The

route selection was controlled by Mayor C.D. Baker, who chose
from four options one that would displace 200 families.

This

route was chosen in favor of white businessmen and homeowners,
with the feasibility emphasis on traffic flow and reducing
downtown

business

and casino

disruption.

Resistance

was

futile, as blacks in the area were relatively politically weak
and, historically, the constant subjects of intense racism in
this "Mississippi of the West."”
The

construction

of

the

interstate

disrupted

the

continuity of the Westside community, further reinforced local
segregation

by

physically

separating

the

community

from

capital

rich downtown Las Vegas and the Strip, and

further

reduced

property

glaring

values

in the community.

In a

example of the mechanics and impact of uneven development, the
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Westside community, with a population of over 15,000, remains
today among the most capital deficient communities in the
valley.

Racial conflicts persist in the midst of charges of

continued bank "red-lining" and further sparked, for example,
by the Rodney King trial decision in 1992 that resulted in
widespread confrontations on a larger scale in Los Angeles.
While negotiations following local confrontations in the wake
of this trial have resulted in some developmental investment
including the construction of the community's

first major

commercial bank and first major super-market, the area still
lacks many of the services taken for granted in most other
parts of the valley.”

Meanwhile, the abutting downtown area

recently benefitted from a public/private investment venture
entailing the provision of nearly $30 million from public
sources.

The Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority

agreed to designate the downtown "Fremont Street

Experience,"

a lighted canopy connecting downtown casinos, a park to allow
a special allocation of $8 million

additional dollars over

eight years.”
In a more recent example of resistance to this sort of
development, residents in the southern portion of the valley,
facing similar displacement by the proposed development of the
southern

leg of

a metropolitan beltway,

Citizens for Alternative Southern Access

formed the group
(CASA).

The group
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engaged the county in a legal battle to force an alternative
route that would effect fewer homeowners and businesses and,
more

generally,

development.”

better serve

the

valley

and future

By 1994 the construction of the beltway leg

was underway following the original route proposed by the
county and soon thereafter CASA disbanded.
Another

interesting

example

involved residents in the
who attempted to

in

summer

ruling

1996

prevent the construction ofa 9, 000 home
1,300 acres,

called

Their primary interest was in maintaining the

integrity of their mostly rural desert landscape.”
final

of

southwestern region of the valley

master-planned community encompassing
Rhodes Ranch.

the

is

yet

to come,

by

June

of

While a

1996 county

commissioners had 'approved the idea' in a four to one vote.'
These examples represent a small selection of a multitude of
such battles taking place everyday in the midst of explosive
local development.
There

is

even

evidence

that

the

local

pro-growth

coalition is beginning to dissipate and soften its stance.
Don

Shleshinger

was

elected

county

commissioner

running on a platform for managing growth.
managed growth"
Commissioners

in

1990

Then a "sustained

initiative was proposed in 1991 by county

Bruce

Woodbury

and

Paul

Christensen

that

included plans for an urban growth boundry, a requirement for
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the

provision

developmental

of

public

approvals,

services

and

even

prior

to

granting

provisions

for

the

consideration of air quality in land-use and zoning decisions.
The plan was

studied quietly for approximately

before pressure from The Greater Las Vegas

18 months

Association of

Realtors, Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, Associated
Contractors'

Las Vegas

chapter,

the

General

Southern Nevada

Home

Builders Association, and allied politcians forced its demise
before the general public could debate or vote on it.”
With growth continuing its rapid pace, residents are just
now being exposed to
of

such

a

proposal

public debate regarding a consideration
to

address

growth

management.

Not

surprisingly, it came at a time when local politicians face
severe difficulty financing new infrastructure and prominent
developers like Steve Wynn have
in such plans.

began to vocalize an interest

In April of 1997, The

Assembly Infrastructure

Committee agreed to prepare a bill that would provide a growth
boundry around the valley based on a new plan by Senator Dina
Titus.”
Master-Planning in the Valley
The confluence of political, economic, and social factors
historically present in Las Vegas have generated an atmosphere
that has for several decades been highly conducive to the
development

and

evolution

of

community

(spatial)
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commodification and master-planning on a large scale.
Suburban

expansion

that

had

begun

to

dramatically

alter

spatial form in cities across the U.S. after World War II was
especially spurious in the open acreage of the West.

In

Southern Nevada, hundreds of thousands of acres of land held
federally by the Bureau of Land Management have been conceded
to developers with little digression for outrageously deflated
p r i c e s . E n o r m o u s tracts have been acquired by developers and
speculators.

Initially,

as

in

other

regions,

developers

simply subdivided the tracts, laid out streets, and sold the
parcels to homebuilders.
Developed during the beginning

of World War

II,

the

Huntridge Addition became the first development with houses
sold on subdivided parcels.

Its developer, Leigh Hunt, had

acquired 4,000 acres south of Las Vegas
government and other speculating owners.
was eventually liquidated,

from the federal
Much of this land

but this embryo of residential

suburban development contributed to the propulsion of local
déconcentration

first

casino developers.”

initiated by

speculating

resort and

The stage was set for more comprehensive

planned developments in the future.
Eventually accumulating approximately 8,400 acres. Hank
Greenspun

(draftsperson

and

owner

of

the

Las

Vegas

Sun

newspaper) and casino developer Wilbur Clark began acquiring
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land in the 1950s and 1960s.
parcel bought

This included a 4, 700 acre

from the city of Henderson,

located in the

southeastern region of the Vegas Valley, in 1971.°-

Henderson

had previously acquired almost 25,000 acres of land from the
federal government with a five year option.

Anxious to sell

the land, the city began to release large tracts, allowing a
small number of developers to by thousands of acres "very
cheaply."”

The pro-growth oriented city officials hoped to

reap a portion of the profits associated with the growth and
development that the rest of the valley was experiencing.
Greenspun

formed

the

American

Nevada

Corporation

to

develop the massive parcel into the comprehensively masterplanned community of Green Valley.

Successfully annexed by

Henderson, Green Valley received zoning approvals and utility
services from the city while providing much needed tax revenue
in return. The American Nevada Corporation has been legally
obligated since 1971 to provide community facilities such as
parks, schools, and recreation centers.”
Guterson notes,

however,

As journalist David

the corporations's advertisements

often intimate that such provisions have simply been motivated
by

benevolence

or

generosity.

In

the

meantime,

the

corporation continues to increase its local property holdings,
managing and controlling approximately 1.5 million square feet
of commercial space and a technical research and development
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park, with additional plans for other space to include retail
shops, hotels, casino space, conference centers, and medical
buildings.
By 1992

less that 2,500 acres

remained to be developed.”
approximately 72.5

of the original

8,400

In 1987, 22 percent of Henderson's

square miles

was

developed.

Of

this,

master-planned communities consumed about 18 percent.”

Green

Valley's nearly fully developed acreage alone comprised over
ten percent of Henderson's total land and housed nearly half
of the city's residents in 1992.

Currently developing its

final stages, the master-planned community was growing at a
rate of 15 percent
Henderson overall.

in 1987,

compared to five percent

for

By 1992, 86,070 people lived in Henderson,

while Green Valley alone had a population approaching 35,000
with many more thousands living in Henderson's eight other
master-planned communities.”
Master-planned communities have, in general, been very
successful

in

the

booming

Las

Vegas

Valley

where

uneven

development and social and environmental costs associated with
growth have made "bourgeois retreats" extremely popular and
relatively easy to market.

The 1996 edition of the "Las Vegas

Perspective" listed 56 separate major residential projects
with

over

300

acres

with

28

of

these

currently

under

development including Green Valley with 15,000 housing units
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and, the valley's most ambitious master-planned community yet,
Summerlin/Sun
represent

a

City

with

range

of

60,000

units.”

comprehensive

These

projects

master-planning

with

various integrations of residential, recreational, commercial,
and industrial space.

Developers continue to be attracted to

the area by cheap land and among the nation's lowest impact
fees, designed to cover a portion of the monetary and social
costs of growth that they create.
A "Capitalist Commune" in the Desert
In

the

1940s

and 1950s,

industrialist

and

developer

Howard Hughes began accumulating a real-estate empire in the
valley that ultimately amounted to over 40,000 acres.

He

acquired most this land from the Bureau of Land Management;
much of it for less than $2.50 per acre.'-

Of this, 25,000

acres composed a single parcel northwest of Las Vegas and
stretching to the foot of the recreational desert parkland of
Red Rock Canyon.

At the time, Hughes primary activity was in

the aviation industry and this site was originally intended
for the construction of an aircraft testing ground.
In the 1960s Hughes utilized over half a million dollars
in capital from the sale of stock in Trans World Airlines to
invest in the burgeoning casino industry.

He acquired six

local casinos at the encouragement of former governor,

Paul

Laxalt, in an effort to diffuse mob interests, increasingly
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considered detrimental to general industry interests.

While

there is some dissension regarding the degree to which the mob
ever

controlled

local

casinos,

Hughes,

nevertheless,

generally attributed with dramatically altering
casino

industry

by

investing

enormous

the

capital

is

local

and

by

introducing the corporate model.
In 1988, one of Hughes' legacies, the Summa Corporation
(now

referred

to

only

as The

Howard

Hughes

Corporation)

unveiled its plans to develop the northwest parcel into an
enormous master-planned community.”

Today this parcel, where

Summerlin is being developed, represents one of the largest
similarly positioned parcels under single ownership in the
nation.

It currently houses over 60,000 residents, with plans

to accommodate an estimated 180,000 when completed."
Physical Features in Summerlin
In

many

important

respects

the

physical

layout

of

Summerlin resembles typical suburban developments in the U.S.
The primary difference lies in the community's size.

The

region is physically separated from developments directly to
the east by Interstate Highway 93/95.

This is particularly

significant since it separates Summerlin from North Las Vegas
which houses a disproportionately minority community mix with
high concentrations of blacks and Hispanics.

To the south,

the corporation financed the construction of its own freeway.
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Summerlin Parkway, that connects to the interstate.

While the

corporation controls and is developing land on both sides of
Summerlin Parkway, it does separate significant portions of
Summerlin from a number of established suburban developments.
The
Drive.
southern

Summerlin

Parkway currently

An actual Town Center
end

of

this

road

ends

at Town Center

is being developed at
that

will

eventually

restaurants, corporate offices, and the like.

the
have

To the north

are the earliest Summerlin developments, most immediately the
village of The South Hills.

Summerlin does have at least one

unique transportation feature,

circles or "round-a-bouts,"

instead of intersections in many places.

But, for the most

part, the road system is similar to other developments with
cul-de-sacs,

collector

roads,

and

arterial

roads

that

generally lead back to the east where they intersect with the
interstate.

According to Howard Hughes Corporation's current

executive director of planning, Gerald Robbins, the developer
has

been

open

to

suggestions

from

the

a neo-traditional

approach, including grid streets, but it is difficult to find
builders interested in that type of development.
Robbins suggests that part of the problem is cost.

For

one thing, grid systems typically have more streets in them.
He also notes that if garages are made less prominent, placed
perhaps in the back, alleyways would be necessary, requiring
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more paving.
lots

that

And the combination of these factors with larger
are

generally

prescribed

by

neo-traditional

development would decrease density, reducing profits.”
In general, the road system seems confusing in the post
modern sort of way that Mike Davis describes.

The "organic"

shape and arrangement of villages (featuring mostly landscape
feature

names

like

The

Arbors,

The

Canyons,

and

Desert

Shores), strictly segmented, is outlined by block walls and
streets

bordered

by

landscaping.

Combined

with

general

housing density, the features make it very difficult to see
landmarks,
vantages.

including
Walls

nearby

surround

mountains,
every

from

development

many
and

road
every

individual property even in non-gated neighborhoods, forming
the ultimate "fortress."
Robbins suggests that these manifestations of extreme
privacy and security consciousness is simply a function of the
local market-place, to which the developer is responding.

But

this seems to belie the degree of prominence that these sort
of security

features

receive in community advertisements.

Davis offers another more insightful interpretation:
...the market provision of 'security' generates its
own paranoid demand.
'Security' becomes a positional
good defined by income access to private 'protective
services' and membership in some hardened residential
enclave or restricted suburb. As a prestige symbol and sometimes as the decisive borderline between the
merely well-off and the 'truly rich' - 'security' has
less to do with personal safety than with the degree
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of personal insulation, in residential, work,
consumption and travel environments, from 'unsavory'
groups and individuals, even crowds in general.”
Specific

architectural

features are demonstrative

conception of "security."

of this

While these have become standard

design at bus stops throughout the valley in the past year,
communities like Summerlin and Green Valley pioneered the use
of "sleep-proof" or "bum-proof" bus benches similar to those
described by Davis in Los Angeles where they are used at stops
and in parks and other public space.

Designed explicitly to

prevent the homeless from sleeping on them, these and other
architectural features combine to produce what Davis describes
as "sadistic street environments."”
Finally,

commercial development

in Summerlin

is,

not

surprisingly, primarily concentrated at the intersections of
collector and arterial roads where the heaviest traffic flows.
In this sense also, Summerlin is not unlike other suburban
developments.

Moreover,

the development of Summerlin has

spurred a general development boom in the Northwestern portion
of the valley that is typical suburban sprawl at its worst.
Finance and Development
The Summa Corporation, was awarded a special improvement
district,

in this case the Summerlin Improvement

District

(SID) by Las Vegas to develop services for its project, 5,600
acres

of

which

were

annexed

by

the

city

in
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Traditionally, a group of citizens outside of the city would
apply for a SID for such improvements.
Corporation

The Howard Hughes

(which passes the costs to homebuyers)

was the

first developer ever to receive one in Las Vegas.”

This

connection

over

initially

included

instances

of

control of such spaces as parks to the city.

turning

However, after

a couple of years it was determined that this did not allow
the desired amount of control of activities that may take
place there,
parks

over

corporation

consequently,

the corporation decided to turn

to the community association.
and

the

city

are

in

the

Currently,

process

of

the

jointly

developing a community college branch in Summerlin. ^
During the initial planning stages for Summerlin,
corporation

negotiated

"planned community"

a

(B.C.)

special

zoning

status

with Las Vegas.

the

known

as

According

to

Robbins, the corporation...
...can more or less do what ever we want. It
gives us a lot of flexibility to locate commercial
sites, to locate neutral sites, and park sites. We
don't have to go for individual zoning for all that.
In the county we do. They don't have ordinances set
up to do that. We're trying to work with them to do
that.^
In late November, 1996, Las Vegas drafted a master plan for
the Northwest part of the valley that includes as its most
prominent feature planned community development areas, modeled
after Summerlin, hoped to reduce zoning battles.--
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In this region of southern Nevada, Las Vegas and Clark
County provide services in a patchwork manner, in some cases
overlapping services and in others providing no services at
all.

Some

of

jurisdiction

the

of

the

northwest
county;

parcel
setting

is

actually

off

classic

in

the

battles

between the city and the county to garner the lionshare of
potential tax revenues from expansions of Summerlin.

One

recent example took place in the spring of 1996 in which the
two political entities fought to control the revenue from
sewer lines that would eventually be used by an estimated
45,000 residents in "Summerlin South."
In

February of 1996 the County Commission approved a

contract with The Howard Hughes Corporation to develop the
master-planned community using a recent state law that allows
the commission to create an unincorporated town "where there
are no residents if requested by all the property owners," in
exchange for service revenues.”

In this case, the Hughes

Corporation is the sole property owner and requested the town
status

as

a

infrastructure

tax

mechanism to

improvements.

generate
The

revenues

conflict

to

arose

fund
over

investments in sewer lines by both the city and the county.
Las Vegas spent $3 million to construct a sewer main line
connector into the region for speculative purposes, of which
a $600,000 segment was built specifically for Summerlin South.
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The county spent just under $200,000 to stretch an existing
line that ends less than a mile from the city's line, both in
the region of the Summerlin South site.

The city stood to

lose approximately $14.4 million in connecting fee revenues.”
It initially attempted to negotiate a compromise with the
county, then offered Hughes a 50 percent discount on sewer
hook-up fees,

but ultimately,

Hughes went with the county

under contract pressure.
Regardless, this example illustrates one of the ways the
developer attempts to take advantage of the local political
environment; pitting the city and county against one another
in an effort to acquire the most cost efficient provisions.
The Howard Hughes Corporation maintains close ties with both,
as it constantly negotiates for services and infrastructure.
It should also be emphasized that the city spent $3 million
to extend infrastructure to a development.

When development

first began in Summerlin, the community sat on a plot miles
from the next nearest development;

requiring tax-payers to

subsidize the developer for the extension of infrastructure.
This

"leap-frog"

developers

style

of

development,

where

speculative

begin projects miles from the nearest services

leaving gaping undeveloped holes within the city, is common
across

the

U.S.;

unnecessarily

providing infrastructure.

driving

up

the

cost

of

In this particular instance, while
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Las Vegas has contracted with other developers for much of the
sewer line, a $100,000 segment of the line the city extended
will go unused.^
According
avoided

by

to

the

Robbins,

corporate

this

is

an

developer.

approach expressly
He

notes

that

the

enormous sum of money to develop such a project requires it be
broken down into "sizable" chunks.

The master-plan calls for

about 30 total villages which are phased according to...
...where the water, sewer, and storm drain is coming
from. We can't get too far ahead of us because then
we would spend too much money on extending infra
structure, so we do it, the villages that we develop
that one is touching another so the infrastructure
moves along with it.”
The Corporation
In February,

1996,

the Howard Hughes Corporation was

acquired through merger by the Rouse Company, responsible for
the

development

of

Columbia

and

communities throughout the U.S. The

other

master-planned

corporation's holdings

included four large business parks in Los Angeles and Las
Vegas, 1,200 acres of land at business and industrial parks
around Las Vegas, 1,000 acres at the Playa Vista project in
Los

Angeles,

and

Summerlin.

At

the

time,

the

Hughes

Corporation had gross land sales of approximately $100,000
million dollars per year.”
The

Howard

Hughes

Corporation

retains

its

name
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management team to maintain its development and operation at
Summerlin.

The corporation,

master-plan,
architect,

engages

responsible

for the original

a consultant team - an engineer,

a planner,

a landscape architect,

etc. -

an

that

plans everything including parks & recreation space, housing
lots,

commercial

space,

churches

('worship

sites'),

sometimes schools, within coordinated villages.

and

It maintains

a marketing division that is constantly surveying residents
and non-residents, for instance, via focus groups, to monitor
and formulate its product, as well as, its image."
In Summerlin,

the Hughes

Corporation

sells segmented

plots of land to individual builders that go through a process
of competitive bidding for the opportunity.

The corporation

does, however, maintain strict control of all aspects of the
development, dictating to builders housing types and square
footage, indirectly controlling house prices.
must

submit

to

a design

review process

The builders

that

ensures

the

housing will fit the level and style proscribed by the masterplan.
According to Robbins, this sort of "market segmentation"
eliminates competition among builders.
villages
executive,

contain
resort,

a

variety
primary,

of

housing

entry

For the most part,
levels

level,

and

including
apartment

buildings that are divided into neighborhoods surrounded by
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walls.

The master-plan is designed to prevent, for example,

two entry level parcels in the same village.

Robbins notes

that in one of Green Valley's most recent expansions. Green
Valley Ranch, builders of the same level and type of housing
with adjoining parcels are "killing" each other off.”
This

also

provides

more

"move-up"

people who purchase homes in Summerlin.

opportunities

for

Both Robbins and the

Executive Director of Community Association Management, Randy
Ecklund,

note a "from the cradle to the grave" philosophy

touted by the corporation that refers to efforts

to keep

residents in Summerlin while maintaining high turn-over rates.
The more

frequently houses

change

ownership,

profit that, ultimately, can be gleaned.

the

greater

One advantage to a

planned community the size of Summerlin is that the developer
is able to encourage "moving-up"

without loosing residents to

other developments.”
Though it is generally suggested that the corporation
will ultimately relinquish any control it maintains in the
community when all phases are completed (an estimated 25 to 30
years), it currently controls or maintains an interest in most
of

the

community

properties.

space

including

several

commercial

The Summerlin plan basically involves spending

over two decades to educate residents to manage themselves in
the corporate image.

A primary element in this process is the
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Community Association.

Currently, there are no residents in

the Community Association controlled by a five member board of
directors whose primary functions consist of "...compliance,
control, making sure everyone is living up to expectations,
(and) common area maintenance."®®
Because of its massive size, however,

plans have been

initiated to ultimately break the association

(corporation

style) into three master associations - north, south, and west
all

tied

together

Summerlin council.

by

a

"parental"

(Ecklund's

usage)

The separate master associations will have

a seven member board, two of whom are to be residents, that
will then control all community functions.

The commercial

sector will also have a single representative.

Assessment

fees are paid monthly as a condition of the sales contract.
The commercial sector pays at a five-to-one ratio,

meaning

they pay a five house assessment fee for every one acre of
development.

Apartment residents pay at a four-to-one ratio,

meaning they pay one house assessment

fee

for every four

units, though they will have no representation on the board.
Once residents are sufficiently "educated," they will be left
to carry on the Hughes legacy themselves.
Much of this "education" entails convincing people that
the developer's
According

to

operations

Eklund,

with

are

reasonble

the

and make

exception

of

sense.

sporadic,
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predominantly individual, complaints against neighbors or the
community

association,

Summerlin.

Organized

it

has

been

conflicts,

"pretty

consisting

quiet"
of

neighborhoods, for example, are essentially unheard of.

in

whole
Most

problems, according to Eklund, arise from misunderstandings
between

the

developer,

builder,

and

association serves as the mediator.

homeowner.

The

The association also

currently sponsors a wide-range of social activities

that

basically fit the mold common in master-planned communities
across the country.

When asked what sorts of activities the

corporation sponsors, Robbins indicated "concerts in the park,
benefactor of basketball league and other sports programs, we
have ice-cream festivals, we have kite flies, and 'snow day,'
fourth of July extravaganza, and Christmas."®’
Marketing
The Hughes Corporation also maintains close ties with
local realtors.

In October of 1995 the corporation sponsored

a "Summerlin University" for realtors (attended by more than
60 agents), designed to provide updated Summerlin information
as

part

agents."®-

of

"...an

ongoing

education

program

for

sales

One local realtor mentioned that in Summerlin the

community essentially sells the houses.®®

Though not directly

related, the corporation also benefits from the activity of
The Greater Las Vegas Association of Realtors (GLVAR), which,
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among other things, monitors political action and specific
legislation that would hurt the industry.
In

Summerlin

its

is

essentially

commodity) that is being sold.
Epp

was

quoted

in

a

Las

a

lifestyle

(as

a

Summerlin president Dan Van

Vegas

Review

Journal

article

suggesting that "'Choosing how to live has become as important
as

choosing

where

to

live.'"®^

Las

Vegas

is

currently

inundated with advertisements from builders and developers of
master-planned communities.

In sum, Summerlin provides more

television spots, billboards, radio, magazine, and newspaper
adds

than

any other

local

development.

These

typically

feature either families (white) engaged in some recreational
activity or spectacular views of local mountains and desertscapes.

The community is marketed as a secure investment and

an alternative to the crime, pollution,

and traffic ridden

remainder of the v a l l e y . O n e recent full page newspaper add
headlined

"Why

I Love

Summerlin"

featured

a

collage

valentine style cards hand drawn by resident children.-

of
All

of these are designed to present the "bourgeois" lifestyle as
somehow above typical difficulties faced by urban residents.
Social Aspects and Community Struggles
For

the

most

part,

it

appears

that

residents

accepted most elements of the master-planned ideology,
problems still surface.

have
but

Schools have been among the most
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prominent "sore-spots" for community residents.
they have been slow to develop.

Foremost,

In fact, advertisements by

both Summerlin and Green Valley that featured promises of
neighborhood

schools

have,

for a time,

stopped

following

criticism by members of the Clark County School Board that
they were misleading the public.

By late

1996,

only one

elementary school and one middle school had been built for
five

villages.®®

One

resident

noted

the

irony

in

the

corporation's recent development of two casinos when it is so
far behind in the development of schools in a recent letter to
the editor published in the Las Vegas Review-Journal.
One Las Vegas resident, Danny, who previously taught at
a William R. Lummis Elementary School was responsible for
establishing one of the community's first Safekey programs
engaging approximately 100 children.

He had observed that

very few of the children's parents worked in Summerlin and,
consequently,

were

frequently

unpredictable city commutes.

late

long

and

Dues for the program are due

weekly and he also determined that,
parents,

following

at

least among those

despite the outward appearance of affluence, many

were simply hard-pressed for money.

For three consecutive

years The Howard Hughes Corporation has sponsored the Safekey
program at R. Lummis.
Perhaps one of the best examples of organized protest
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actually came from senior residents in Sun City, which is
located

on

Hughes'

original

parcel

and

borders

existing

Summerlin villages, but is now owned and controlled by the Del
Webb

C o r p o r a t i o n .

Early in 1996, residents there protested

six to 18 percent increases in their property's assessed value
that

dramatically

raised

their

annual

Ultimately, these protests failed.®®®

property

taxes.

In general, residents at

Sun City and other segregated retirement communities like it
have

demonstrated

increasing

resolve

assessment of taxes for services,

in

battling

like schools,

the

from which

they would have no direct benefit.
In another example, again involving residents from Sun
City among

others,

many

residents

have

begun

to express

concerns about the environmental impact of a proposed beltway
project,

a 4.5 mile stretch of which is being graded and

donated by The

Howard

Hughes

Corporation.

One Sun City

resident, Robert Hall, has begun an organized group called the
Nevada

Environmental

progress

Coalition

to

restrict

the

beltway's

until a more detailed assessment can be completed.

The Las Vegas City Council has postponed a decision on how
rigorous the assessment should be.

The issue is controversial

because the city and the county are in a great hurry to begin
aquiring

land

and

further

the

project,

while

a detailed

environmental impact statement could take as long as two years
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to complete.

There has currently been no resolution on the

issue.
Other residents, in Summerlin and the greater community,
have begun to complain of the corporation's plans to develop
essentially to the foot of the Red Rock Recreational Area.
No-trespassing

signs

have

popped

traditionally

been

popular

up

for

in

areas

hiking

that

and

have

biking.

Environmentalist Jeffrey van Ee noted that while some of the
signs are actually protecting areas containing petroglyphs and
other natural features, they also prevent anyone from having
access to see these.®®®
Still other residents have noted problems that are common
in other suburban communities.

Linda, wife of Gerald Robbins,

describes the difficulty in coordinating activities for her
children because cars are required to travel anywhere that
they might go.

She also observed that the traffic lights do

not seem to function properly, suggesting that someone has to
be killed at a particular intersection before they even put
them up (actually a common complaint throughout the valley) .■ '■
It also appears

that

social

fragmentation,

partially

built into the community, is a concern for many residents.

In

the context of the greater Las Vegas community (which has had
open-housing laws since 1970), there is even growing evidence
that Summerlin and communities like it are contributing to a
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resegregation of residents by class, and indirectly, by race
as a result of the generally higher priced housing available
there.

Summerlin resident Diane believes that the community

is overpriced, suggesting "...I thought that what I saw here
compared to what I saw in the northwest area.

My house would

have cost about $100,000 outside Summerlin and was $139,000
here."®®®

Consequently, even if lower-income residents could

afford a particular style and size house somewhere in the
valley, they could not afford the same house in Summerlin.
The evidence is more than anecdotal, as Summerlin, amenities
packed

and

prestige

oriented,

does

generally,

by

design

command higher prices for housing.®®®
According to Danny, residents within Summerlin commonly
discuss "money lines."
village.

Diane,

who

Most residents stay within their own
relocated

from a suburb outside

of

Chicago, laments the lack of close neighbors suggesting that
if she could her first "community improvement" would be to get
rid of all of the walls, particularly considering that the
yards are so small.

Surrounding her backyard at her previous

house in Chicago she and her spouse had constructed a chainlink fence, but she notes that they had placed a gate in the
section between themselves and their neighbors who were "very
good friends" to allow mutual access.
could

not

occur

even

if

both

In Summerlin,

parties

agreed

due
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restrictions by the design review board.®®®
Linda

on

the

other

hand,

referring

experience in a "commune" setting,

to

a

previous

suggested that the cost

sharing was a great feature, but that they fought a great deal
about issues of privacy.
family ideology,

Expressing the pervasive nuclear

she expressed that too many people living

together seems "unnatural."

Linda stated that people are,

generally, meant to be with "their own unit."

In Summerlin,

Linda said she feels close to only one set of neighbors, but
basically expresses satisfaction with the arrangements.®®®
Finally, while the special events sponsored by the Hughes
Corporation are generally well attended and commercial centers
are typically packed, on most days the parks and recreation
areas appear mostly deserted.
that in Summerlin,

Summerlin resident Amy observed

people tend to typically spend most of

their time inside their homes or in their backyards.

She

mentioned that her neighborhood has a community pool, but that
in Las Vegas during the summer she generally stays indoors to
avoid the intense heat.®®®
Conclusion
For the most part, it would appear that the problems that
exist

in

typical

suburban

prevalent in Summerlin.

communities

are,

at

least,

as

Residents seem to be satisfied with

features like landscaping, access to shopping, security, and
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property values, but regarding most other features that may
indicate levels of community integration,
little from suburban residents.

they differ very

What is more, though I have

not demonstrated this empirically,

it is logical that the

"work and spend" cycle that Shor describes would only be more
pervasive and intense in an "upscale" master-planned community
like Summerlin, still inhabited primarily by working class (in
the relational sense) families.
Finally,

in cities

across

the country master-planned

communities with private governance like Summerlin are having
a direct impact on local public policy issues, particularly
with

regard

general,

to

tax

issues.

Community

Associations,

in

appear to be the greatest source of conflict and

resentment among master-planned community residents.

But

propagandistic "educational" efforts like those in Summerlin
are

expressely

designed

corporate bureaucratic
active participants,

to

acquaint

structure,

residents

with

the

encouraging them to be

and reducing resistance.

Communities

like Summerlin, by there intended nature, will likely continue
to reinforce segregation by race and class and stand, further,
to dramatically alter or eliminate public policy designed for
general

urban

Consequently,
relatively

infrastructure
those

who

infrastructure

and

cannot
and

afford

service

service
to

live

provision.
in

these

rich master-planned
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communities will be forced to continue to combat problems like
those

experienced

representation

or

in Las
capital

Vegas

with

investment

increasingly
for

their

communities.
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CHAPTER 7
ALTERNATIVES
Alternative community forms in the U.S. tend to fall
into three general categories.

In the first category are

neighborhoods or planned communities inspired by the
progressive architecture and planning constructs of "new
urbanism."

A second category includes publicly-planned and

funded community developments (other forms may receive
public subsidies).

The third category, called "intentional

communities," encompass a broad range of community forms
that attempt to more fundamentally alter the qualities of
community space by reorganizing not only physical form, but
also to different degrees various aspects of social
relations into more cooperative arrangements.

The following

is a very brief examination of these two alternative forms
that locates these in critical perspective.
The "New Urbauiism"
Planners working within the construct of "new urbanism"
(previously known as "neo-traditionalism") have been among
the most vigorous critics of standard modern suburban
development.

Exemplified by the work of architect planners
209
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such as partners Andres Duany & Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk and
San Francisco based Calthorpe Associates, these critics
propose "alternative" community models that derive many
features from early neighborhood design and development,
prior, particularly, to the influence of auto-dependency.
Subscribing to both technological and physical determinism,
they generally regard the influence of individualized
automated transportation as central to deficiencies in both
typical unplanned and planned community designs.

But more

fundamentally, these architect-planners suggest that they
are attempting to revive the "town."

They integrate

physical features into plans designed to foster community
connections.

Calthorpe has even explicitly called for the

creation of space conducive to collective action and the
intermingling of different economic and social classes."
Easing the burden (or eliminating the necessity) of
driving is a primary tenet of new urbanism.

Their design

concepts often integrate commercial, residential, and public
space, "interconnected by streets, public transit, and
bicycle and f o o t p a t h s . M a s s transit is often featured
prominently in these community plans.

The pedestrian

oriented plan for Peter Calthorpe's Laguna West, being
developed by Phil Angelides in Sacramento County,
California, features clustered housing (single- and multi-
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family) day-care centers, parks, and commercial space
surrounding a town center served by mass transit.®

Other

new urbanism designs integrate public transit with a grid
system, sometimes with curved roads for aesthetic interest,
that provide additional routes so drivers are not forced to
use collector roads.

New urbanists tend to utilize

street plans and building and housing designs to foster
greater social integration, including features like front
porches, no garages, wider sidewalks, narrower streets, and
attention, more generally, to "human" scale.

But it is many

of these features that render land-use approval a much more
difficult and expensive process in new urbanism communities.
Because of the cost and typical average length of time
required for

approval, many of these communities,

ultimately, become amalgamations of new and old development
styles.■
’
Developer and "visionary" John A. Clark formed the
Haymount Limited Partnership in 1989 with main financial
backing from builder W.C. & A.N. Miller Co., Washington, for
the development of a community in Caroline County, Va.
Based on new urbanism principles and intended to "... be
environmentally sensitive, sustainable and affordable,"
Haymount is being designed by Duany &

Plater-Zyberk.-

During the planning process, they held a design charrette to
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address community concerns regarding the development.
Nearly 50 concerned citizens attended the sessions which
lasted about one week.

It should be noted that whether or

not elements derived from these sessions were incorporated
into the final design, capital for development and final
decision-making authority is still concentrated with a
private or corporate developer concerned with profit.
New urbanism development, despite its progressive
claims, in reality represents an essentially traditional
physical determinist approach to community planning and
development.

The central focus is on the development of

architectural and planning features designed to be more
environmentally sensitive and more explicitly conducive to
social interaction.

While these are, indeed, noble ideals,

these remain commodified communities produced by a private
developer and consumed by future residents, still subject to
accumulation exigencies and, ultimately, devoid of selfdetermination.

Consequently, the fundamental arrangement of

existing social relations is not altered.

Among other

factors, this suggests that social antagonisms inherent in a
patriarchal capitalist system remain.

And despite the

occasional conscious efforts to provide affordable housing
as options for a broader spectrum of residents, in the
current economic atmosphere new urbanism communities require
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enormous amounts of capital that, undoubtedly, impacts the
final cost to buyers; placing this alternative out of reach
for most working class citizens.

"Greenbelt Towns"
Inspired by Ebenezer Howard's garden cities as
discussed in chapter four, the New Deal-era Greenbelt Town
program was proposed "...as a way to create jobs and
provided low-cost housing in the depths of depression."®
America's first garden city experiment, Radburn, New Jersey,
a luxury development designed by the Regional Association of
America in 1928, featured the use of the restrictive
covenants to form a privatized version of the councilmanager style of municipal government popularized during the
Progressive Era.® The Greenbelt towns were essentially
designed to be a less exclusive variation of Radburn,
subsidized by the federal government, in a effort to alter
economically segregated housing patterns and demonstrate the
superiority and feasibility of master-planning communities.
In 1935, the Resettlement Administration under the
leadership of Reford Tugwell purchased 12,189 acres fourteen
miles from the center of Washington, D.C., for the site of
Greenbelt, Maryland, one of nine planned Greenbelt towns.
As part of the Works Project Administration (WPA) ,
construction began in 1936 using only unemployed or relief
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workers.® In the end, only three Greenbelt towns were
actually constructed including Greenbelt, Maryland,
Greenhill, Ohio, and Greendale, Wisconsin.

They were

intended to be relatively self-contained heterogeneous
communities, but construction cost overruns that drove up
the price of the available housing and the lack of real
industry limited the scope.
Designed specifically to provide low-income housing for
the urban working-class, families earning between $800$2,000 were screened in 1936 when the average urban income
was less than $1,200 per year.

Ultimately, at all three

communities most of the accepted families earned much closer
to the upper end of the screen bracket, significantly above
the average.® Nevertheless, in a period where the majority
of the people rented their housing because mortgage
requirements were generally prohibitive except for the
affluent, for many new Greenbelt residents the new community
represented a dramatic change from previous living
conditions.

In Greenbelt, Maryland, twelve thousand

families applied for 885 slots, but when the process was
completed, no blacks or other minorities, with the exception
of people with Jewish decent, were submitted and families
could have no more than four children.-®
Though the government retained ownership of the
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housing, acting as landlord, many community features were
included that demonstrated notable degrees of cooperative
organization.

In Greenbelt, Maryland, for example, various

stores, gas stations, movie theaters, and beauty salons were
eventually bought and operated by the townspeople who
returned profits to customers in the form of dividends.
Editor of the town newspaper during this period (called "The
Cooperator"), Walter R. Volckhausen, noted that residents
were...
Not just organizing each other, but, for example,
successfully backing needed milk legislation for
Prince George's county; finding employment for
some of our citizens who lose their jobs; helping
needy neighbors in Berwyn; and organizing our own
stores as cooperatives, so that we can have a
profit instead of someone in New York or Chicago.
Many a Greenbelter has been going at top speed
since arriving here, not because he has been
"regimented", but because he has been set free.®®
While a town manger oversaw general operations at the town,
most of the town business was coordinated by committees
filled by residents who determined such factors as theater
ticket pricing and film selection and maintained service
quality.®2 Resident Ethiel Rosenzweig proclaimed, "There was
no hierarchy here, no rich people looking down on the
peasants.

We were all equal."®®

These features prompted a rush of ongoing criticism and
growing hostility from conservatives, business leaders,
developers, and other political and economic interests who
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began to dub the communities dangerous socialistic
experiments that placed the government in competition with
private enterprise.^ By the 1950s more pejorative labels
like "Commiebelt" were applied and residents were
increasingly generally identified as communist dissidents.
During this period, the program was rejected and the
existing towns were sold by Congress to private builders who
quickly dismantled most of the "socialistic" features and,
ultimately, commodified the space.
Greenbelt was purchased for $6,285,450 in 1953 by the
Greenbelt Veterans Housing Corporation (GVHC)

(later

Greenbelt Homes, Inc.), a cooperative that attempted to
maintain the integrity of the existing city, offering
residents the "opportunity" to purchase their homes.

Most

who chose not to (or could not afford to) purchase their
homes left and approximately 600 homes were offered, at
bargain prices.

The corporation began new development and

the town grew from 7,479 to 18,199 by 1969, at which point
it essentially resembled (if slightly better planned) most
suburban residential developments.

The GVHC did not acquire

the "greenbelt" surrounding the town and it was quickly
developed in the same uncoordinated manner as the rest of
suburbia.
Considering the political and economic atmosphere that
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exists in the U.S., it is problematic to call these new
towns failures.

Despite lofty goals, they were created

in

the midst of conservative tension always present during the
New Deal-era that prevented them from truly achieving their
potential, particularly with regard to racial and class
diversity.

In spite of these factors, for a brief period,

these Greenbelt towns did represent a truly cooperative
alternative that

engaged residents inqualitatively

different social

relations of ownership and control

(if not

initial development).
Amalgamated Houses
The Amalgamated nonprofit housing cooperative,
with financial assistance from the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers Union in 1925, represents one of the oldest such
cooperatives in the U.S.

Groups of Jewish needle trade

workers, many living in overcrowded and substandard housing,
formed the Amalgamated Housing Corporation to develop
cooperative apartments on a 13 acre site in the Bronx.
The members shared and cooperatively managed numerous
facilities like a store, library, laundry, and preschool.
Members who were unemployed during the depression were
maintained by the community which pulled money and other
resources to create interest free loan funds for rent and
food.

By the 1970s, 1,443 similarly organized housing had
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been developed by Amalgamated, much of it under the
leadership of corporation president Abraham Kazan.

The

cooperative still exists today and residents maintain
numerous cooperative facilities and programs.^®
Intentional Communities
Long time communal resident and graduate student in
political science, Allen Butcher, has devised a useful
system of categorization for intentional communities.

He

indicates three economic classifications including:
"communal community" featuring communal ownership of
property; "collective community" featuring private ownership
of property which is collectively shared; and "economically
diverse community" featuring both communal and collective
forms of property ownership.

He further identifies

descriptive terms for particular community designs
including: "ecovillages" like those prescribed by new
urbanism (I have identified this as a qualitatively
different housing form); cohousing communities; and
community land trusts in which land parcels are preserved
through a long term trust agreement by residents and others
who support and manage the trust.’’
Today thousands of people in the U.S. are choosing
cooperative living arrangements for a variety of personal
reasons and many participants and supporters are actively
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promoting the formation of a new "communities movement."
While members cite financial, political, social, and
environmental motivations for choosing cooperative
alternatives to typical community development, they are
generally (sometimes subconsciously) actively seeking to
organize communities based on cooperative non-exploitative
social relations and to reduce or eliminate reliance on
commodity need fulfillment.

Whether three unrelated adults

choose a cooperative living arrangement in an urban setting
to share living costs or hundreds form a group and purchase
land for rural "self-sufficient" community, they are
resisting pressure to submit all need fulfillment to
consumption related activities.
CoHousing
While there have been isolated examples in the U.S. and
throughout the world in the past century, as currently
defined cohousing communities owe their conception to the
Danish bofoellesskaber (directly translated as "living
communities") experiments begun in the early 1970s.

They

represent a community housing alternative that is a direct
reaction to traditional uncoordinated and fragmenting
suburban sprawl development.

Simply stated, these are

communities with self-contained private residences for
individual families who also share extensive common
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facilities with the rest of the residents.

These common

facilities typically include parkland, "...kitchen and
dining hall, children's playrooms, workshops, guest rooms,
and laundry facilities."^®
An important source of inspiration for cohousing in
Denmark has been a number of successful historical workers's
communities, such as the Doctor's Association Housing built
in Copenhagen in 1853.

Workers later took the initiative

themselves, founding the Worker's Building Association at
the turn of the century.

But it was not until late 1964,

when Danish architect Jan Gudman-Hoyer gathered a group of
friends to discuss cooperative housing alternatives, that
the current proliferation took root.

They constructed a

community with 12 relatively large houses outside of
Copenhagen that was supported by local officials but
resisted by neighbors who purchased property needed for
community access."
Most of the families involved gave up in the midst of
such conflict, but an ensuing article by Gudman-Hoyer
describing the project published in a national newspaper in
1968 elicited "a tremendous response.

This peaked

national interest and Gudmand-Hoyer and other families
formed two groups that worked cooperatively to develop two
new communities.

Saettedammen in Hillerod was completed and
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inhabited by 27 families in 1972 and a year later 33
families moved into a second community in Janstrup designed
by Gudman-Hoyer.
These early developments were, for the most part,
inhabited by professionals with enough money to secure
financing themselves.

With a design sponsored by the Danish

Building Research Institute in 1971 and built by a
government-subsidized nonprofit housing developer,
Tinggarden became the first rental cohousing development in
Denmark.

Boosted by new Ministry of Housing legislation in

1981 and the Cooperative Housing Association Law in 1984, it
became easier for any group that establishes a housing
cooperative to secure government assistance for new
cohousing communities.^ By 1993 over 140 cohousing
communities had been planned and built in Denmark with many
more in the works that integrate to a much greater degree a
more diverse population.^ Today, cohousing has become an
accepted housing option in Denmark, the Netherlands, and
Sweden, and is gaining wider acceptance in other countries
with projects in Norway, Germany, France, and more recently
in Canada and (with notably greater degrees of resistance)
the U.S.24
While cohousing developments vary with regard to
details including size, type of ownership, design, and
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ideological priorities, researchers Kathryn McCamant and
Charles Durrett have identified four common characteristics
that include: participatory process; intentional
neighborhood design; extensive common facilities; and
complete residential management.Generally, the
prospective residents form a group that pursues the
necessary route to establish a community.

Unlike new

urbanism communities, with which they share some
characteristics, the group, not a developer, is responsible
for determining a site, addressing zoning changes, if
necessary, hiring an architect/planner, and securing
funding.

They also typically maintain final approval of any

proposed design.
One aspect that cohousing communities share with most
proposed new urbanism communities is the use of intentional
neighborhood design, which refers to plans that specifically
include elements intended to encourage social interaction.
This generally includes designs that intentionally
subordinate the automobile to pedestrians, particularly in
cohousing communities in Europe where the automobile
competes on a relatively more even plain with other forms of
transport.

Most consist of attached individual dwellings,

like townhouses, and more accurately recreate traditional
"village" arrangements, particularly in Denmark.

But they
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also further integrate common facilities that require, not
simply prescribe, group interaction and a degree of
cooperation. 2®
In typical cohousing communities, social interaction is
truly more than recreational.

Resident management is a

crucial of these communities that engages all residents,
even children, in the productive activity of operating and
maintaining community services and infrastructure.

Primary

duties, like common cooking and cleaning and maintaining
common areas and buildings are typically rotated among adult
work groups.

Decision-making and problem solving take

various cooperative forms, some adapted from existing
communities, and others developed as the community
evolves.22
CoHousing in the U.S.
Efforts to establish cohousing as a viable community
form in the U.S. have met with significantly more
resistance, primarily regarding securing necessary zoning
variations and funding.

Researcher Dorit Fromm notes that

"The local government is conspicuously absent in the
development of most of the U.S. examples (of co- or
collaborative housing), unlike most European models."" This

lack of financial support, not to mention exemplary models,
places such housing alternatives beyond the

reach of many
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people in the U.S., particularly low and moderate-income
residents.

Fromm mentions several communities that were

established in the U.S. in the 1970s and 1980s, but many of
these featured expressly individualistic social
organizational characteristics and were developed with less
participation from the residents.
Nevertheless, the 1994 edition of McCamant and
Durrett's book. Cohousing; A Contemporary Approach to
Housing Ourselves, discusses six cohousing communities
currently under construction in sites throughout the
country.

According to their research, by 1993 over 150

resident groups were meeting to plan cohousing communities
in North America.

An updated source indicates that there

are currently two dozen occupied cohousing communities in
the U.S.®- Another indication of the growing popularity of
cohousing communities is demonstrated by the creation of a
number of cohousing newsletters and journals that have
sprung up recently including: the Journal of the Cohousing
Network called "CoHousing"; "St.Louis Cohousing"; the "Rocky
Mountain Cohousing Quarterly"; The "Cohousing News"; and the
newsletter of what is generally considered the first modern
cohousing development in the U.S., "Muir Commons."

These

journals advise cohousing cooperatives on working with
developers, securing financing, and other issues of planning
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and organization.
Today groups interested in developing a cohousing
community face a number of obstacles, many of which have
been discussed or alluded to in previous chapters.

These

are primarily related to securing funding for a cooperative
venture, establishing necessary zoning variances (for
example, most urban regions of the nation have zoning
regulations in place that prohibit more than three or four
unrelated adults to cohabited in the same house), insuring
community participation when it is necessary to retain a
developer or planner, and meeting construction codes.
A recent nationwide competition called the "Building
Innovation for Homeownership" awards program, sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
designed to identify techniques to expand homeownership may
signal the beginning of changing attitudes toward cohousing
development.

Almost ten percent of all winners in the

program were cohousing projects.

While no funding is

involved in this particular program, the results did capture
the attention of HUD officials who "...expressed a
commitment 'to ensure that existing federal housing and
community development programs support these projects.'""
The projects were showcased in January during the awards
presentation at the annual convention of the National
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Association of Homebuilders (NAHB).
The Early "Utopian Movement"
In the U.S., intensional communities generally trace
their roots to the 'utopian movement' of the 1800s.

The

first of these had a religious orientation including those
founded by persecuted European Separatists and Pietists like
the Harmony Society, The Shakers, the Oneida and Wallingford
Perfectionists, and the Amana Society.®® Over a hundred new
communities based on a political ideology in the socialist
vein were begun between 1825 and the Civil War.

Communities

like New Harmony, North American Phalanx, and Modern Times,
drawing ideas from the likes of Charles Fourier of Europe
and Horace Greeley and Albert Brisbane in the U.S., were
typically responding to social and environmental problems
associated with rapid industrialization.®"*
These communities featured varying styles of leadership
and property ownership, occasionally completely reorganizing
social relations with regard to work, religion, politics,
and recreation in more communal or cooperative forms.

Some

were developed around single charismatic leaders, while
others engaged explicitly cooperative decision-making.
Oneida in New York required the transfer of all property and
possessions to the community by new members.

Members lived

communally and all productive tasks were organized in a
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cooperative manner.®®
Communities developed during this "utopian movement"
sometimes encountered resistance from surrounding
communities and experienced varying degrees of success.
Some like The Shakers and Amana were very successful
producing goods like innovative tools and appliances and
furniture of superb quality still in demand today.

For

example, the New Harmony community "...pioneered the first
kindergarten and infant school in America, the first public
school system in America, the first trade school system, the
first free library, and the first geological survey."®®
Community Land Trusts
Inspired by the pioneering work of a number of rural
communities that developed in the late 1960s and early
1970s, an increasing number of groups are choosing community
alternatives that more dramatically reconfigure social
relations.

One of these pioneering communities. East Wind,

continues a tradition of democratic organization, property
sharing, and an ecologically sound lifestyle.

Today the

community is one of the leaders in the "communities
movement."

They privately publish the "Community

Bookshelf," "a catalogue of books on community, co-ops, and
other aspects of joyous alternative lifestyles and politics"
that features over 100 selections on alternative topics
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including: community issues; ecology; food; indigenous
people; men and women; children and parenting; celebrations
and rites of passage; and videos and audios.®®
Established in 1973, East Wind has a current population
of 60, including five children, residing on over 428 acres
of farmland near the town of West Plains in southern
Missouri.

The community is one of the few that attempts and

succeeds at maintain a high degree of self-sufficiency.
They have industry that generates a number of products
including woven hammocks, rope sandals, and nutbutters,
utilized as the primary source of community income.

All

profits are shared and used for property maintenance,
clothing, food, and any other needs.

The community also

grows as much as 20 percent of its food and maintains
livestock. ®®
Democratic organization of all decision-making is of
vital importance to the East Wind philosophy.

A recent

promotional booklet notes:
Positions of responsibility within the community
are determined by interest and energy levels these are not positions of power, but positions
of involvement. The Ranch Manager doesn't run
the ranch, she's just the one with the most
involvement there and so knows what's going on,
and can best coordinate efforts.®®
There seems to be a general understanding among members of
East Wind and other intentional communities that scale is an
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important factor in democratic processes.

They suggest:

The point of intentional communities is that in
A smaller setting individuals can have a direct
impact on the variables of their society, thereby
empowering themselves to affect a cure on society's
ills. 4°
This self-consciousness of scale is prevalent in most
intentional communities.

Many who choose this sort of

cooperative lifestyle do so for this particular reason.
They are expressly seeking more intimate interpersonal and
social relationships than are typical in most urban
communities, particularly suburban developments.
One of the obstacles that communities of this sort, in
particularly, encounter regards the general pervasive
cultural stigma prevalent in the U.S.

The most damaging

stigma comes from the association with "cults."

The problem

is not simply that these are not "cults," but that recent
research problematizes the actual notion of "cult" in the
first place.

The traditional theory generally refers to a

spiritual/religious group that brainwashes its members,
creating "uncritical zombies."

Researches note that

turnover in such labeled groups is typically high and that
members most frequently leave without great pressure or
difficulty. 4®

But in any case, these communities are

typically founded on broad principals of independence within
space that is democratically organized.
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Conclusion
One of the primary criticisms of intentional
communities and the notion of a communities movement is that
these actually represent utopian enclaves destined to have
minimal impact on more general political, economic, and
social patterns.

Urbanologist Mark Gottdiener suggests that

a revolutionary transformation of society cannot come about
based on technological or environmental change alone:
Such communities are mere enclaves existing in
what Lefebvre calls privileged space - a space
made possible by the balance of power relations in
society, which requires the subjugation elsewhere
of the working class. Such privileged spaces also
exist in affluent suburban communities and city
enclaves of the well-off, who seem capable of
guarding their everyday life against the social
pathologies which afflict adjacent area. "*2
First, it should be acknowledged that for many who
choose cooperative lifestyles, separation of an enclave
nature is self-conscious.

For others, it is necessary in a

society where such experiments have been historically
stigmatized.

However, most new intentional communities,

unlike suburban or master-planned communities, do manifest
cooperatively reorganized social relations including for
many a "stradegy of generalized self-management which unites
ownership and control relations in the workplace with those
of the home." that Gottdiener suggests is a necessary pre
condition for the pursuit of a revolutionary project."*- It
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should also be mentioned that, while a detailed examination
is beyond the scope of this thesis, this sort of project is
wrought with patriarchal trappings regarding the nature of
revolution.

Furthermore, many of these communities actually

do use the strength of their cooperative organization to
connect with the needs of those in the "un-privileged
spaces," and coordinate social activism with their own
alternative to community need fulfillment.
The "Yellow House" community is located in a central
city neighborhood in Kansas City, Kansas.

When it was

formed, core residents, with a history of community
organizing and various other types of activism, became
involved with a small struggling local community
organization.

They pulled their resources and received some

economic development money to purchase an abandoned school
building from the local school board for approximately
$5,000 where they have established the Franklin Community
Center. 44 Today the community center "...houses a co-op
grocery, a coffee shop, day care, and social services," for
the community which has a high concentration of minority
residents.4^
While Yellow House does not necessarily represent the
norm for intentional communities, their is today a growing
number of communities that coordinate economic democracy.
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cooperative living, and community activism in ways that
contribute more significantly to the possibility of a
revolutionary transformation of society.

Groups that

attempt to coordinate the efforts of these communities like
the Federation of Egalitarian Communities who suggest that
"Our aim is not only to help each other; we want to help
more people discover the advantages of a communal
alternative, and to promote the evolution of a more
egalitarian world," represent the possibility of a broader
transformative m o v e m e n t . 4® it is also worth noting that
these communities do, at the very least, operate as
important laboratories for democratic alternatives.
One final issue that I will briefly address regards the
intersection of race and intentional communities.

While

detailed demographic information on these communities is not
currently available, it does appear from most available
information that, for the most part, the "communities
movement" does not represent a diverse cross-section of
American society.

Black Feminist bell hooks observes:

Few monied black Americans seem interested in
sharing their resources in radical ways. There
are no examples of cooperative black communities
where resources are shared, no utopian communities
that promote living simply (the growing of food,
nonwasteful use of natural resources). The ethic
of liberal individualism has so deeply permeated
the psyches of black folks in America of all
classes that we have little support for a political
ethic of communalism that promotes the sharing of
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resources. While folks continue to share resources
within family and extended kinship structures, the
sense of a communal accountability that transcends
these ties has severely diminished.4®
The closest example of such a community was actually begun
by a southern white man.

The Koinonia Farm Experiment,

established by preacher and social activist Clarence Jordon
in 1942, represented a direct reaction to racial conflict.4®
Still thriving today, the community of 27 members is located
on 1,200 acres in Georgia.

While centrally Christian, they

remain committed to racial reconciliation and n o n v i o l e n c e .4®
Like the issue of a more general revolutionary
transformation, it is difficult to assess the degree to
which such efforts, individually, can actually contribute to
a significant alteration of existing relations of racial
subordination and white domination and privilege that have
been carved into the American psyche and institutionalized
in significant ways ("white patriarchal capitalist
domination").

If mere enclaves, then intentional

communities could provide at least a degree of mediation of
the most ill-effects of racism in the U.S. today in the way
that the possession of money does for many.

Gregory D.

Squires has introduced related evidence, for instance, that
racial minorities fare better relative to whites in
employee-owned companies.

He notes:

Experiences with more democratic formulations of
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employee ownership suggest the potential of the
establishment of more egalitarian workplace
organizations as one tactic for ameliorating
racial inequality and enhancing the productivity
of the local economy.®°
Surely experiments that integrate democratic economics with
cooperative, non-commodified, living organization would
theoretically take this notion a significant step further.
In the final analysis, whether or not they do currently
represent a viable alternative community form for most
people, there is reason to believe that intentional
community forms possess the potential to do so, particularly
if, as in other European countries, more extensive public
subsidies become available.

And the fact remains that

whether or not members of a particular intentional community
locate themselves in a broader communities movement, they
are involved in creating self-determined and increasingly
non-commodified community forms that do represent
significant resistance to the norm in the U.S.

In whatever

variation, these stand in stark contrast to typical
commodified corporate master-planned communities.
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APPENDIX I
INTERVIEW SCHEDULES
The following are the open-ended guiding questions I
administered to each of the Summerlin residents who
completed the entire survey.
1. Where did you live previously? What brought you to this
area (if not from Las Vegas)?
2. What is your occupation?
to work?

What is your average commute

3. How long have you lived in Summerlin? Which village,
price range?
4. How did you hear about Summerlin (for example, word of
mouth, billboards, other advertisements)?
5. If you responded to advertisements, what was it about
these that attracted you to Summerlin? What elements
attracted you to Summerlin when you visited homes in the
area?
6. What was your first impression of Summerlin (physical
site, atmosphere, people)?
7. Did you go to the information center? If so, describe
that experience.
8. How did you choose your home (realtor, Summerlin
representative, friend, family)?
9. Describe your experience while looking for homes? Did
you see a model home? If so, how long did the experience
take? What sort of questions, if any, did you ask of the
one showing the home and visa-versa?
10. If you have previously owned a home, how was that
experience different from or similar to previous home
shopping experiences?
239
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What seemed to receive the most emphasis during sell?
11. Describe life in Summerlin (good/bad); relationship
with neighbors; use of amenities (parks, rec. facilities,
community center, shopping, schools).
12. Are there places to meet friends other than shopping
centers and if so do you use these?
13. How would you rate Summerlin as a place for kids?
there activities that kids can access (any that do not
cost)? Is it easy (safe) for kids to get around?

Are

14. Does your neighborhood seem to have defined physical
boundaries? How do you think it compares to more typical
suburban developments? What distinguishes Summerlin?
15. Are you members of your homeowner's association? Is
membership mandatory? If a member, describe relationship.
Do you participate?
15. How long do you anticipate staying in Summerlin?
Vegas?

Las

17, Are there any changes that you would make if to
Summerlin or your neighborhood if you could?
Open-ended questions for the two corporate
representatives from Summerlin (planning and community
association executives) were partially tailored for their
respective expertise. The following are general questions
asked of them both.
1.

Date and time:
Respondent :

2.

How long have you been employed?

3. Describe your position and responsibilities with The
Howard Hughes Corporation.
4. Describe the corporation's philosophy and policies for
your particular discipline.
5. What future plans does the corporation have for
Summerlin and Las Vegas?
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The following open-ended questions were asked
specifically of Gerald Robbins, Executive Director of Detail
Planning.
1.
Describe typical procedure for preparing, planning, and
developing a village site.
2.

Describe finance and development procedures.

3.
Describe relationship with city (zoning approval
process, infrastructure requirements, services). County.
Who is involved?
4. Can you compare the tenets of "new urban" or "neotraditional" planning? Has The Howard Hughes Corporation
incorporated any aspects of this design philosophy?
5. Does the planning and procedure employed by the
corporation appear to be effective? In what ways?
The following open-ended questions were asked
specifically of Randy Ecklund, Executive Director of
Community Associations.
1. Describe the responsibilities of the community
association.
2. How is the association organized (decision-making
procedures)? In what ways are residents encouraged or
required to participate?
3. What sort of social interaction does the corporation
encourage or sponsor?
4. How does the association address complaints, conflict,
protest, other struggles?
5. Describe relationship with city. County. Who is
obligated to provide what services? Who pays for these?
6. What is the corporations long-term commitment to
Summerlin and residents and how will this be manifest?
The following open-ended questions were asked of real
estate agents involved with Summerlin.
1.

Firm:
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Date and time:
Respondent :
2.

Where do you sell homes (region, neighborhood)?

3. How do you determine what is suited for a client?
Describe typical sales pitch for Summerlin compared to other
neighborhoods in which you have sold homes? What do you
emphasize during sell? Do you see particular
classifications of people moving to Summerlin?
4. What is the relationship between The Howard Hughes
Corporation and realtors? Briefing? Training? Other
requirements?
5. Does it seem to be easier, about the same, or more
difficult to sell homes in Summerlin compared to other
regions or neighborhoods?
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